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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
“I’M LIKE THEIR GPS”: HOW MATHEMATICS FACULTY  
SUPPORT UNDERPREPARED COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENTS 
IN COREQUISITE COURSES  
As American community colleges replace prerequisite developmental 
mathematics courses with corequisite courses, the work of faculty to support 
underprepared students merits attention. This curricular change means underprepared 
students are enrolling directly in both college-level content courses with required 
corequisite support courses for necessary remediation, thus broadening the range of 
student skills and abilities in the classroom. Faculty work is significantly impacted by this 
change. Previous research indicates that corequisite course configurations have mitigated 
some problems with the traditional multi-course sequence of developmental courses. 
Noticeably, scholars described course structures in detail but failed to describe adequately 
how students were actually supported. A qualitative research study was designed to 
generate data through participant interviews. The research sought to address the gap in 
literature by developing a deeper understanding of faculty work to provide corequisite 
support. Characteristics of Weick’s Organizational Sensemaking Theory served as a lens 
to understand the layered and nuanced facets of faculty work to support corequisite 
students. Four major themes were identified: 1) various course configurations labeled as 
corequisite courses and three interrelated dimensions of faculty work to support 
corequisite students: 2) helping students with mathematical content and skills, 3) 
fostering academic behaviors and mindsets, and 4) providing emotional support for 
students. This study contributes to the growing body of research surrounding the concept 
of corequisite courses as remediation. Results depict how faculty made sense of 
curricular changes associated with implementing corequisite models and how those 
faculty supported their underprepared students. This study informs college leaders, 
professional development coordinators, and practitioners seeking to learn more about 
faculty work to support underprepared students in corequisite courses. Two important 
implications for practice and policy include cultivation of various dimensions of faculty 
work related to corequisite courses and prioritizing faculty engagement in scholarship. 
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Emotional Work, Weick’s Organizational Sensemaking Theory 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Millions of students attend colleges and universities each year underprepared for 
college-level work. Developmental education programs and courses represent efforts to 
remedy this situation so that students may successfully reach their educational goals. The 
work of faculty with students marks the most direct contact between higher education and 
individual students. With a richer understanding of faculty work from literature, data, and 
findings presented in this study, decisions by college leaders and administrators regarding 
faculty work may be better informed. The support of faculty teaching underprepared 
students is especially significant for community colleges, where 68% of students entering 
public two-year institutions took at least one remedial course, compared to 40% of those 
who started at four-year institutions based on 2003-2004 course taking statistics (Chen, 
2016, p. 15).  
Background of the Study 
 Since the 1970s, higher education institutions have used sequences of pre-
requisite remedial or developmental courses to ready underprepared students for college-
level courses (Arendale, 2011). Looking at data related to developmental remediation, 
researchers reported that the pre-requisite sequence was more detrimental than beneficial 
to underprepared students (Bailey et al., 2010a). Sequences of one to four or more 
prerequisite developmental courses included multiple exit points, where students could, 
and did, drop out of the sequence (Bailey et al., 2010a; Edgecombe, 2011; Hern, 2012). 
In fact, based on a 2010 study of 250,000 students from 57 colleges across seven states, 
Bailey et al. concluded that the problem with traditional developmental education lay in 
students leaking out of the developmental sequence pipeline.  
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 As issues with developmental education received more attention on various 
levels, practitioners and researchers sought ways to accelerate students through 
developmental sequences or configure courses in ways that enabled students to bypass 
developmental courses.  Early efforts described by practitioners included corequisite 
English courses at the Community College of Baltimore (Adams et al., 2009) and 
accelerated courses in the California Acceleration Project for both English students 
(Hern, 2012) and for mathematics students (Hern with Snell, 2010). Literature reviews by 
Edgecombe (2011) and Rutschow and Schneider (2011) described various acceleration 
strategies at select colleges and universities, which illustrated the lack of standard 
definitions for the various strategies, including the term “corequisite courses.” 
 Besides the structure of developmental courses, researchers also examined how 
course were taught. Poor performance of developmental students was attributed to 
demotivating pedagogy (Jaggars et al., 2015), a “remedial pedagogy” (Grubb, 2010, p. 9), 
and a fragmented drill-and-skills approach (Koski & Levin, 1998). The American 
Association of Community Colleges (2014) called for colleges to integrate more effective 
practices in college classrooms, increase interactions with students, and provide support 
for students in developing mindsets conducive to college success.  
Developmental students not only lacked academic skills and understanding of 
concepts (Cox, 2018); they also suffered from anxiety related to specific disciplines, such 
as mathematics, and fear related to attending college in general (Cox, 2009). Many 
developmental students experienced low self-esteem and knew very little about how to 
study or organize their time in ways to facilitate student success (Adams et al., 2009). 
Since students in accelerated models, especially corequisite support courses, skipped pre-
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requisite remediation, instructors in corequisite support courses needed to address much 
more than discipline-specific concepts and skills.   
As research dissemination and published articles show, corequisite course 
instructors supplemented remediation in mathematics or English content with deliberate 
attention to affective skills (Hern with Snell, 2013) and learning support skills (Stratton, 
1996). They worked with students one-on-one (Hern, 2012) and monitored student 
attitudes related to college classes, as well as other life issues (Adams et al., 2009). Tasks 
such as these fall beyond the typical job descriptions of college instructors. Supporting 
underprepared students, faculty in actuality added a dimension to their work not 
explicitly detailed in faculty role descriptions. This study examined the work of 
community college faculty to develop, plan, and provide support to underprepared 
students enrolled in corequisite mathematics courses, a configuration of courses replacing 
traditional pre-requisite developmental education courses. 
Statement of the Problem 
With the adoption of corequisite remediation as an alternative to the traditional 
developmental education sequence, the facilitation of underprepared student success must 
be accomplished differently. The support instructors provide for underprepared students 
enrolled in college-level courses represents an essential element of the work these 
instructors perform. In the context of corequisite courses regardless of the discipline, 
faculty work includes dimensions related to improving academic skills, as well as student 
feelings and attitudes, and navigating college life. Faculty members may be ill-prepared 
to engage students at a personal level regarding topics unrelated to his or her discipline. 
Although much is known about acceleration, corequisite configurations, and the 
needs of developmental or underprepared students, little is known about how faculty 
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members provide the critical support necessary to mitigate any student inadequacies 
posing barriers to college-level course success. The impact of these additional 
responsibilities on instructors is two-fold. They not only must adapt to thinking about 
remediation in new ways, but they also must make sense of the curricular changes 
impacting the work done in individual classrooms. The inclusion of underprepared 
students, without any or very little prior remediation, has increased the range of prior 
knowledge and skill abilities present in many college-level classrooms and has 
necessitated adjustments for college-level instructors and support course instructors. 
At the onset of this study, faculty teaching corequisite courses were facing and still 
face a problem of practice. With the ongoing acceptance of corequisite remediation at 
state and local levels, underprepared students receive support in the supplemental course 
meant to bridge the skills gaps they experienced in the content courses. The additional 
time spent with students provides instructors the opportunity to help students understand 
content related to the college-level course and to help students with other barriers to their 
success. While arguably every community college faculty member understands how to 
review and practice skills related to content, few seem to have the same level of comfort 
with providing assistance for overcoming other barriers impeding student success. 
Purpose of the Study 
The intent of this study was to examine how community college faculty members 
could, in a single semester, provide enough academic support to underprepared students 
so they could successfully complete a college-level course. The instructors interviewed 
during this study interacted with the same groups of students in corequisite courses, who 
would have been previously enrolled in developmental courses. Even though the 
structures and names of the courses differed, the challenges associated with helping these 
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students succeed remained the same across the nine campuses of six Kentucky 
community colleges represented by study participants. Student success hinges on the 
work of faculty to support underprepared students. The more that work is understood, the 
more resources can be aligned to improving that work with the ultimate focus being 
increased student success. 
Research Questions 
Two research questions guided this study. 
1. What work do community college mathematics faculty do to provide corequisite 
support to underprepared students enrolled in college-level mathematics?  
2. What insights have faculty members gained from individual experiences with 
corequisite courses?  
Conceptual Framework Overview 
 The conceptual framework for this study resulted from a synthesis of my personal 
experiential knowledge and a new found understanding of Weick’s (1995) theory of 
organizational sensemaking. Organizational sensemaking provided a “framework for 
making sense of what” was “illuminated” during the study (Maxwell, 2013, p. 49). 
Sensemaking as a research lens highlighted dimensions of faculty work not considered 
previously. Looking at data generated during this study in terms of faculty making sense 
of how to support underprepared students in corequisite courses, I realized more fully the 
complexity of providing support for students. 
 Weick (1995) described the real-world practice of sensemaking for practitioners. 
“Problems do not present themselves to the practitioners as givens. They must be 
constructed from the materials of problematic situations which are puzzling, troubling, 
and uncertain…[T]o convert a problematic situation [into] a problem [requires] a certain 
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kind of work” (p. 9). This study explored this type of work, namely ways in which 
faculty supported underprepared students, so they could perform successfully in college-
level courses. The participants of this study faced an uncertain situation when they were 
informed that corequisite remediation would be adopted at their colleges. Each individual 
made sense enough of the situation to be able to plan and teach corequisite courses.  
Methodology Overview 
This study was designed as a qualitative study so the researcher could engage 
directly with faculty who had experiential knowledge of teaching corequisite 
mathematics. Semi-structured, face-to-face interviews were conducted with thirteen 
participants from different campuses of six separate community colleges. Data were 
generated using interviews to capture the perspective of participants in their own words. 
A responsive interviewing approach was used, so each interview became a conversational 
partnership between researcher and study participant (Rubin & Rubin, 2012), discussing 
what the interviewee did in teaching corequisite courses and not how well it had been 
done. Conversations were guided using an interview protocol which elicited 
characteristics related to the conceptual framework of sensemaking.  
Assumptions, Limitations, and Delimitations 
 Assumptions. At the outset of this study, I assumed the term “corequisite model” 
designated a single configuration of courses consistently understood within the academy 
defined universally within the community college system studied as “a college-level 
content course paired with a separate academic support course.” Once in the field, it 
became obvious that I was laboring under a false assumption. There is not a single 
definition for all accelerated courses designated as corequisite courses anywhere in the 
country, let alone in the 16 colleges from which the six study sites were chosen. Also, I 
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had assumed faculty were supporting students in similar ways, such as content review 
and study skills, when teaching corequisite courses, yet the support provided by faculty 
for underprepared students includes a wide array of topics and skills in addition to 
academic support. Because of this, variations of course configurations have been 
carefully explained. Lastly, I assumed faculty themselves were supported when preparing 
to teach corequisite courses through such measures as, state level resources and college 
professional development or training session, which seems to have been insufficient or 
totally unavailable. 
 Limitations. All the participants who chose to participate in this study wanted to 
talk about their work. They were motivated in different ways. Some wanted to contribute 
to the research project focused on corequisite mathematics, while others were recruited 
by colleagues who had heard me speak at a conference, were members of the University 
of Kentucky EdD cohort, or had previously completed an interview with me. While their 
willingness to participate generated thick, rich descriptions, noticeably absent from the 
interviewees were participants who previously taught corequisite courses and were no 
longer teaching the configuration at the time of the interviews or any participants with 
negative experiences related to teaching corequisite support courses. Data from 
unsuccessful attempts to implement corequisite remediation collected would be beneficial 
to add to the growing knowledgebase on this topic. 
Delimitations. It was not an intention of this study to gauge success of any 
corequisite courses or to collect data reflecting success rates for any courses. Quantitative 
success rates of corequisite courses were not discussed in interviews, either purposefully 
or casually. Some interviewees described changes they planned to make in future 
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semesters at the practitioner level. Several participants commented about previous 
reforms at their colleges and the success and/or failure of those reforms, in general 
anecdotal terms, within in the context of what they did before teaching corequisite 
courses.  
Definitions of Terms 
Many of the terms used in this study have an array of definitions in the research literature 
and in use within the six site colleges. The following provides the definitions used in the 
context of this study as I understand them. 
 Acceleration Strategies. An acceleration strategy provides students a path for 
completing developmental coursework in a shorter period of time, as in compressed 
courses, or a means to bypass developmental coursework completely via a corequisite 
model. 
 Corequisite Model. A corequisite model is a configuration of two courses taken 
concurrently comprised of a content course and a required corequisite support course. In 
most instances, the content course is a college-level course, though there are some cases 
of colleges coupling a developmental content course with a support course. A corequisite 
support course may also be called a supplemental course, a companion course, or a 
workshop, as is evident in the narrative of this dissertation with the inclusion of 
synonymous phrases used in verbatim explanations from interviewees and quotations 
from the published work of other researchers. 
 Corequisite Remediation. Corequisite remediation refers to providing support 
for underprepared students during the same semester in which students are also enrolled 
in a college-level content course. It is not limited to a single course configuration.  
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 Corequisite Support. The corequisite support provided by instructors teaching 
corequisite support courses goes beyond discipline-specific academic support. While the 
focus of support may be primarily addressing gaps and fulfilling student needs for 
additional practice related to the content course, it also includes instruction in topics such 
as study skills, academic mindsets, and handling the demands of attending college as they 
relate to students’ school and personal lives.  
KCTCS Corequisite Mathematics. The most frequently offered support course 
at KCTCS colleges during the 2016-2017 academic year, which served as the time frame 
for the initial site selection criteria for this study, was MAT 96: Supplemental 
Mathematics, the course used as selection criterion for potential sites. This course is 
described as “supplemental mathematics which provides academic support for students 
scoring below the system-wide standard into a quantitative-reasoning course. It serves as 
a supplemental co-requisite for students with borderline test scores, as defined in the 
KCTCS course placement policy” (KCTCS Course Catalog for 2015-2016, p 331). 
Generally speaking, in mathematics KCTCS corequisite support courses may supplement 
a variety of college-level mathematics courses including: MAT 105: Business 
Mathematics, MAT 110: Applied Mathematics, MAT 116: Technical Mathematics, MAT 
126: Technical Algebra & Trigonometry, MAT 146: Contemporary College 
Mathematics, MAT 150: College Algebra, and MAT 220: Introduction to Statistics. 
Implementation. The term implementation was used to capsulize the 
multifaceted processes necessary at various levels within a college, spanning different 
administrative staffs and instructional divisions, to make a new course available to 
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students. For faculty participants, implementation literally meant doing what had to be 
done to walk into the classroom and teach the class.  
Levels of Remediation. There are typically three levels of remediation in 
developmental mathematics: from greatest need to least need they are pre-collegiate math 
or arithmetic, basic algebra, and intermediate algebra (Bailey et al., 2010a, p. 256). The 
KCTCS Course Catalog 2015-2016 describes the content for each level. 
Three levels below college-level. This course (KCTCS’ MAT 55) is commonly 
called Pre-algebra or Basic Arithmetic and covers addition, subtraction, 
multiplication, and division of whole numbers, fractions, and decimals. 
Additional topics may include exponents, square roots, proportions, percents, and 
basic geometry. 
Two levels below college-level. This course (KCTCS’ MAT 65) may be referred 
to as Beginning or Basic Algebra. The course includes algebraic concepts and 
skills related to linear equations and inequalities, polynomials, factoring, 
equations and graphs of lines, systems of equations, and applications related to 
linear equations. 
One level below college-level. This course (KCTCS’ MAT 85) is called 
intermediate algebra. This course addresses equations of lines, functions, and 
applications emphasizing solving quadratic, rational, and radical equations. Other 
topics include rational and radical expressions, rational exponents, graphing 
parabolas and inequalities. 
Underprepared students. This descriptor for a subset of community college 
students includes any student not allowed to enroll solely in a college-level mathematics 
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course based on a determination by his or her college, who is, instead, advised to enroll in 
a developmental or corequisite mathematics course. These students are also called 
developmental, remedial, unprepared, transitional, or not college-ready. In writing about 
my research in this dissertation and future articles, I have adopted the use of 
underprepared students for students referred to a developmental course based on 
placement tests or academic records used by the college to assess student readiness for 
college-level work. During interviews, I listened closely to how this subset of the student 
population was designated and used the same terminology with participants during the 
interviews and subsequent written communications with participants.  
Work. The word work represented a vital concept in my research. I used work to 
represent the outlays of time, effort, and energy, both cognitive activities and physical 
tasks, of community college mathematics faculty. After analysis of the data generated 
during this study, a third type of work appeared—emotional work. The idea of work 
varies from person to person; participants were free to describe what they did in the 
context of designing, planning, and/or providing corequisite academic support, since I did 
not impose on them a definition of this word or any guiding criteria that would stifle their 
discussions of the layers of work in which they engaged.  
Significance of the Study 
The data generation phase of this study provided participants an opportunity to 
reflect on the work they did with underprepared students. Several commented that the 
interview made them think about “things” differently and thanked me sincerely for 
coming. The questions answered by this study highlight important dimensions of faculty 
work which need to be addressed by educational and professional development leaders. It 
is not enough to reconfigure courses so that more students are enrolled directly into 
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college-level courses, resulting in more students completing courses. This might produce 
far more casualties from among the ranks of students than acceptable for most educators. 
Instead, it is imperative for researchers, college leaders, professional development 
planners, and faculty members to understand the ramifications on faculty and the work 
they do in their classrooms that come from adopting the corequisite model and other 
acceleration strategies.  
Although there is no one way that is best to meet the needs of all underprepared 
students, instructors who have been teaching the corequisite mathematics courses possess 
a wealth of knowledge applicable to facilitating the success of underprepared students. 
This knowledge is valuable in a larger context than simply implementing the corequisite 
model. In every class, there will always be some underprepared students. If instructors 
are instructed, trained, and supported to help underprepared students academically and 
emotionally, regardless of setting, more students across colleges, departments, and 
programs may benefit and have better chances at reaching their individual educational 
goals.    
Chapter Summary 
 Chapter 1 introduced the problem examined in this study. As institutions of higher 
education choose to accelerate underprepared students, community college faculty 
members face curricular changes which directly impact the work they do in college 
classrooms. The change studied, namely the corequisite model, has replaced traditional 
pre-requisite developmental courses in a majority of community colleges across the 
country with single-semester corequisite models. Typically, corequisite instructors teach 
a college-level content course and a supplemental support course aimed at facilitating 
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student success in the content course. The purpose of this study was to explore the work 
that faculty did to support underprepared students in these new ways.  
Qualitative data were generated through thirteen face-to-face interviews with 
experienced corequisite mathematics instructors. During these interviews, I sought to 
capture each instructor’s perspective of making sense of this situation so he or she could 
teach corequisite courses. Adoption of this new model required instructors to change how 
they viewed and taught underprepared students, since providing corequisite support was 
an essential element to the model. Knowledge gained from this study will provide insight 
into the lived experiences of individual community college instructors. This insight will 
benefit educational leaders and professional development staff seeking to support faculty 
facing curricular changes emanating from educational reform.  
As this introductory chapter notes, I had initially assumed the term corequisite 
courses to be a standard definition of one specific course configuration; however, it refers 
to a variety of course structures and strategies. Other terms related to the context of this 
study were defined in this chapter. A limitation of the study is the range of participant 
experiences. All instructors who volunteered expressed only positive feelings regarding 
the model, and all were continuing to teach corequisite courses at their colleges during 
the times in which interviews were conducted.  
This chapter briefly introduces the idea of corequisite remediation as one type 
acceleration strategy influencing the work of faculty. Subsequent chapters explain 
various aspects of this study. Chapter 2 addresses in more detail the conceptual 
framework based on the theory of sensemaking and reviews research literature related to 
acceleration strategies, particularly the corequisite model with its various structures and a 
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history of its evolution. The next chapter describes the methodology used in this study. 
Findings from the analysis of the qualitative data generated are presented in Chapter 4, 
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CHAPTER 2. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
 This chapter begins with the conceptual framework, not to imply that it is more 
important than the extant literature, but to orient readers with respect to the approach 
taken in this study. It is of particular importance to begin with the conceptual framework 
which guided the design of this study, because topics to be discussed include 
noncognitive skills and emotional experiences related to the work of faculty and the 
support that underprepared students require, both of which have a bearing on this 
qualitative study. I have made every effort to present ideas related to these topics without 
sentimentality or expression of my own personal feelings or bias.  
Conceptual Framework 
 In constructing a conceptual framework for this study, I sought to describe the 
work of community college faculty teaching corequisite mathematics and endeavoring to 
teach a new configuration of classes designed to facilitate the success of greater numbers 
of underprepared students in college-level courses. To better understand faculty work in 
the context of this study, I selected Weick’s (1979, 1995) theory of organizational 
sensemaking as a lens to examine the array of reactions to the phenomenon described 
above. Faculty members in a situation like this spend little or no time deciding to adopt a 
new course model to replace the traditional sequences of developmental education 
courses. Instead, after being informed of the college’s decision to adopt a new course 
model, instructors work individually or collectively to determine what needs to be done 
to prepare for teaching. Since time is typically a controlling factor, the work to prepare is 
less creating from scratch and more how to modify what is already working so it fits in 
the new course configuration model. In the context of this study, some community 
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college instructors who completed interviews with me were told they would be 
implementing a corequisite model. Other instructors learned of the impending conversion 
of developmental courses to corequisite courses and initiated necessary changes prior to 
any mandates for change. In both scenarios, instructors needed to teach students deemed 
underprepared in college-level courses without the traditionally assumed benefit of 
sequences of pre-requisite developmental or remedial courses.  
 Although concepts from organization theory increase understanding of the 
structure and mechanics of an institution of higher education, theories describing open 
systems fail to adequately describe organizational life from the perspective of the 
members of an organization. There is not a clearly delineated job description which 
allows new instructors to fully grasp the breadth of the position as it relates to the classes 
and students they will teach within the larger context of the institution and the division or 
department to which they are assigned. Instructors must face complicated institutional 
requirements for distribution of their work efforts, acquiring tenure if/when available, and 
other responsibilities that are in addition to teaching typically 15-18 credit hours per 
semester. The pace of work can be hectic when teaching multiple classes each day, 
serving on committees, and providing time for student consultations.  
 Teaching at any level is a complicated task requiring a variety of skills as well as 
an assortment of strategies for facilitating learning. Coupled with the ability to teach is 
the requisite knowledge of the discipline necessary to fully explain concepts to learners. 
Most community college instructors come to the classroom steeped in discipline-specific 
knowledge. However, many instructors lack training or knowledge of ways to manage a 
classroom, effectively work with peers to facilitate student success, and differentiate 
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instruction in terms of student learning styles and different course modalities. Many other 
factors influence teaching such as familial responsibilities, relationships with other 
faculty members, and educational philosophies of peer mentors or supervisors. An effort 
to list all factors influencing any one faculty member is impossible due to the complex 
nature of life as a college instructor. 
I determined there had to be a way to make sense of how college faculty juggle 
the many responsibilities, tasks, and work integral to their positions. Weick’s (1995) 
theory of sensemaking in organizations provided me with just such a lens for examining, 
identifying, and understanding the multifarious aspects of the work faculty do to move 
forward when confronting circumstances that create a situation which may be ambiguous, 
have multiple solutions, evoke emotional responses, and disrupt the flow of the status 
quo. It is important to note that sensemaking is not interpretation, decision-making, 
understanding, or problem-solving. It is what the name implies—making sense of a 
situation. Although people make sense of situations all the time without even thinking 
about it, Weick (1979) described the process of sensemaking for a collective of 
individuals in an organization. The theory of sensemaking as detailed by Weick 
illuminates aspects of faculty work in institutions of higher education because these 
organizations frequently face occasions that are ambiguous or uncertain.  
Organizing, Weick (2015) claimed, is more a process than a structure. “[T]o 
organize is to assemble ongoing interdependent actions into sensible sequences that 
generate sensible outcomes” (Weick, 1979, p. 3). Birnbaum (1988) noted that, as 
organizational participants interact, they develop a consensus of “rules for identifying 
institutional elements and for interpreting actions so that they have meaning” (p. 65). 
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Though these agreed-upon meanings may be arbitrary and not rooted in objective reality, 
they still consist of “recipes for getting things done when one person alone can’t do them 
and recipes for interpreting what has been done” (Weick, 1979, p. 4). If organizations are 
considered more dynamically, as a sequence of actions, a chain of events, aimed at how 
and what sense individual organizational members construct, the model offers a means to 
understand, from the perspective of individuals themselves, how they kept all the balls in 
the air.   
Weick (1995) identified seven identifying characteristics of sensemaking which 
sets it apart from other “explanatory processes such as understanding, interpretation, and 
attribution. Sensemaking is understood as a process that is:  
1. Grounded in identity construction,  
2. Retrospective,  
3. Enactive of sensible environments,  
4. Social,  
5. Ongoing,  
6. Focused on and by extracted cues,  
7. Driven by plausibility rather than accuracy” (p. 17).  
The explanations of each characteristic provided below reflect my specific ordering of 
these properties as they relate to explaining sensemaking within the overall context of 
this study.  
Characteristics of Sensemaking 
First, sensemaking is retrospective, that is “[a]ll understanding originates in 
reflection and looking backward” (Weick, 1979, p.194). People make sense of things 
looking at a world on which they have already taken action. To make sense about a 
situation, they must step outside the stream of the experience, deliberately direct attention 
to it, and then describe distinct, separate episodes of past action. This emphasizes “how 
much action is informed by highly skillful and complex reasoning, most of which is tacit” 
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(Smerek, 2013, p. 374). Weick (1979) suggested, “The basic theme for the entire 
organizing model is found in the recipe for sense-making: ‘How can I know what I think 
until I see what I say?’ ” (p.133). The focus becomes what was actually done and not 
what was planned, because, despite the most detailed, elaborate plans, until something is 
said or done what actually happened cannot be determined. Looking back, one is allowed 
a view of the lived, not planned, experience. 
Sensemaking is ongoing. People are always in the middle of things, immersed in 
the various flows of their lives. The nature of life is a continual developing, changing 
flow of activities, projects, work, responsibilities, etc. Interruptions to flows initiate the 
need for sensemaking and may generate emotional responses in an individual. A person 
might be angry if work is delayed or very happy if a project ends early eliminating a need 
for additional overtime work. When the continuum of flows is interrupted, individuals 
chop out moments, or extract cues, to make sense of a new situation. 
Third, sensemaking involves being focused on and by “extracted cues” (Weick, 
1995). What is extracted from a situation as a cue and what sense is made of it depends 
on the context and the individual noticing the cue. “Extracted cues are simple, familiar 
structures that are seeds from which people develop a larger sense of what may be 
occurring” (Weick, 1995, p. 50). The extracted cues are assembled into mental models 
which direct people’s attention towards a specific action. In addition to extracting a cue 
from the environment, people’s attention may be directed by other people towards 
specific cues. Once an extracted cue prompts action, the action then becomes a cue which 
may be extracted. Weick (1995) stressed the importance of how cues “tie elements 
together cognitively” (p. 54), similar to the sequence of a self-fulfilling prophecy. 
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Weick (1995) described an incident about a military maneuver in Swiss Alps 
“related by the Hungarian Nobel Laureate Albert Szent-Gyorti and preserved in a poem 
by Holub” (p. 54). A young lieutenant of a small Hungarian detachment sent a 
reconnaissance unit into an icy wilderness. After two days of heavy snowfall, the officer 
feared he had sent his men to their demise. On the third day, the lost unit returned 
unharmed, and he questioned them about where they had been and how they made their 
way back. The men told him they had considered themselves lost until one man found a 
map in his pocket. The unit leader explained that the map calmed them down. They 
pitched camp and waited out the storm until they could make their way safely back 
following the map. Amazed, the lieutenant examined the life-saving map and discovered 
it was a map of the Pyrenees, instead of a map of the Alps. Weick (1995) used this 
example to emphasize “when you are lost, any old map will do” (p. 54). He pointed out 
that finding the map—any map—calmed the men down, got them moving in a general 
direction based on where they located their current position, and encouraged attention to 
cues created by their actions which eventually led them back to their detachment. The 
map proved to be good enough for the men to make sense of where they were and to 
continue updating that location based on the cues they extracted from their geographic 
location as they traveled. 
Fourth, sensemaking is “enactive of sensible environments” (Weick, 1995). The 
environment is “not some impersonal ‘they’ who puts environments in front of passive 
people” (Weick, p. 31). Birnbaum (1988) explained that “[t]here are many ways in which 
the environment can be experienced, interpretations made, meanings attributed, and 
responses selected” (p. 65). In this sense, the environment is not real, but rather enacted, 
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like a law that prohibits driving faster than 45 mph. It is not illegal to drive 45 mph until 
the speed limit is posted on a specific stretch of highway. People produce part of the 
environment that they face. Choosing to notice what is happening in a situation, an 
individual creates the environment which then “constrains the action” (Weick, 1995, p. 
31) they determine to be appropriate or necessary.  
Sensemaking is embodied by each organizational participant continually 
redefining individual identities, that is, the construction of their identities change over 
time. Reponses to Who am I? Who are they? Who are we? provide the building blocks of 
these ongoing puzzles for individual and organizational identities. Weick (1995) stressed 
the significance of “shifting and multiple” (p. 59) identities which are “constituted out of 
the process of interaction” (p.21). People invent and modify identities based not only on 
who they want to be but also on how they want to be perceived by others whose identities 
are also in flux. As organizational members, individuals create and modify professional 
identities relevant to how they believe others view the organization. An individual makes 
sense of whatever happens around him or her by asking: Who will I be in this situation? 
The meaning made will be determined by the identity the person adopts to deal with the 
situation. So, “[w]hat the situation means is defined by who I become while dealing with 
it or what and who I represent” (p. 24). This internal, reflective, personal questioning 
exemplifies how sensemaking is grounded or rooted in identity. 
Sixth, sensemaking is a social activity. It is “never solitary because what a person 
does internally is contingent on others. Even monologues and one-way communications 
presume an audience. And the monologue changes as the audience changes” (p. 40.) 
Burns and Stalker (1961, as cited in Weick, 1995) noted that “[i]n working organizations 
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decisions are made either in the presence of others or with the knowledge that they will 
have to be implemented, or understood, or approved by others” (p. 39). As noted 
previously, even individual identities are subject to interactions with others. 
The seventh characteristic of sensemaking involves being driven by plausibility 
rather than accuracy. Weick (1995) stated “The strength of sensemaking as a perspective 
derives from the fact that it does not rely on accuracy and its model is not object 
perception. Instead, sensemaking is about plausibility, pragmatics, coherence, 
reasonableness, creation, invention, and instrumentality” (p. 57). Accuracy is secondary, 
and time constraints on necessary action may reduce the importance of accuracy even 
more. What is important is taking action—doing something, doing anything besides 
taking no action. This idea of finding a satisfactory course of action, rather than 
expending the necessary time and perhaps resources to determine the best or right action, 
is called “satisficing” (Birnbaum, 1988, p. 58; Weick, 1995, p. 20). Satisficing 
contradicts the perception of the organization as a rational entity making rational 
decisions and instead depicts the selection of cues which will determine actions leading 
to a desirable outcome.    
Sensemaking Example 
With the concept of sensemaking (Weick, 1995), I could describe what I knew 
happened when faculty faced curricular changes impacting their work. As a practitioner, I 
had experienced the difference between planning to make a change and the change 
actually being made. Since my focus for this study was the actual experiences of faculty 
who had taught corequisite courses, a retroactive approach would depict actual 
experiences and not what was in the planning phase. However, even talking about what 
was done in a previous semester becomes part of the continuous flow of ideas related to 
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teaching in the current and future semesters. Faculty, mindful of this flow, pay attention 
to cues that arise in their environments that indicate impending changes which may 
directly impact the work each person does. As extracted cues garner more attention, each 
individual faculty member chooses or enacts what environment he or she will face, such 
as embracing corequisite remediation or refusing to make any changes. How the 
environment is enacted depends on the identity individuals adopt in any situation. While 
some faculty members have only seen themselves as discipline-specific content lecturers, 
others identify as personally responsible for student success. These roles develop from 
the socialization within the discipline, division, and college and how that adoption of 
shifting roles links to the identity a person adopts. Finally, all this happens within a 
framework of what action is plausible enough to keep individuals moving in the right 
direction, which, in this example is teaching corequisite courses. In many ways, this 
theory provides a view from the inside-out of an organization, that is to say it offers a 
means by which one can consider the thinking of the individual within the organization 
from the individual’s perspective.  
Literature Review 
 To understand how community college faculty provide corequisite academic 
support to underprepared students, I examined literature to situate corequisite education 
within the landscape of developmental education and to learn what other researchers had 
discovered about how corequisite support was provided for students. Although 
corequisite support was reported as an element in corequisite courses, it was merely 
referred to as though it required no explanation. Because of this ambiguity and absence of 
details, the search for literature was broadened. Since the corequisite course configuration 
is one of several acceleration strategies, an examination of literature related to 
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acceleration models supplied some explanations of how instructors supported 
underprepared students. The review of literature focused on acceleration strategies 
provided elements helpful for defining corequisite remediation and insight into the 
benefits of the acceleration reform in developmental education. Finally, I reviewed 
literature about the community college professoriate to enable me to better understand 
and fully describe the work of faculty. 
Background: Community Colleges Facilitate Pursuit of Goals 
According to Beach (2011), two-year institutions of higher education, junior 
colleges, were created by university administrators in response to increasing numbers of 
high school graduates seeking access to higher education in the 1890s. The junior college 
“combined an erratic mixture of curricula: college-level transfer, college preparatory, 
remedial, and technical/vocational” (p. 13). Its position within the hierarchy of 
postsecondary education varied. Some viewed the junior college as an extension of 
secondary schooling, that is, grades 13 and 14. Others considered it as a prerequisite to 
university studies, a place to complete the general education requirements of the first two 
years of undergraduate study. Those students who lacked the resources and ability to 
successfully complete work at the university could be diverted into junior colleges and 
prepared for lower skilled, lower paying jobs without ever attending a university. 
As early as 1936, junior college leaders suggested junior colleges prioritize 
serving the needs of their local communities. A 1947 report by the Truman Commission 
“legitimized” the expanding two-year institutional mission of responding to local 
community needs to include general education, vocational education, and adult education 
and claimed that half the American population would benefit from two years of 
postsecondary studies (Beach, 2011). As a response to the returning World-War II 
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veterans with G.I. Bill benefits, the Truman Commission Report supported the open 
access of community colleges (Scherer & Anson, 2014) and sanctioned a new 
institutional identity (Beach, 2011). As increased numbers of students sought admission 
to higher education, two-year colleges broadened their purposes even further. The 
comprehensive community colleges of the 1970s provided “general education, 
community services and education for adults, counseling and guidance for students, 
technical and vocational education, academic transfer education, and helping advance 
disadvantaged students in basic skills and opportunities” (Beach, 2011, p. 32). Today, 
community colleges still provide a similar array of opportunities to students, including 
associate degrees, “certificates, diplomas, and degree programs in occupational-technical 
and vocational or career education fields” (Townsend & Twombly, 2007). Depending on 
the needs of the surrounding community, some community colleges also provide Adult 
Basic Education, workforce training, and community enrichment opportunities (Beach, 
2011).  
The community college mission of providing open access to all students depicts 
the ideology of an institution committed to provide a wide range of opportunities for a 
broadening range of student interests and abilities. Shannon and Smith (2006) claimed 
the “creation of the egalitarian mission of community, technical, and junior colleges” 
impacted American higher education more than any other development (p. 15). Levin et 
al. (2006) described the attributes of the community college as providing “social 
mobility, open access, and remediation” making its mission “democratic and idealistic” 
(p. 8). Clark (1960) summarized the mission as providing equal access to all students, 
which meant “make a seat available without judgment on past performance” (p. 570). 
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Today, community colleges provide access to higher education for many who may not 
otherwise have had an opportunity to pursue their educational goals. However, while 
McCabe (2000) asserted that “community colleges embod[y] a fundamental American 
value: belief in the worth and potential of every person” (p. 2), Scherer and Anson (2014) 
pointed out that allowing underprepared students into college classes which require 
completion of developmental courses is not access to college, but is access to the 
“possibility of college, if they can successfully navigate their developmental experience” 
(p. 3).  
The notion that developmental education merely provided opportunity to college 
echoes the 1970s thinking that “students had a right to enter community colleges but that 
the responsibility for completion was theirs alone—their ‘right to fail’ was the corollary 
of their right of entry” (Grubb, 1999, p. 221). This indifference to students and their 
needs of support does not reflect the open access community college of today. The move 
towards corequisite courses among colleges demonstrates a more student-centered 
approach to improving student success. While the responsibility for student success is 
debatable especially since the content in developmental or remedial courses mirrors that 
of secondary education, it is not difficult to understand the lack of a consensus given the 
ambiguity associated with college readiness. Bailey et al. (2010a) explains that “experts 
do not agree on the meaning of ‘college ready’. Policies and regulations governing 
assessment, placement, pedagogy, staffing, completion, and eligibility for enrollment in 
college-level credit-bearing courses vary from state to state, college to college, and 
program to program” (p. 255). While this lack of consensus creates a plethora of topics 
for discussion, pragmatic community college faculty accept responsibility for student 
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success and then define their work in the context of providing support for underprepared 
students. Barr and Schuetz (2008) defined an underprepared student as a student “not yet 
emotionally, socially, or academically prepared for college-level work” (p. 8). This 
definition expands the work of community college faculty beyond their teaching 
discipline.  
The Community College Faculty 
For Fall 2018, the National Center for Education Statistics ([NCES], 2019) 
reported the number of faculty at degree-granting postsecondary institutions totaled 1.5 
million for two-year and four-year public, private nonprofit, and private for-profit 
institutions with 65% being full-time employees. The public, non-profit, four-year and 
two-year institutions employed 980,835 faculty members. Almost one-third or 310,101 
faculty taught at public community colleges. The community college faculty of Fall 2018 
was 32.6% full-time and 67.4% part-time or adjunct faculty. The number of full-time and 
part-time faculty at public, non-profit, four-year institutions was 65.9% and 34.1% 
respectively, almost the opposite of the community college statistics.  
Data from the NCES (2019), indicated a steady decrease in the number of 
community college faculty from 367,608 in 2013 to 310,101 in Fall 2018 which was a 
15.6% decrease. While data showed some fluctuations in the numbers of full-time and 
part-time during these years, in each year there was at least twice as many part-time as 
full-time faculty employed by two-year institutions. For example, in Fall 2018, 32.6% of 
the faculty worked full-time compared to 67.4% employed as part-time instructors. That 
meant 209,032 of the faculty that year were part-time faculty who taught one or more 
community college courses.  
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The Community College Students 
The Community College Research Center (n.d.) reported 5.5 million students 
enrolled in public two-year colleges in Fall 2019 with 1.9 million attending as full-time 
students and 3.6 attending part-time. In a statistical analysis of NCES data, Chen (2016) 
determined almost half of the students enrolling in public two-year colleges needed two 
or more remedial courses and 26% took remedial courses across multiple subjects. The 
need for remediation was more common among several demographic groups for four-
year and two-year students, including Blacks and Hispanics, students from low-income 
backgrounds, first-generation students, and female students (at two-year institutions). As 
Chen reported, the need for remediation was widespread and affected both disadvantaged 
and advantage populations. Among students who began at public two-year institutions 
59% of those from high-income families and 65% of those from college-educated 
families required remedial courses. Remediation was concentrated among students who 
were less academically prepared for college-level work. 
Community college educators help students seeking a wide variety of academic 
goals, including an Associate of Arts degree, considered the transfer degree or an 
Associate of Applied Science degree which may lead to transfer, as in the case of teacher 
preparation, or lead to immediate employment. Some students want to complete a 
credential in a year or less and pursue vocational diplomas or certificates, such as Welder 
Helper or Culinary Arts. Other students participate in community education opportunities 
or English as a second language. A growing extension of the work of faculty in 
community colleges lies in on-site training for business and industry (Townsend & 
Twombly, 2007). With the diversity of goals outlined above, it is reasonable to assume 
that the motivation for these students is widely varied, and this does not include students 
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attending college classes because family members insist, or they have nothing better to 
do, or they are curious about college.  
Students start college with myriad expectations. Many community college 
students think they can work full-time jobs, take care of families, attend college full-time, 
and do all three well. Others begin college classes expecting to do only the same type and 
amount of work required of them in high school. Some have no idea what they want to 
do, so, rather than do nothing, they come to college. Perhaps a purpose is served even 
when a student does not complete a credential. That is to say, students may learn from the 
experience the commitment of the time and effort necessary to obtain a college 
credential. The motivation behind a student deciding to attend college impacts his or her 
determination and willingness to complete assignments, study course material, and attend 
classes. 
Referred to Developmental Education. In traditional developmental education, 
students determined not college-ready are referred to a multi-course sequence of 
prerequisite remedial or developmental courses. This sequence includes one, two, or 
three, in some cases four, developmental courses. Typically, students must successfully 
complete each course in their sequence and enroll in subsequent courses to become 
eligible for college-level courses. For most students referred to developmental education, 
achieving a college credential may be sabotaged by the same efforts intended to bridge 
gaps in preparedness for individual students; that is, the semesters of remediation may be 
more harmful than helpful. This does not mean providing remediation for students who 
need it is not critically important for community colleges; however, it may mean that how 
that remediation is supplied needs an update.  
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A review of literature regarding developmental education in the United States 
depicts a well-intentioned effort, but one that is failing miserably to prepare students 
arriving underprepared for college-level work (Hern, 2012). While the goal of 
developmental education is to give underprepared students an opportunity to catch up and 
face the challenges of college-level coursework, the reality is that few students placed in 
developmental courses completed college-level courses. A study of 57 community 
colleges determined that only 10% of math students and 24% of reading students who 
started in developmental courses completed the associated college-level course (Bailey et 
al., 2010a). This indicates that for 90% of math students and 76% of reading students, the 
developmental education courses did not help them succeed at college-level work. Since 
developmental education appears to be more detrimental than beneficial to students, 
education reformers are restructuring the traditional sequences of courses into a model 
that propels students towards their goals rather than enduring attempts to remedy, in one 
or more semesters, those academic deficiencies from years of formal education and 
work/life experiences. 
Problems with Developmental Education in Community Colleges 
Costs to Students. There are significant costs, both financial and psychological, 
for students referred to developmental education (Bailey, 2009). At most community 
colleges, developmental courses do not count towards college credit, but students are 
required to pay tuition, purchase books and supplies, and spend time in completing 
coursework. For students on financial aid, extra costs in time and money may be even 
more detrimental since the clock begins to tick on financial aid while they are completing 
developmental courses. For college students unfamiliar the amount of time outside class 
needed to complete assignments and study, the cost in time spent juggling family 
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responsibilities, working, and studying becomes an unexpected challenge. Community 
college students, many of whom are recent high school graduates, assume college to be 
similar in time requirements to high school. Adams et al. (2009) noticed there were 
“stigmatizing and often demoralizing effects of segregating” students who needed extra 
support into sections designated just for them (p. 57). Students may associate referral to 
developmental courses as starting college as failures. This may exasperate any fear of 
failure they have from “past failures [which] provide objective evidence of academic 
inadequacy” and make pursuing a college degree an insurmountable “high-stakes 
venture” (Cox, 2009, Findings Section, para. 4). Although a fear of failure hinders many 
college students in classes they find difficult, it may completely debilitate fragile 
underprepared students to the extent that they withdraw or disappear from classes 
resulting in failing grades. These costs, financial and psychological, may contribute 
heavily to students’ not completing remediation requirements.  
Structure of Developmental Courses. A frequently cited study completed by 
researchers of the Community College Research Center examined developmental 
education sequences of courses. Bailey et al. (2010a) analyzed data collected as part of 
the Achieving the Dream initiative which included over 250,000 students from 57 
colleges across seven states (p. 256). Their data set included first-time credential-seeking 
students who began college in Fall 2003 to Fall 2004. Credentials included both associate 
degrees and certificates. Remediation in math and reading for these students was 
followed through the Summer 2006 and 2007 semesters or for three academic years 
whichever came first. They found that 59% of the students were referred to 
developmental math, while 33% were referred to developmental reading; these statistics 
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were based on 53 colleges reporting data for developmental mathematics and 51 colleges 
providing information on developmental reading. These 57 colleges from seven different 
states offered one to three or more levels of prerequisite developmental math and reading. 
Overall, the study included 141,590 students referred to developmental mathematics and 
78,149 to developmental reading. Table 2.1 displays the distribution of initial referrals to 
the various levels of remediation for mathematics and reading reported by Bailey et al. 
(2010a). Levels of remediation are determined by colleges to distribute prerequisite 
concepts and skills required for college-level work across multiple developmental 
courses. In mathematics, the three levels from least need to greatest need are intermediate 
algebra (one level below), basic algebra (two levels below), and pre-collegiate math or 
arithmetic (three levels below) (p. 256). 
Table 2.1 Students referred to levels of developmental courses.  
The need for developmental mathematics is not only greater than that for reading 
remediation in terms of how many students were initially referred from the study dataset 
to developmental mathematics courses, but the distribution between various levels 
indicates many more students needed lower levels of mathematics than reading. For 
example, while 19% of the students studied were referred to the sequence including three 
or more levels of developmental math courses, only 3% of the students required that 
same sequence of developmental reading.  
Since Achieving the Dream data included a variable for indicating if and to what 
level students were referred to developmental coursework, Bailey et al. (2010a) further 
Students referred to developmental… Mathematics Reading 
One level below college-level 24% 23% 
Two levels below college-level 16% 7% 
Three or more levels below college-level 19% 3% 
Total referred students 59% 33% 
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examined how these students fared in completing the sequence required of them to 
essentially make them college ready. Extending this even further, the researchers 
determined how many developmental sequence completers successfully finished college-
level courses. Rearranging the results reported by Bailey et al. (2010a, p. 260) in Table 
2.2, I was able to capture the progression of students in each of three developmental 
sequences. Table 2.2 also disaggregates the data for students by discipline. Of students 
referred to developmental mathematics, 37% never enrolled in their first developmental 
course. Similarly, 33% of reading referrals never enrolled in the first developmental 
reading course. This “precourse attrition” Logue et al. (2016) attributed to “assigning 
students to a time-consuming remedial course…[which] may discourage them from 
attending college altogether” (p. 594).   









     Never enrolled in developmental 37% 24% 17% 
     Did not complete; did not fail 2% 13% 23% 
     Did not complete; failed 17% 32% 44% 
Total Non-completing referrals 56% 69% 84% 
Completed Required Courses 45% 32% 17% 
Completed College-Level Course* 27% 20% 10% 
Developmental Reading 
     Never enrolled in developmental 33% 21% 27% 
     Did not complete; did not fail 5% 13% 19% 
     Did not complete; failed 12% 24% 25% 
Total Non-completing referrals 50% 58% 71% 
Completed Required Courses 50% 42% 29% 
Completed College-Level Course* 42% 29% 24% 
*Completed within 3 years
The analysis Bailey et al. (2010a) presented demonstrates that “developmental 
education completion rates are negatively related to the number of levels to which a 
student is referred” (p. 259). That is, the more courses in the sequence required of 
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students to become college ready, the less likely students are to complete the sequence. 
The idea that the structure of a multicourse sequence of remedial courses derails the 
attempts of students to achieve a college credential is illustrated by the results of the 
study conducted by Bailey, Jeong, and Cho. The “Total Non-completing referrals” row of 
Table 2.2 in the developmental mathematics section shows a percent increase from 56% 
for those referred to a one-course sequence developmental mathematics to 84% of the 
students referred to the lowest level of mathematics remediation requiring three or more 
developmental courses. The increase in non-completing referrals is not as drastic for 
reading remediation; however, there is an increase from 50% referred to one-level below 
college-level reading compared with 71% referred to a three or more levels below course 
sequence.  
Considering the worst cases, one can see that only 17% of the students referred to 
a three or more-course sequence in mathematics completed the sequence, and only 10% 
of the original group completed a college-level mathematics course. For reading students, 
29% completed the sequence, and 24% completed a college-level course considered a 
gate-keeper course by the colleges reporting. Even more discouraging is the other side of 
the coin. Ninety percent of the students referred to the three-course sequence for 
mathematics remediation, and 76% of the students referred to reading remediation, did 
not complete the associated college-level course required for graduating. In fact, this 
analysis of the data indicated that “more students failed to complete developmental 
sequences because they never enroll in their first or subsequent course than because they 
drop out of or fail to pass a course in which they are enrolled” (Bailey et al., 2010a, p. 
268). The developmental multicourse sequence requires students to enroll in the first 
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course, successfully complete that course, and enroll in the next course until all 
developmental courses to which they were referred are successfully completed. For a 
student referred to a single developmental course, there are three exit points in the course 
structure: (1) student does not enroll in first course, (2) student enrolls in first course, but 
does not complete, and (3) student completes developmental course, but does not enroll 
in college-level course. This shows that progression through the multicourse sequence of 
developmental courses may be more problematic for students due to chances for 
departure, innate to a sequential multicourse structure, than to their abilities to master the 
content (Edgecombe, 2011).  
The “sequence…begins with initial assessment and referral to remediation and 
ends with completion of the highest-level developmental course,” that is the course one 
level-below the college-level content course (Bailey et al., 2010b, p. 1). Edgecombe 
(2011) pinpointed the “major structural deficiency in the traditional sequence [as the] 
multitude of exit points available to and taken by students” (p. 1), which provides too 
many opportunities for students to step out of the sequence. Similarly, Hern (2012) 
attributed low completion rates associated with the multicourse sequence model to the 
“number of ‘exit points’ in the students’ path” (p. 61). Bailey et al. (2010a) called the 
sequence of multiple developmental courses an “obstacle course” and noted, as did 
Edgecombe (2011), that it offers “many opportunities [for students] to step out of their 
sequences” (p. 267). It is understandable that reformers seeking to assist a larger number 
of underprepared students in reaching their academic goals would want to accelerate 
students through or construct a bypass of the developmental multicourse sequence.  
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Placement of Students in Developmental Courses. In addition to “external 
pulls” and extensive costs detouring students from the developmental sequence, Jaggars 
et al. (2015) also attributed poor performance of developmental students to “placement 
errors” (para. 4). Students are often placed in developmental courses based on a single 
assessment score using arbitrary cut scores (Brothen & Wambach, 2004). Students may 
be referred to courses which prove to be too difficult for success or too basic to be 
interesting. Another placement issue, in mathematics especially due to its sequential 
nature, may be described as the “one-size-fits-all thinking” (Cafarella, 2016). Illustrating 
this way of approaching developmental mathematics, Hern and Snell (2010) stated that 
some mathematics instructors insist all students must know how to add and subtract 
fractions without a calculator so they can later add rational expressions in Algebra and 
can then do a Calculus II integration technique. Logue (2018) noted that some 
practitioners assert that students will not have the knowledge necessary to succeed in 
other college classes without completing Elementary Algebra. This line of reasoning 
justifies the same sequence of developmental courses for all students as if all are destined 
for Calculus II. In reality, most community college students do not take any Calculus 
classes. For example, at Los Medanos College in California “for every student who takes 
Calculus I, eight students take Statistics” (Hern with Snell, 2010, p. 9). Yet, “community 
college placement tests assess all students on their previous knowledge of algebra and—
regardless of the student’s intended major—force those determined to be ‘not college 
ready’ into the algebra sequence” (Hern, 2012, p. 61). In addition to changes in course 
structure and college placement policy, community college teaching has been criticized. 
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Teaching in Developmental Courses. Jaggars et al. (2015) blamed 
“demotivating curricula or pedagogy” as a hindrance to developmental student success. 
Grubb (2010, 1999) studied community college teaching and found that most community 
college students entered college after twelve to thirteen years of being taught by 
behaviorist, teacher-centered, methods. Since these methods did not prove helpful in K-
12, Grubb (2010) stated “it seems...daft...to try one more round of traditional teaching” 
(p. 7), yet many developmental courses are taught using “remedial pedagogy” (p. 9), 
which drills fragmented skills without any explanation of relevance to or necessity of the 
skills to college-level courses. Koski and Levin (1998) echoed Grubb’s sentiments that a 
“drill-and-skills approach has a number of drawbacks, not the least being that much of 
this type of instruction simply replicates the unsuccessful condition which the student 
previously experienced and which led, in part, to earlier failure” (p. 25). This realization 
complicates developmental education and the impact it has on students.  
Cox (2015) observed developmental mathematics classrooms and found the 
dominant instructional strategy to be the transmission, repetition, and recollection of rules 
or procedures related to mathematical problems devoid of conceptual explanation. In a 
comparison of alternative models for delivering developmental mathematics in a large, 
urban community college district, Kosiewicz et al. (2016) found the traditional model of 
“a series of lecture-based, semester-long courses” (p. 206) predominated the choice of 
instructional strategies. Given the dismal results in developmental education and the 
reports that a remedial pedagogy persists as the most prevalent instructional model, it 
logically follows that there is a need to focus not only on how corequisite courses are 
structured but also how they are taught (Grubb 2010; Kosiewicz et al., 2016). From the 
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perspective of these researchers, literature suggested a need to revamp teaching strategies 
used in community colleges especially in developmental education.  
Opposing Viewpoints. In contrast to the laser-like focus on the developmental 
sequence, some researchers oppose the issues previously discussed. Scherer and Anson 
(2014) claimed a common mistake in identifying causes for low completion of 
developmental courses lies in “assigning too much weight to the length of developmental 
sequences…a lengthy pipeline…with innumerable entry/exit points” (p. 15). Although 
they acknowledged the design may affect completion, they questioned the lack of 
attention to how the students’ level of entry skills and aptitudes impact chances for 
completion. In reference to developmental math students, Cox (2018) noted that they 
arrived “not only with flawed conceptual understandings of math itself, but also with 
weak definitions of what counts as mathematical proficiency and how to develop it” (p. 
95). How reasonable is it to expect to raise the skill level of students entering college at 
an elementary school level in mathematics within a few semesters? Goudas and Boylan 
(2012) argued that developmental education serves an important purpose in higher 
education and rebutted research which depicts developmental education as a broken and 
worthless system. They pointed out differences in the intended end results of 
developmental education compared with reforms aimed at accelerating underprepared 
students to completion of college credentials. The purpose of developmental education, 
according to Goudas and Boylan, especially in mathematics, is to “help students 
beforehand so they may perform better in college-level gatekeeper courses” (p. 8). 
For many practitioners, the notion that developmental education is a broken 
system violates their professional and personal dedication to helping students. Despite the 
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controversy, arguments brought to light by researchers such as Bailey et al. (2010a, 
2010b), Edgecombe (2011), and Kosiewicz et al. (2016) illuminated that how students 
receive the support they need to successfully reach their academic goals needs reform. 
According to the Center for Community College Student Engagement (2016), the lack of 
“college readiness is real, but it does not change the essential job of community colleges: 
educating the students who walk through their doors,” while recognizing that “the 
majority of those students are underprepared” (p. 2). Reform is underway in many 
institutions of higher education as political and philanthropic leaders scrutinize colleges’ 
performance. 
Muddy Waters of Reform 
Popularity of the Corequisite Model in Some Disciplines. The corequisite 
model is gaining popularity since it streamlines the process of providing remediation to 
underprepared students. In general terms, the corequisite model is a configuration of two 
courses taken concurrently where one course contributes to what students are learning in 
the other course. It is not an uncommon requirement for college students to enroll in 
paired or corequisite courses such as labs or workshops that accompany science, art, 
music, or technical courses. These corequisite courses provide students with opportunities 
to apply theory, concepts, or skills encountered in the classroom. This type of corequisite 
courses expands and enriches the knowledge of the student as they build electromagnets, 
sketch with oil pastels, play in the orchestra, or accurately take a patient’s vitals. In most 
community colleges, the faculty member teaching the content course is also the teacher of 
the lab course. His or her role in these companion courses is that of a guide or facilitator 
to the learning the students acquire from direct engagement with the academic content in 
practical application. However, this common practice takes on new meaning when 
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corequisite courses replace developmental courses designed to remediate academic skills 
of underprepared college students in core disciplines like reading, writing, and 
mathematics. 
Acceleration as an Alternative to Traditional Developmental Sequence. In the 
context of supporting underprepared students, the meaning of corequisite courses varies 
widely. According to researchers and scholars, corequisite courses are one type of 
accelerated model for course delivery designed to reduce the amount of time students 
must spend to successfully complete a college-level course typically in reading, English, 
writing, or mathematics thereby eliminating a need for a sequence of developmental 
classes. To better understand the corequisite model as an alternative to the traditional 
sequence of developmental courses, one must realize that the corequisite model is one of 
several course configurations aimed at shortening the path to a college credential. How 
courses are structured in a corequisite model vary depending on how the individual state, 
system, or college defines the nuanced term corequisite remediation.  
Defining “Corequisite”. Corequisite often, but not always, refers to 
mainstreaming underprepared students into college-level courses with additional 
academic support or remediation. For example, in KCTCS colleges, corequisite 
remediation includes a variety of suggested strategies including “extra class sessions, 
additional labs, tutoring or monitoring of students” (Council on Postsecondary Education, 
2016, p. 39). A commonality among the various strategies is that students have an 
opportunity to complete a college-level content course more quickly than a multi-
semester sequence of remediating courses would allow. Although the means to this end 
may vary, an acceleration strategy, such as the corequisite courses, shortens the time 
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students spend in developmental courses or eliminates them as a separate prerequisite 
requirement to college-level courses. It is not surprising that the term “acceleration” is 
not commonly used among practitioners; it might imply rushing students through courses 
rather than restructuring courses to facilitate student success. The term “corequisite 
courses” connotes a more acceptable experience than an “accelerated course structure” 
communicates. 
Literature Focused on Developmental Education Reform 
The vagueness of designating particular course configurations as “corequisite 
courses” is illustrated by comparing studies focused on developmental education. 
Kosiewicz et al. (2016) examined delivery methods for developmental mathematics in a 
large community college district. Rutschow and Schneider’s (2011) comprehensive 
review focused on studies with large samples and included a comparison group to 
determine effectiveness of the intervention. They developed a taxonomy of interventions 
community colleges were using to improve developmental education. Edgecombe (2011) 
specifically examined empirical literature, including practitioner research, related to 
acceleration of developmental education students.  
Kosiewicz, Ngo, and Fong’s Study of Delivery Methods 
In an empirical study using course schedules as their qualitative data set, Kosiewicz et al. 
(2016) completed content analysis of 8,909 developmental mathematics course schedules 
from a large, urban community college district in California to identify the delivery 
methods used between 2005 and 2013. They determined 69% of the developmental 
courses offered were delivered in the traditional format. The 31% of the sample which 
did offer some form of alternative mode of delivery included: supplemental instruction 
and support (45%), an extended traditional model (36%), combinations of various 
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alternative modes of delivery (12%), accelerated models (6%), and curricular redesigned 
courses (1%). Table 2.3 provides the distribution of the entire data set by mode of 
delivery.1 This indicates that 94% of all the developmental courses provided were 
traditional or minor adaptations of the traditional mode of delivery, a percentage 
depicting little change within this district. They also found that the alternative modes of 
delivery were mostly available to students testing two-levels below college mathematics. 
Kosiewicz et al. noted “students at either end of the developmental sequence experienced 
few opportunities to learn developmental math in less traditional and possibly more 
effective ways” (p. 218).  
Table 2.3 Percent of total sample by mode of delivery 
Mode of Delivery, 𝑛 = 8,909 Percent total data set 
Traditional 69% 
Alternative Modes 31% 
    Supplement and Support 
         traditional coursework 
14% 
    Extended traditional model 11% 
    Combined Alternative 3.7% 
    Accelerated Configurations 1.9% 
    Curricular Redesigns  0.3% 
Rutschow and Schneider’s Four Interventions 
Rutschow and Schneider (2011) categorized community colleges’ approaches 
based on the goal of the strategy related to the traditional developmental sequence of 
courses. They classified four promising interventions. The first intervention provided 
opportunities for students to bypass developmental education by improving skills before 
entering college, such as summer bridge programs or early college. Secondly, 
1 For example, calculation for “Supplement and Support” category is 45% of the 31% of
“Alternative Modes of Delivery,” that is 0.45 × 0.31 = 0.1395 or 14% of the total sample. 
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interventions for college-enrolled students included strategies to accelerate student 
progress, embed basic skills, and enhance support. The next category, accelerated 
strategies, included compressed courses, self-paced modularized courses, and 
mainstreamed developmental education students into college-level courses “often with 
additional supports such as tutoring or study skills courses” (p. ES-4) often considered a 
corequisite model. Contextualized learning models provided instruction of developmental 
skills into occupational coursework or vocational programs. Learning communities were 
also included in the third category. Lastly, a focus on the support students received 
outside the classroom targeted at academic achievement included availability of tutoring, 
linking students with advisers for more personalized attention, and student success 
courses which introduced college life and emphasized general study skills. Although 
Rutschow and Schneider did not use the term “corequisite,” they recommended three 
strategies that policymakers and educators should prioritize. They listed mainstreaming 
developmental students into college-level courses with additional supports, developing 
modularized or compressed courses so students could complete remediation quicker, and 
embedding remediation into occupational and vocational courses (p. ES-2).  
Edgecombe’s Two Acceleration Models 
Edgecombe’s (2011) review of literature on acceleration detailed two acceleration 
models common in community college developmental education reforms—course 
restructuring and mainstreaming. In her usage of the phrase “course restructuring,” 
Edgecombe described courses that were reconfigured in three distinct ways to reduce the 
amount of time students spend in developmental courses. The second acceleration model, 
“mainstreaming,” included structures which provided remediation the same semester as 
enrollment in a college-level course. 
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Course Restructuring: Compressed Courses. A compressed course model 
consolidates a series of courses into a single-semester course, such as the use of bi-terms 
where two courses are completed in a single semester by extending class time, increasing 
the frequency of class sessions, and eliminating redundancy of content between 
individual courses. Advocates of this model reported the extended blocks of class time 
enhanced opportunities for developing stronger student-instructor relationships and 
provided opportunities to diversify class activities.  
Course Restructuring: Paired Courses. The linking of a developmental content 
course with a college-level course exemplifies Edgecombe’s (2011) “paired course” 
structure. She illustrated this structure with the scenario that students lacking reading 
skills might enroll in a developmental reading course paired with a college-level history 
or psychology course. Students profited from having two instructors and from 
experiencing the relevance of the developmental course as it is used in the college-level 
course. Since the same students were in both courses in the paired course design, they 
most likely benefited from the cohort structure through the potential for strengthened 
student-student relationships, as well as begin to feel like “real” college students (p. 9). 
Course Restructuring: Curricular Redesign. Edgecombe (2011) delineated a 
third method of course restructuring called “curricular redesign.” In many community 
colleges across the country, this model of restructuring developmental mathematics has 
been widely popular. Known as “the emporium model,”2 this configuration has been 
promoted by the National Center for Academic Transformation, which is an 
2 Many KCTCS colleges redesigned their developmental courses with a version of the emporium
model prior to popularity of and subsequent adoption of the corequisite model.  
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“independent, not-for-profit organization dedicated to the effective use of information 
technology to improve student learning outcomes and reduce costs in higher education” 
(Twigg, 2011, p. 25). This strategy moves content instruction out of the classroom and 
replaces it with computer-facilitated, self-paced modules. According to Edgecombe 
(2011), this structural design afforded students the opportunity to remediate only those 
skills identified as deficient, making this a personalized customizable alterative. 
Aside from the three types of course restructuring, the second acceleration model 
that Edgecombe (2011) identified was a mainstreaming model which allowed students to 
bypass developmental education. This model was subdivided by Edgecombe into two 
forms: mainstreaming with additional support and mainstreaming through 
contextualization.   
Mainstreaming with Support. Based on Edgecombe’s (2011) analysis, this 
strategy allowed students to enroll directly into a college-level course and mandated a 
second paired or companion course which provided students with the support necessary 
to succeed in the college-level course. As an example, she stated the Accelerated 
Learning Program (ALP) at the Community College of Baltimore gave students the 
opportunity to enroll in college-level writing and a required, additional corequisite 
academic support course. This model is described in detail later in this literature review. 
Mainstreaming through Contextualization. The other mainstreaming strategy 
Edgecombe (2011) categorized integrated basic skills into a college-level course which 
provided students with contextualization for the remediation. For example, the 
Washington State Community and Technical College System developed the Integrated 
Basic Education and Skills Training Program (I-BEST) which moved students to the 
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completion of credentials associated with high-demand careers. The program’s goal, 
Edgecombe noted, was to “leverage the enhanced transfer of skills purported by 
contextualized learning” (p. 13) by embedding the remediation directly into the content 
coursework.  
Comparison of Literature Detailing Existing Models 
The three reports discussed above conducted by Kosiewicz et al. (2016), 
Rutschow and Schneider (2011), and Edgecombe (2011) each provide descriptions of 
various acceleration strategies community college leaders and faculties were using at the 
times of publication as a means to inform their decisions regarding developmental 
education reform. Although the details of the different interventions provided by these 
researchers are similar, a side-by-side comparison in Table 2.4 accentuates the vagueness 
apparent in trying to systematically categorize these strategies, particularly those related 
to corequisite courses, since there is no consensus regarding the meaning of specific 
terms, such as “mainstreaming,” “corequisite,” and “support.”  
Ambiguity in Terminology. A comparison of these studies illustrates some of the 
ambiguity college leaders and faculty face when determining how to improve 
developmental education. Reviewing the literature for this section, one sees the 
complexity of reforming developmental education and the lack of commonly accepted 
language used to describe the aspects of reform. For example, the curricular redesigned 
developmental mathematics model described by Kosiewicz et al. (2016) included 
“learning communities,” “contextualized learning,” “corequisite courses,” and “guided 
pathways.” While Edgecombe (2011) used “curricular redesign” only for those courses 
with modularized content, and her use of the phrase “corequisite courses” designated the 
mainstreamed enrollments in a college-level course and mandatory support course. It may 
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also be problematic that studies associated “acceleration” to strategies that were not 
shortening time in developmental education but were actually replacing developmental 
education as prerequisite for college-level courses. It seems a misnomer to classify 
corequisite courses as “accelerated developmental courses” when they are replacing the 
developmental education sequence, not shortening it. Ambiguity in terminology, such as 
these examples, has implications on the work faculty members do in classrooms. 
Table 2.4 Comparison of Classifications by Authors 
Description of Strategy 
Kosiewicz, 
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Providing Academic Support: A Historical Perspective 
Four publications between 1968 and 1996 described significant examples of 
corequisite courses used to support students in higher-level or specialized courses. The 
first occurrence of “corequisites” appeared in a suggested curriculum guide for a two-
year program designed to prepare electromechanical technicians created by the Technical 
Education Consortium and funded by the U.S. Office of Education (Lescarbeau et al., 
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1968). The curriculum incorporated corequisite mathematics and physics courses with 
technical courses during students’ first semester. Corequisites were used to motivate 
students and to increase the depths of their understanding by applying concurrently the 
concepts from the mathematics and science courses to their technical courses.  
Keimig’s Hierarchy of Learning Support Programs. Keimig (1983) identified 
a four-level hierarchy of learning programs being used by colleges. From least effective 
to most effective, the levels included: (1) a sequence of remedial courses; (2) learning 
assistance opportunities available to students such as tutoring centers; (3) learning 
assistance related to a specific courses or course objectives3; and (4) comprehensive 
individualized learning assistance.  
Keimig’s (1983) first three levels of learning programs are easily identified within 
current developmental education and may be used to establish an evolution of 
developmental education. According to Arendale (2011), the first remedial courses, 
remedial English in 1874 and remedial reading by 1907, were established at Harvard 
University. By the mid-1940s to early 1970s, access was expanded to include more 
students, e.g. first-generation college, economically disadvantaged, and students of color. 
These Level 1 programs, as named by Keimig, represent the traditional sequences of 
remedial courses current educational reformers seek to improve or replace. Access to 
walk-in tutoring services, Level 2 programs, provided “[a]ssistance to students with their 
academic course work [which] can be a developmental planner’s first step out of the 
narrow confines of a separate” sequence of courses (Keimig, 1983, p. 22). Keimig’s 
Level 3 programs linked support with specific courses and “provide whatever instruction 
3 Corequisite courses as defined in the current reform. 
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is necessary to bridge the gap between students’ skills and knowledge at entry and those 
required to master the course material” (Keimig, 1983, p.23).  
The levels of learning programs as described by Keimig (1983) might also 
illustrate the evolutionary changes within developmental education on a broad scale. As 
the numbers of students requiring remediation increased, colleges responded over the past 
decades by providing students with academic support. The developmental education and 
learning assistance programs of the 1970s (Arendale, 2011) in the form of prerequisite 
courses was followed by the addition of tutoring centers on most college campuses. 
Though this was a reasonable effort on the part of colleges, designers failed to consider 
that making help available is not synonymous with helping students if they will not 
voluntarily visit tutoring centers to seek additional help. 
Georgia State University’s Learning Support Programs. Using Keimig’s work 
from the 1980s, Commander and Stratton (1996) reported on the 1990s evolution of 
Georgia State University’s Division of Developmental Studies into a Learning Support 
Program which provided supplemental instruction for students and paired college-level 
courses with adjunct or co-courses. A student leader attended all classes of the college-
level content course and took notes, then he or she facilitated the supplemental instruction 
sessions associated with that specific content course. The focus of the supplemental 
sessions was helping students determine what they needed to do to succeed in the 
college-level course, making the role of the student leader that of a coach or fellow 
student, instead of the mini-professor role associated with the concept of traditional 
teaching assistants (Supplemental Instruction section, para. 8). The adjunct (or 
corequisite) courses provided “learning-strategies instruction [with] direct application to 
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content courses” (Adjunct Course Offerings section, para. 1). The first adjunct course at 
Georgia State University, “Learning Strategies for History,” focused on typical study and 
learning strategies, increasing students’ metacognitive awareness, and skills for reading, 
writing, and thinking in terms of history content (Adjunct Course Offerings section, para. 
4).  
In the context of mathematics, Stratton (1996) described successful results from a 
two-semester pilot study at Georgia State University which paired College Algebra with a 
learning support course. The learning support course included content review, practice 
tests, study skills instruction, individual journaling, and participation in collaborative 
activities. Both “content and affective changes were the bases for grades” in the learning 
support course (Stratton, 1996, p. 36). Stratton (1996) noted “by changing from the 
traditional model of developmental studies to learning support programs that can better 
meet the needs of students and universities, institutions of higher education can expand 
their efforts toward higher retention rates” (p. 36).  
The historical perspective of corequisite courses suggests it is not a new idea in 
terms of providing academic or learning support to students. Benefits of corequisites 
included motivation of students, increased understanding for students and bridged gaps 
between entry-level understanding of skills and concepts and those necessary for 
successful completion of coursework. In addition to supporting students academically, 
practitioners described deliberate efforts to instruct students in ways to study, appropriate 
college behaviors and attitudes, and increase their confidence as self-directed learners. 
Origins of the Current Acceleration Models  
Two specific acceleration models are frequently mentioned in research discussing 
programs designed to shorten the time students spend in developmental education. The 
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descriptive details of both models have been authored by practitioners directly involved 
with early efforts of reform seeking to accelerate underprepared students. These reports 
have been resources for other institutions and states seeking to reform developmental 
education.  
From the East Coast. Peter Adams pioneered the Accelerated Learning Program 
(ALP) at the Community College of Baltimore County (CCBC) in Maryland. Looking at 
data, Adams et al. (2009) compiled in 1988-1989 as the coordinator of the writing 
program, he saw results that seemed to validate their traditional approach of a sequence 
of developmental writing courses leading to English 101. After all, during the 1988-1989 
academic year, 57% of the students attempting the developmental course, ENGL 052, 
and an impressive 81% of students who had passed ENGL 052, later passed English 101. 
However, motivated by a desire to ensure that CCBC’s developmental courses were 
“more path than gate, leading students to success than barring them from it” (p. 51), 
Adams broadened his study to examine longitudinal data for 1988-1992.  
Figure 1 represents the longitudinal data for the 1988-1989 cohort of 863 students who 
took ENGL 052. It illustrates that CCBC’s writing program provided a path to success 
for 33% of the original cohort. But, for the other two-thirds, 576 students, the traditional 
developmental courses constructed barriers, a locked gate, which had been hidden by 
looking only at success rates of individual courses by academic year (Adams et al., 2009, 
p. 52).
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Armed with the realization that too many CCBC developmental students were not 
completing a college-level writing course, Adams and his colleagues developed a model, 
the ALP model, that would mainstream a cohort of developmental students into a college-
level English course. The ALP students would also enroll in a support course designed to 
help them succeed in the college-level course (Stuart, 2013). Adams combined a small 
number of developmental students with his regular English 101 students (Stuart, 2013). 
Immediately following the English class, Adams met with the eight developmental 
students for an additional class period to assist them with completion of their English 101 
assignments. His corequisite students were successful, but whether that success was 
attributable to the corequisite model or to the small class size providing more one-on-one 
interaction for each student is difficult to determine. The Accelerated Learning Program 
(ALP) has since been scaled up to reserve ten seats for developmental students in all 
English 101 classes offered at CCBC (Stuart, 2013).  
From the West Coast. Katie Hern with Myra Snell (2014) reported that 19% of 
the community college students who placed into developmental writing and a mere 6% of 
mathematics students beginning at three or more levels below college-level mathematics 
completed a college-level course in the associated discipline within three years. Hern 
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(2012), an English professor at Chabot College, explained that interventions addressing 
these dismal results in English began at Chabot in the mid-1990s when the college began 
offering a combined reading and writing course for students who did not qualify for 
college English; this combined course was only one level below college English. At 
Chabot, students could self-select the single semester accelerated course or the traditional 
two-semester sequence. Neither the accelerated nor the first class in the two-semester 
configuration required any pre-requisites or minimum placement scores. Hern (2012) 
found students from the accelerated course completed college-level English within three 
years at “substantially higher rates” than students in the longer two-semester sequence (p. 
62). As of 2011, Chabot was serving three-fourths of the developmental English students 
via the accelerated model.  
In another study, Hern (2010) described the work of Myra Snell, a professor of 
mathematics at Los Medanos College in California. Snell did a pipeline study, similar to 
Figure 1, of math students at Los Medanos which showed that only 18% of students 
starting two levels below college-level math ever completed a college math course (Hern 
with Snell, 2010). Snell determined the other 82% were lost due to failing courses and 
not enrolling in subsequent courses. She called this the “multiplication principle” and 
used it to explain low completion rates for college-level courses. For example, if a 
college could consistently maintain an 80% pass rate and an 80% persistence rate for 
consecutive years in all developmental and associated college courses, then for a cohort 
of 100 students starting three levels below college-level, only 21 % would ever complete 
a college-level course. The table below illustrates the multiplication principle for various 
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success/persistence rates, as (Hern with Snell, 2010) illustrated in her discussion of 
Snell’s pipeline study. 
Table 2.5 How many students will pass the college-level course? 
Percent of Students 
Expected to Pass if 
Placed 
Success/Persistence Rates 
70% 80% 90% 
1 level below  34% 51% 73% 
2 levels below 17% 33% 59% 
3 levels below 8% 21% 48% 
Snell challenged the assumption that all students needed the traditional algebra-
based sequence of developmental courses. As an alternative, Snell created a one-semester 
statistics course that provided students with experience in the skills necessary for success 
in a college-level statistics course. According to Hern (2012), Snell’s Path2Stats course 
had no minimum placement score, and students began working with statistics in the very 
first class (p. 60). Although the course was limited to descriptive statistics, it built a 
foundation which helped students successfully complete college statistics the next 
semester. During the Path2Stats semester, remediation in arithmetic and algebra skills 
was provided as needed and in the context of the data analysis being done. Snell found 
that even the lowest level students, according to placement results, were “seven times 
more likely to complete college math” (Hern with Snell, 2010, p. 11) than the same level 
of students from the traditional sequence. 
Scaling Corequisite Remediation 
The face of developmental education has been and is changing. In addition to the 
studies discussed previously, change has been implemented in more large scale ways as 
“states seek to promote large-scale implementations of corequisite models through policy 
or legislative changes that limit remedial education” (Emblom-Callahan et al., 2019, 
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Identified Opportunities, para. 1). These instances are particularly cogent since they not 
only describe how corequisite models are used in various contexts, but also illustrate the 
involvement of legislative and philanthropic groups on how developmental education 
courses are taught. Daugherty et al. (2018) reported “institutions and states across the 
United States…[are] moving to rapidly adopt and scale corequisite models” and that 
these “reforms followed previous efforts to scale corequisites or other major shifts in DE 
[developmental education]” in other states (p.4). Florida and Texas are examples of two 
state-wide reforms resulting from legislative influence.  
Florida. In 2013, the Florida legislature passed Senate Bill 1720 which made 
developmental education optional for many students entering the Florida College System4 
and exempted them from placement testing and developmental education enrollment for 
those incoming students with a Florida high school diploma and any active-duty members 
of the US Armed Services (Florida Senate, 2013). Senate Bill 1720 also required 
institutions to change how developmental education would be taught for all students. The 
bill charged institutions to “examine and significantly revise developmental education 
programs and academic pathways” (Hu et al., 2014).  
After examining Florida’s proposed implementation plans of all 28 colleges, Hu 
et al. (2014) identified four instructional course structures: modularized, compressed, 
corequisite, and contextualized. They determined that all 28 colleges planned to 
implement modularized or compressed instruction in at least one content area, that is 
mathematics, English/writing, and reading as Table 2.5 details. Seventeen of the 28 
colleges chose to provide corequisite instruction with “great variation across colleges” (p. 
4 Formerly Florida Community College System 
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10). Eight colleges offered corequisite courses for all three content areas, mathematics, 
English/writing, and reading, four colleges offered corequisites in two content areas, and 
five colleges offered corequisite courses in only one content area. The least favored 
choice of the four instructional course structures was for contextualized instruction in 
seven colleges. The authors also noted that those colleges which provided corequisite 
courses as an option “targeted students with a minimal deficiencies…or for students in 
specific non-STEM majors” (p. 20-21).  
Table 2.6 Number of Colleges Planning Specific Strategy 
Modalities Math English/ 
Writing 
Reading 
Modularized 28 23 25 
Compressed  27a 28  27a 
Corequisite 12 14 11 
Contextualized 6 2 6 
a Totals calculated based on colleges indicated listed using this specific strategy, rather 
than totals provided in Hu et al., 2014, Table 1, p. 10. 
Park et al. (2018) examined “student-level state [Florida] longitudinal” data of 
20,591 students who entered a Florida college in the first semester of the reform, Fall 
2014 (p. 322). All students in the data set were underprepared according to placement test 
scores obtained prior to placement testing becoming optional. Colleges were required to 
offer developmental education courses through two of the four approved instructional 
strategies, or modalities, listed in Table 2.5. This provided incoming students with a 
variety of paths: (1) take no math at all, (2) take a developmental mathematics course, (3) 
enroll in college-level algebra course, or (4) take both a developmental math course and 
the college-level algebra course. Students who took both courses could further choose to 
pursue both courses concurrently, that is corequisite courses, or they could enroll in a 
developmental math course and later add a compressed format college-level course; for 
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example, a student could choose to start the semester in a 16-week developmental course, 
adding a 12-week college algebra course four weeks into the semester. Results reported 
by Park et al. indicated the choices students made showed an approximate equal split into 
thirds—students took a remedial course, students took a college-level course (some with 
a developmental course the same semester), and students took no mathematics at all that 
semester.  
Texas. While Florida eliminated the requirement to place students in 
developmental courses, Texas colleges were required to “rapidly scale-up corequisites” 
when the Texas Legislature passed House Bill 2223 (Daugherty et al., 2018, p.6). In 
2017, several other states and large community college systems “announced major shifts 
in policy toward corequisite models and away from traditional DE [developmental 
education]” (Daugherty et al., p. 4). Tennessee, Florida, Colorado, and West Virginia 
developed reforms out of previous efforts to scale corequisites or other major initiatives, 
such as “approaches referred to as emporium models and modularization,” which 
theoretically allowed students to move through multiple levels of developmental 
education in a single semester, with just-in-time remediation provided individually to 
students as needed (Daugherty et al., p. 2).  
Daugherty et al. (2018) reported the responses of practitioners and administrators 
regarding reforms in Texas which drastically eliminated developmental education for 
underprepared students. Study respondents argued reforms had been pushed through too 
fast without adequate supporting research of effectiveness. They communicated concern 
about adopting a one-size-fits-all approach for students of all ability levels. 
Developmental Education instructors and experts expressed fears related to their jobs and 
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their limited role in designing and planning the changes. “Early research focused on the 
impact of corequisites for students…close to being college-ready,” Daugherty et al. 
(2018) noted, “yet states and institutions have rolled out policies that target corequisites 
to students with lower levels of incoming college readiness” (p. 6).  
Faculty Work to Support Underprepared Students 
The addition of corequisite support as a companion course to a college-level 
course underpins the corequisite model as a strategy to help underprepared students. 
Given its importance, it is disappointing that scholars examining corequisite remediation 
described course structures and implementation results, sometimes in great detail, yet 
said very little about how faculty provided the necessary support for students. For 
example, Edgecombe (2011) discussed a corequisite, or mainstream, model which 
provided “effective academic support” and “targeted academic and non-academic 
support” (p. 3). Kosiewicz et al. (2016) described mainstreaming developmental students 
into college-level courses, which they noted “typically provides additional academic 
support in the form of tutoring or a study skills course,” and corequisite courses which 
“allow students to enroll in remedial and college-level courses” without any mention of 
how students were supported (p. 215). 
Support for Content Issues 
The Accelerated Learning Program (ALP) is considered by many as the beginning 
of corequisite remediation. ALP students enroll in college-level English Composition and 
a companion course with their English instructor. Adams et al. (2009, p. 57) gave 
examples used by themselves and other ALP instructors. Working with the ALP students 
during the companion course, instructors helped students by answering questions from 
the college-level course, discussing common problems, brainstorming ideas for upcoming 
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essays, and reviewing drafts of student papers. Often ALP instructors asked students to 
write short papers which served as scaffolding for college-level assignments. Instructors 
addressed students’ grammar and punctuation problems as needed. Besides providing 
developmental students with practice in college work, ALP faculty made deliberate 
efforts to “help students understand the type of behaviors that will maximize their 
chances for success in college” (Adams et al., p. 62). Instructors monitored student 
performance and behavior in classes for such issues as, missing assignments, bad “high-
school” types of attitudes, and students over committing their time in and outside school 
by finding time to connect with students concerning “life issues” and needs for outside 
support (p. 63).  
In the California Acceleration Project (CAP), Hern and Snell (2013), director and 
math lead, respectively, shared “how can teachers support students with widely varying 
backgrounds and skill levels to be successful in an accelerated environment” (p. 4). Both 
described their experiences using backward design to determine the skills relative for 
students in a support course based on enrollment in a specific college-level course. Hern 
with Snell (2010) reported that English instructors sought to provide “concentrated 
practice in college-level academic literacy and habits of mind…in an environment of 
greater scaffolding and support. Students “read full-length books” and were “guided in 
strategies for understanding them. Instructors required critical thinking by helping 
students “question, summarize, analyze, and synthesize” what they read (p. 6). In 
mathematics, Snell created a class with the “look and feel of descriptive statistics with 
‘just-in-time’ ” remediation which gave students a “direct experience with statistics” 
(Hern with Snell, 2010, p. 10). These examples indicate that instructors sought ways to 
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help underprepared students “practice college-level skills, content, and ways of thinking” 
(Hern with Snell, 2013, p. 5). 
Support for Affective Issues 
Similar to how ALP instructors noticed attitudes and behaviors not conducive to 
college success, Hern (2012) explained “when they [students] encounter a difficult task, 
or receive critical feedback, or start to feel hopeless about their prospect of success, many 
of them will disengage, withdraw effort, and even disappear from class” (p. 64). That is, 
the lack of success may not mean that students cannot write an essay or solve a particular 
math problem. Instructors incorporated classroom policies and practices that provided 
“intentional support for affective issues,” such as “intervening early with struggling 
students, grading policies that allow students to recover from a weak start, and building in 
time for one-on-one work with students” (Hern, 2012, p. 64).  
The Accelerated Learning Project and the California Acceleration Project 
illustrate two overarching ideas related to how faculty support underprepared students. 
First, “the educationally underprepared are not undertalented” (McCabe, 2000, p. vii). 
Faculty may support students by giving them “college-level tasks [coupled with] low-
stakes opportunities in class to practice thinking and communicating in ways that are 
valued at the college level. Second, it’s important to recognize the emotional side of 
learning” (Hern with Snell, 2013, p. 7). Community college students are especially 
vulnerable, experiencing feelings of fear and academic insecurity. The work of 
instructors is “not just teaching math and English, but understanding the affective 
dynamics in our classrooms and having intentional practices to ensure they don’t derail 
students” (Hern with Snell, 2013, p. 7). The descriptions of how faculty supported 
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underprepared students in these examples illustrate faculty-student engagement in 
multiple areas. 
Emotional Work of Faculty 
Since most adults have at one time or another sat in a group or classroom with an 
individual teaching some concept or idea, they have a general idea of the work that 
faculty members, as instructors, traditionally perform. According to Cohen and Brawer 
(2008), “ [A]s arbiters of the curriculum, the faculty transmit concepts and ideas, decide 
on course content and level, select textbooks, prepare and evaluate examinations, and 
generally structure learning conditions for students,” and, similar to most other teachers, 
“they are not independent practitioners. They work in institutions” (p. 81). In a concise 
way, this depicts well the academic work of faculty in classrooms and associates that 
work in a larger context of peers and administrative institutional leaders. It illustrates 
many facets of being a college faculty member, but lacks any mention of the emotional 
work of faculty members, to which Hern (2012) alluded in her statement that instructors 
provided “intentional support for [students’] affective issues” (p. 64).  
The work done by faculty members teaching underprepared students extends 
beyond teaching discipline specific concepts and skills to address topics related to how 
students feel and cope inside and outside school. Daugherty et al. (2018) reported 
“interviewees cited preferences among English faculty to work[ing] with college-ready 
students, who were likelier to have the academic, noncognitive (e.g., self-efficacy, 
determination), and study skills necessary to succeed” (p. 11). Faculty described the job 
of a corequisite instructor as more a coach than a lecturer, since the developmental 
education supports were student-centered and often unstructured.  
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Helping with anxiety, inquiring about managing school and work, or answering 
the same questions repeatedly, a faculty member is required to work in a different 
capacity with different skills than lecturing on discipline specific topics related to an 
instructor’s academic or professional expertise. This dimension of faculty work requires 
an instructor to manage his or her emotions regarding students, their feelings, and their 
inadequacies to the extent that students perceive the instructor and the college as 
providing service that is in their best interest. “Emotional labor,” according to Hochschild 
(2012), is labor which requires one to “induce or suppress feeling in order to sustain the 
outward countenance that produces the proper state of mind in others…the sense of being 
cared for in a convivial and safe place” (p. 7). It is the “hidden work” (Hochschild, 1979) 
of instructors to portray not only a willingness to help students of all academic levels, but 
to communicate concern for each individual apart from the whole student group of a 
course section. 
Based on her study of flight attendants in the 1980s, their training and subsequent 
supervision, Hochschild (2012) proposed three characteristics of jobs involving 
emotional labor:  
First, they require face-to-face or voice-to-voice contact with the public. Second, 
they require the worker to produce an emotional state in another person—
gratitude or fear, for example. Third, they allow the employer, through training 
and supervision, to exercise a degree of control over the emotional activities of 
employees (p. 147).  
 
Many jobs necessitate “the management of feeling to create a publicly observable facial 
and bodily display” in the context of service work (de Castro, 2004, p. 109; Hochschild, 
2012, p. 7), such as bill collectors, waitresses, and social workers. Some professions also 
include aspects of emotional labor, such as lawyers, physicians, college and university 
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professors; but unlike the social worker, “they supervise their own emotional labor by 
considering informal professional norms and client [student] expectations” (Hochschild, 
2012, p. 153).  
Using flight attendants as an example, Hochschild (1979) noted “Some managing 
of feeling promotes the social good. Some does not. Surely the flight attendant’s sense 
that she ‘should feel cheery’ does more to promote profit for United than to enhance her 
own inner well-being” (p. 573). Considering the work of community college faculty 
along these lines, Gonzalez and Ayers (2018) explained: 
[I]n the context of professorial work, emotional labor may not be the explicit
demand for displays of happiness in the name of profit, but the softened
expectation that faculty members act on their passions and commitments, on their
vocational sensibilities in the name of serving others or perhaps democratizing
higher education (p. 464).
They reported that “community college educators are asked to imagine students as 
personal family or friends” (Gonzalez & Ayers, 2018, p. 465), in the same way that 
Hochschild (2012) described a Delta training program where trainees were instructed to 
“act as if the airplane cabin (where she works) were her home (where she doesn’t work) 
[and] to think of a passenger as if he were ‘a personal guest in your living room’ ” (p. 
105). 
Chapter Summary 
Chapter 2 began with an explanation of the conceptual framework utilized in this 
study. The remainder of the chapter described literature related to various topics. First, 
the literature review focused on the condition of and problems with developmental 
education. Then, the various alternatives to developmental education were considered. 
These alternatives included accelerated strategies, one of which was corequisite 
remediation. Next, the evolution of supporting underprepared students was considered 
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and detailed the roots of the current corequisite model. In examining the corequisite 
model specifically, it became evident that existing research barely mentioned how faculty 
provided support for corequisite students. Finally, practitioner accounts from a handful of 
published articles detailed activities used in classrooms, which indicated multiple layers 
of faculty work to support underprepared students.  
Weick’s (1995) theory of organizational sensemaking provided the map for 
noticing different aspects of the work of faculty to provide support for underprepared 
students. Sensemaking is retrospective, ongoing, directed by extracted cues from within a 
self-created environment. It is dependent upon a constructed self-identity, influenced by 
the social nature of sensemaking and driven by a need to find a plausible, not necessarily 
accurate or best course of action. While the process of making meaning of a situation is 
so natural to individuals that they rarely are aware of it, the theory applied in this study 
provided deep insights into the thinking of faculty members facing a curricular change 
that impacted their work. 
 Presented in the beginning of this chapter, it is commonly understood that 
community colleges provide a pathway to academic achievement for many college 
students. For Fall 2018, the National Center for Education Statistics reported that almost 
one-third of the faculty teaching in public, non-profit institutions of higher education 
taught at public community colleges and two-thirds of the community college faculty 
were part-time employees. Community college faculty teach a wide variety of courses 
related to different academic disciplines, several professional areas, and many vocational 
occupations, which allow students to achieve two-year degrees, transfer to four-year 
institutions, or complete diplomas and certificates in career and technical programs 
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(Levin et al., 2006). While some students enter community colleges prepared for college-
level work, many arrive underprepared for college-level work. For many community 
college faculty, teaching remedial or developmental courses composes much of their 
workload.  
 Researchers examining the effectiveness of developmental education courses 
reported problems with the traditional multi-course sequence of developmental or 
remedial courses and claimed the system was not working. Bailey et al. (2010a, 2010b) 
studied the three-year progress of 250,000 community college students entering in Fall 
2003 or Fall 2004. They found that 59% of students were referred to some level of 
developmental mathematics, and 33% were referred to developmental reading. Of the 
total referrals, 19% of mathematics students were required to take three or more courses, 
and 3% of reading students had that many developmental courses to complete.  
 Examining the progress these students made from the time of assessment and 
referral to developmental education through the completion of the associated college-
level course, Bailey et al. (2010a) discovered that 37% of mathematics students and 33% 
or reading students referred to a single developmental course never enrolled in the first 
course. In fact, there were more non-completing students referred to developmental 
courses than students who successfully completed the developmental sequence. Of the 
students who did enroll in the developmental course to which they were assigned, 
successful completion rates of any level of developmental course sequence, that is one, 
two, three or more levels below college-level, decreased as the number of courses in the 
developmental sequence increased. Looking at college-level content course completion 
rates, Bailey et al. (2010a) found the same negative relation between number of courses 
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in the developmental sequence and the completion rates. In mathematics, the completion 
rates for students referred to one, two, three or more developmental courses were 27%, 
20%, and 10% respectively. Although the three-year completion rates for reading 
students were higher than mathematics students, only 42%, 29%, and 24% successfully 
completed a college-level reading course associated with the developmental sequence for 
reading. 
 No single reason explains the poor completion rates of students in developmental 
courses. Researchers (Bailey et al., 2010a, 2010b; Edgecombe, 2011; Hern, 2012) 
attributed the lack of success for referred students to the structure of the multi-course 
developmental sequence which created too many opportunities for students to exit the 
sequence, even while passing the developmental courses. Arbitrariness of placement was 
named as an issue by Jaggars et al. (2015) and Brothen and Wambach (2004). Other 
researchers identified the problem as the requirement that all college students complete 
algebra despite their majors. (Cafarella, 2016; Hern, 2012; Hern with Snell, 2010; Logue, 
2018). Some researchers looked inside community college classrooms and identified 
teaching methods not conducive to student success (Grubb, 2010, Koski & Levin, 1998, 
Jaggars et al., 2015). Cox (2015) observed mathematics students inundated with rules 
when they had little conceptual understanding. The conclusions reached by these 
researchers indicate that developmental education needs to be revamped in structure, 
placement, and teaching. 
 As alternatives to the traditional multi-course sequence of developmental courses, 
college leaders and faculty began transforming, and in some cases replacing, 
developmental education. Various alternatives described in the literature relate to the 
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reforms targeting developmental education. The overarching goal of reform in whatever 
iteration was highlighted by researchers was to create ways for students to bypass or 
complete developmental coursework in less time. When college leaders and faculty 
examined research articles detailing different course configurations, they may have been 
more confused than enlightened about how to improve developmental education for their 
students. For example, reports by Kosiewicz et al. (2016), Rutschow and Schneider 
(2011), and Edgecombe (2011) all presented similar alternative strategies for colleges to 
remediate underprepared students, yet they lacked a consistent naming schema. While all 
three included a course configuration identifiable as corequisite courses, the authors 
categorized it using three dissimilar terms— as curricular redesign, acceleration, and 
mainstreaming with support. 
 An integral element of a corequisite model is the requirement to provide 
corequisite students with additional support. This is not a new idea. In the 1990s, Georgia 
State University developed learning support courses and paired them with college-level 
courses (Commander & Stratton, 1996). The support, or adjunct, courses were facilitated 
by student leaders who attended all content courses and then led the support course. 
Student leaders helped students with study and learning strategies necessary to succeed in 
the content course. Learning support courses in mathematics not only reviewed and 
practiced content concepts and skills, but also addressed study skills and student attitudes 
towards mathematics. (Stratton, 1996). The work at Georgia State was based on Keimig’s 
(1983) hierarchy of learning supports which placed the provision of learning assistance 
directly linked to a specific course as the third highest level of effectiveness for 
supporting remedial students. 
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 The specific corequisite model being considered in this study began as a type of 
acceleration strategy used to shorten the path of developmental students through a 
sequence of courses or to completely bypass the sequence. Acceleration literature 
actually revealed the roots of the current corequisite model. An English professor at the 
Community College of Baltimore studied longitudinal data from his college and 
discovered that 33% of students referred to one developmental English course completed 
college English (Adams et al, 2009). His Accelerated Learning Program was often 
credited as the first corequisite course by other researchers. Adams combined a small 
number of developmental students in his college-level English and then met with those 
few students for an additional class session to help them succeed in the college-level 
course. In California, another English professor at Chabot College designed an 
accelerated pathway that collapsed the multi-course sequence into a single prerequisite 
developmental writing course (Hern with Snell, 2013). The accelerated students 
completed college-level English at higher rates compared to students taking the two-
semester prerequisite sequence. Similarly in mathematics, a professor at another 
California college designed a single-semester statistics course for developmental students 
who would enroll in college-level statistics the next semester (Hern with Snell, 2010).  
 As the popularity of acceleration strategies grew, states began to legislate change 
in developmental education which would move students to completion of college-level 
courses more quickly (Emblom-Callahan et al., 2019). In Florida, institutions of higher 
education were required to change how developmental education was taught (Hu et al, 
2014), and developmental education became optional for any students (Florida Senate, 
2013). In 2017, the Texas legislature passed a bill which required colleges to rapidly 
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scale up the implementation of corequisite courses (Daugherty et al., 2018). As other 
states followed, corequisite remediation became the alternative to multi-course 
prerequisite remediation. 
Community college faculty teaching corequisite courses, typically teach both the 
college-level content course and the support course. Descriptions of corequisite support 
mentioned in some research have been ambiguous or non-existent (Edgecombe, 2011; 
Kosiewicz et al., 2016). Practitioner accounts of teaching corequisite courses as reported 
in several articles have provided insight into what instructors do to support underprepared 
students to a certain degree. Adams et al. (2009) and Hern and Snell (2013) reported 
helping students with content problems as they encountered difficulties. They also 
described facilitating student success by addressing student attitudes, teaching study 
skills, making connections with students, and targeting student behaviors not conducive 
to succeeding in college. These descriptions of the work faculty did with students 
revealed an element of emotional work as instructors not only demonstrated a willingness 
to work with all levels of students but communicated a concern for each individual 
student. (Hoshschild, 2012).  
The work of faculty with underprepared students in corequisite courses is a 
complicated issue. Chapter 3 describes the qualitative study designed to investigate the 
work of community college faculty teaching corequisite mathematics courses at various 
colleges within the Kentucky Community and Technical College System. The findings 
from 13 interviews with community college faculty from six colleges are reported in 
Chapter 4. The final chapter presents a discussion of those findings from this study, 
associated implications, and suggestions for future study. 
CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
As corequisite courses replace many developmental education courses, 
community college faculty face new challenges. In addition to teaching college-level 
content courses, instructors are required in a corequisite model to also provide support for 
underprepared students enrolled in those college-level courses. This study explored the 
work of faculty to support underprepared students. This chapter sets the stage for the 
research work itself and details the qualitative research design developed and followed. 
My rationales regarding the type of study, study sites, participants, and time frame of the 
study are explained. Data generation and analysis strategies are included to illustrate the 
recursive nature of this study. Issues related to the trustworthiness, security, and 
confidentiality are addressed along with concerns regarding protection of human rights 
and research ethics. The final section describes my role as a researcher and how it has 
emerged and changed during this research work.  
Research Design 
To understand the work of faculty to provide corequisite support, I designed a 
basic interpretive qualitative study to understand how “participants [made] meaning of a 
situation or phenomena,” with the meaning being “mediated through the researcher as 
[the] instrument,” using an inductive strategy, resulting in a descriptive outcome 
(Merriam, 2002, p. 6). Weick’s (1995) concept of sensemaking was used to frame the 
study and interpret the data; that is, I sought to understand the complex situations 
participating faculty members faced and how they moved from the announcement that 
corequisite courses were scheduled to be added to their course loads to teaching the 
actual classes and working intensely with students. Specific goals of the research design 
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included how instructors interpreted being required to provide corequisite support, how 
they constructed a framework for the work that requirement entailed, and what insights 
they gained from the experience.  
Individuals were my unit of analysis, and data were primarily generated through 
interviews with mathematics faculty experienced with teaching a corequisite support 
class. Data also came from examining college websites, participant-provided artifacts, 
and field notes I made before, during, and after campus visits. Interviews functioned well 
for this study since my aim was to “work out a coherent answer” to my research 
questions “by piecing together what a variety of people with different information and 
distinct perspectives” told me (Rubin & Rubin, 2012, p. 32). As a qualitative study, the 
emergent design allowed me flexibility to explore the complexity of this topic 
(Krathwohl & Smith, 2005, p. 23). For example, rather than define “work” for my 
participants or ask point-blank “how did you make sense of this situation,” I asked them 
to think and describe what they did in their corequisite courses and then prompted them 
during our discussions with guiding questions. This enabled me to ferret out details I 
needed to understand how they had made sense of their individual situations.   
Study Sites 
The setting of my study was KCTCS colleges which offered corequisite 
mathematics courses during the Fall 2016, Spring 2017, or Fall 2017 semesters. In a 
comparison of mathematics courses across the KCTCS system completed during the Fall 
2016 semester, I found the KCTCS Supplemental Mathematics course (MAT 96) used as 
a corequisite support course had been paired with various college-level mathematics 
courses at different colleges, and some colleges paired it with developmental 
mathematics courses. So, although the paired college-level course might vary, if an 
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instructor was teaching a MAT 96 course, then he or she was providing corequisite 
support to students not totally prepared for college-level work. Therefore, the MAT 96 
course became the selection criterion to identify prospective sites. Using publicly 
available course offerings via online access to the KCTCS system’s course scheduling 
database, I identified ten colleges which offered MAT 96 during the study time frame: 
Big Sandy, Bluegrass, Gateway, Hazard, Hopkinsville, Madisonville, Maysville, 
Owensboro, Somerset, and Southcentral.  
Time Frame 
I chose to consider the three semesters listed above, namely Fall 2016, Spring 
2017, or Fall 2017, to examine the work of instructors faced with a policy change which 
required curricular changes impacting their individual mathematics classrooms. These 
three particular semesters represented the time when instructors teaching corequisite 
courses were “early adopters” (Rogers, 2003) of this course configuration, and therefore 
provided different insights on corequisite support than instructors implementing the 
model after the “early adopters put their stamp of approval on [the] new idea by adopting 
it” (p. 283). During the study’s time frame, colleges were making proactive changes to 
reform developmental mathematics.  
Participant Selection 
 Prospective participants included all faculty, full-time and adjunct instructors, 
who had taught corequisite support courses, typically MAT 96, at least once time during 
the Fall-Spring-Fall 2016-2017 semesters at one of the ten colleges selected as possible 
study sites. Collectively, these ten colleges had 30 instructors who taught MAT 96 in Fall 
2016, 45 instructors in Spring 2017, and 53 instructors in Fall 2017. A list of 79 
prospective participants was created by cataloging instructor names at the ten colleges 
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offering MAT 96. Using the KCTCS system directory, email addresses for 68 individual 
instructors were recorded. Each of these instructors was sent an invitation to participate in 
this study (Appendix A), along with copies of approval letters from both KCTCS HSRB 
(Appendix B) and the University of Kentucky IRB (Appendix C). Individual emails were 
sent to KCTCS email addresses from my University of Kentucky email address, thus 
highlighting my role as researcher. Emails were sent in September 2018 and October 
2018, with a final invitation sent to all non-responders in January 2019.  
All instructors who had email addresses available were included as prospective 
participants if the individual had taught a course in any or all of the three semesters 
included in the time frame of the study. Any instructor without an email address was 
eliminated from the list of prospective participants. Most of these resultant prospective 
participants without email addresses may have been adjunct faculty members. There were 
no stipulations regarding gender, age, full/part-time status, or tenure/nontenure status. 
Most importantly, there were no conditions for inclusion based on instructor 
performance, such as course pass/fail rates, course retention, etc. Inclusion in this study 
was based on the individual instructor’s willingness to talk with me based on the 
description of the study I provided each of them. 
Participants 
Twenty instructors responded to one of the 68 invitations sent to faculty at one of 
the ten sites. Eventually, 13 instructors were interviewed which included seven women 
and six men. Of the 13 participants, 11 were full-time faculty, two were adjuncts at the 
time of the interviews, and all had at least a master’s degree with 18 graduate-level hours 
in mathematics. Any advanced degrees completed by participants were not included to 
protect individual identity of participants. For each participant, identified by randomly 
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generated ID numbers, Table 4.1 provides years of community college teaching 
experience, years and types of other experience, and completion of college or university 
education courses or programs. Community college experience ranged from five to 21 
years at the time of the interviews, and other experience ranged from five to 38 years. 
Seven interviewees had completed a teacher education program, were certified, and 
previously taught high school, while two had completed some education courses.  
Data Generation 
Data were generated through face-to-face interviews. These interviews varied in 
length from 45 minutes to 1 hour and 50 minutes and yielded over fifteen hours of 
recorded audio. Participants shared a variety of artifacts during interviews including three 
syllabi, a set of learning activities covering an entire semester of corequisite class 
meetings, and an old edition of a textbook used by one college. I took pictures of 
calendars, motivational quips, and important dates written on classroom whiteboards 
displayed in the college. My personally written field notes and reflective memos proved 
to be critical elements in organizing my thinking, since some days I would plan on 
interviewing one individual and end up completing three separate interviews. These 
written reflections also helped me track emerging themes and my perceptions of data but 
were not coded as data.  
With permission, all interviews were recorded so verbatim transcripts could be 
completed. I used an interview protocol (Appendix D) during each interview, yet the 
emergent design of the study provided a means for other lines of inquiry to arise during 
interviews which were not represented in the interview protocol. My goal during each 
interview was to listen and respond appropriately to the interviewee, so we discussed 
ideas important to providing corequisite support from the perspective of the individual 
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participant. I emulated Rubin and Rubin’s (2012) idea of “responsive interview[ing]” that 
is conversational and flexible, “designed to tap the experience and knowledge of each 
interviewee” (p. 36). Similarly, I agree with the claim made by Yin (2016) that aiming to 
understand the experiences and thinking of interviewees represents a “fundamental 
objective of qualitative research….to depict a complex social world from a participant’s 
perspective” (p. 143). In practice, this meant I sought to understand what each individual 
was describing to such a degree that I would be able to communicate his or her voice in 
describing the work done and lessons learned in the context of this study. 
Data Analysis 
Glesne (2006) described data analysis as “organizing what you have seen, heard, 
and read so that you can make sense of what you have learned” (p. 147), which provided 
a destination for the analysis I did of the data generated during my study. However, to 
make the journey, I developed a plan for analysis contrary to my proposed plan to work 
sequentially and neatly, in that I planned to complete the verbatim transcription of one 
interview before moving to the next interview. Since it was impossible to work in this 
step-by-step fashion, I mapped out a plan that would keep me organized, and somewhat 
sane, while moving through data generation and data analysis simultaneously.  
I adapted the strategy of Merriam and Tisdell (2016) for beginning data analysis 
during data collection (p. 196) and followed these same six steps for each interview 
recursively.  
1. Transcribe the entire interview. I chose to personally transcribe all my
interviews as a “pre-coding immersion into [my] data” (Hahn, 2008, p. 78)
and to help me “generate insights and hunches about what [was] going on in
[my] data” (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p. 200).
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2. Clean data by comparing audio to transcript and making corrections and
removing any personally identifying information referring to the college or
other individuals within KCTCS or mentions of previous professors at specific
universities.
3. Import transcript into Atlas.ti, a qualitative data analysis (QDA) software
program. Hahn (2008) described the use of a computer to “eliminate
unnecessary inefficiencies, thus freeing [the researcher] to work faster and
think more deeply” (p. 86) about the data. After reviewing other QDA
programs, I selected Atlas.ti based on its ease in marking and coding parts of
transcripts. It proved to be an effective tool for managing the data, identifying
segments in those data, and assigning codes associated with identified
segments.
4. Complete first round of coding to identify and tag fragments of the data
important to my research questions resulting in “thoughts captured in a
phrase” (Hahn, 2008). This reduced the significantly large amount of data to
manageable chunks, since extraneous content was not identified. This allowed
for a more focused review of the data in subsequent rounds of coding.
Examples of data not coded included tech suggestions, conferences and
meetings attended, and other conversational topics not directly related to the
study, yet still important to rapport building during the interview.
5. Add to analytic files regarding subjectivity, emerging themes, ideas and
thinking important to subsequent levels of coding data, etc.
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6. Identify salient points from the interview (Appendix E), then send a summary
to the participant for feedback.
This plan helped me stay on track with analysis, since, at any given time, I would be at 
different places in the procedure with various interviews; for example, I worked on 
coding the third interview at the same time as I was transcribing interview #5. I tracked 
progress through my data analysis strategy using an Excel spreadsheet, which provided a 
quick means of determining next steps for specific interviews. As tedious as this may 
seem, each iteration of the cycle deepened my understanding of the instructors’ 
perspectives and built a framework of the data I had heard.  
The few random artifacts provided were considered only as background to 
understanding better what interviewees were sharing. For example, one participant gave 
me an old edition of the textbook used for college algebra. This helped me better 
understand the context of his work since it was a different book than what I used in 
teaching that course. My field notes included notes made before and during each 
interview. These included my observations while waiting for interviews, as well as notes 
on my interview protocol of especially significant answers heard during the interviews. 
When possible, I wrote reflective memos within the hour of completing an interview. 
When doing multiple interviews the same day or when traveling after an interview, I 
dictated memos while driving and transcribed them later. I also visited site college 
websites as a preview to each participant’s work environment.  
At first, I used an inductive approach in coding the data, that is, I tagged or 
labeled fragments of the data based on what I read and not based on a list of codes I 
expected to find. The guiding question for coding of all data was “What is this about?” 
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which fueled the overarching procedure of read, think, code, repeat (Hahn, 2008). This 
procedure followed the steps below:  
 Read to identify transcript text applicable to one of the research questions
o Bracket, highlight enough context in the transcript to determine an
appropriate code illustrative of “What is this about?”
 Think of a word or phrase that would describe the text of that quotation
o Code the quotation with a new or previously created code and use
the memo feature to define each code when created
The analysis of the data from the first interview resulted in 58 codes and increased to 63 
codes after coding the second transcript. 
After coding the second transcript, I realized my coding was actually based more 
on the interview protocol than on an inductive determination of what each fragment 
communicated. Changing my coding procedure, I used the interview protocol to create a 
list of broad level 1 codes. These codes included: structure, student characteristics, 
learning corequisite, faculty work to design, work to plan, work to provide, blackbox 
(what each instructor did in his or her classroom), faculty roles, and lessons learned. 
Once all transcripts were coded, each level 1 code was further subdivided. For example 
those quotations coded as structure became multiple level 2 codes, such as meeting 
before or after the college-level course, having same or different instructors, and meeting 
in labs or classrooms. By examining the details of each these codes, I constructed 
descriptions of the four corequisite models instructors in this study were teaching.  
Although many of the codes used early in the analysis were based on the 
interview protocol, there were those responses which needed codes not previously 
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considered when designing the interview protocol. These emergent categories, e.g. 
instructor characteristics, represented ideas not anticipated in designing the interview 
protocol. Qualitative data analysis is a multi-step process that happens over an extended 
period of time. As I experienced more of the interviewees’ thinking through transcribing 
interviews, reading, and rereading transcripts, more codes emerged, were defined, and 
added to the codebook. For example, originally I coded faculty work as three separate 
codes—work to design, work to plan, and work to provide corequisite support. It became 
clear during later interviews, that participants could not separate their work in those ways 
and did not distinguish their work teaching the corequisite model from all other work 
they did as community college instructors. This code was subsequently changed to 
faculty work and later revealed multiple dimensions of faculty work. 
Code definitions are important to maintain consistency in coding (Rubin & Rubin, 
2012). I followed Boyatzis’s (1998, as cited in Rubin & Rubin, 2012) “approach for 
working out consistent definitions” (pp. 201-202). For each definition I used the memo 
function of Atlas.ti to specify a description of each code, when it was used in the context 
of this study, how it was recognized, what might be excluded from this code, and an 
example to clarify understanding of the parameters of the code. With the quantity of 
qualitative data I had, it was impossible to code at one sitting or even in a single month. 
Definitions readily available for each code provided an efficient way for looking back. 
Yin (2016) suggested this as a remedy for getting stalled in the “disassembling” or 
identifying of what to code. Each time I began a coding session, I reviewed all the codes 
created up to that point, the notes I had made in my journal since the last coding session, 
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and reminded myself of the research questions I was seeking to answer. This warm-up 
activity provided a starting point for the next step in coding data. 
Once all qualitative data generated during the study was coded, I studied the 
codes and memos written about them to organize the Level 1 codes into categories. Hahn 
(2008) referred to Level 2 as “category development coding,” which serves to further 
refine the data and narrow the focus. The next phase of coding, Level 3, entailed 
categorizing into more “abstract and complex” categories (Yin, 2016, p. 198) with each 
successive pass until themes were recognized. Hahn (2008) described this process as 
producing a “very fine focus using the progressive convergence of ideas or themes 
emerging from the Level 2” (p. 7) codes.  
At this point, sifting out themes to make sense of the data being analyzed required 
a recursive review of what the data had said and what I, as a researcher, had seen and 
heard. Merriam and Tisdell (2016) described this “process of making meaning…[as] a 
complex procedure that involves moving back and forth between concrete bits of data 
and abstract concepts, between inductive and deductive reasoning, between description 
and interpretation” (p. 202). There was no set procedure to use for this phase of coding. 
Since understanding was the goal, I used whatever I needed to acquire an understanding. 
At times, it seemed impossible to determine a differentiation within level 2 codes 
indicative of a theme. In those cases, I looked back at previous codes, memos, and, in 




The purpose of this study at every step included analyzing data generated during 
this study which sought to answer the research questions. As a continual reminder of the 
destination of this study, I posted these questions above my computer monitor: 
1. What work do community college mathematics faculty do to provide corequisite 
support to underprepared students enrolled in college-level mathematics?  
2. What insights have faculty members gained from individual experiences with 
corequisite courses?  
Trustworthiness of Data 
Wolcott (2001) suggested discussing validity of qualitative data is akin to 
discussing some property like neatness (p. 169). Can something achieve absolute 
neatness in the same way that quantitative data achieve rankings for validity by 
comparing numerical coefficients? Maxwell (2013) referred to validity in a more 
commonsense, straightforward way, claiming it refers to the “correctness or credibility of 
a description, conclusion, explanation, interpretation, or other sort of account” (p. 122). 
Yin (2016) suggested taking steps to produce a “credible study…that provides assurance 
that [the researcher] properly collected and interpreted the data, so that the findings and 
conclusions accurately reflect and represent the world that was studied” (p. 85). In order 
to complete a credible study, which correctly described and interpreted my data as 
“neatly” as possible for me as the researcher, I included multiple strategies for increasing 
the validity of my study. 
By interviewing instructors from multiple colleges, I triangulated data as a means 
by which to “increase the trustworthiness of common themes” (Glesne, 2006, p. 38) 
identified from the data analysis. Although triangulation commonly refers to a qualitative 
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researcher using a variety of methods, I chose to generate data from a variety of sources 
at different colleges by listening for “corroborating and conflicting ideas or data” (Yin, 
2016, p. 161). The convergence of participant descriptions across multiple colleges 
strengthened confidence in my findings. Rich data were gathered by prompting 
interviewees to elaborate on responses for clarification and depth. I addressed two 
validity threats, misinterpretation of what was said and my own personal bias, by 
providing participants an opportunity to provide feedback on my summaries of the key 
points from their individual interviews (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). Maxwell (2013) referred 
to this member checking as the “single most important way of ruling out the possibility of 
misinterpreting the meaning of what participants say and do and the perspective they 
have on what is going on” (p. 126-127). To enhance the accuracy of my interpretations 
during coding, I enlisted the help of a trusted colleague as a peer debriefer (Creswell, 
2003, p. 197). This individual reviewed anonymized portions of transcripts and compared 
the text to my Level 1 codes and their definitions, especially those emergent codes not 
represented in the interview protocol. Discussions with this person provided me with 
insight into ways I interpreted something said differently than how my peer debriefer 
interpreted the same portion of text. In addition to being a strategy for increasing validity 
of the study, it also provided me “external reflection and input” (Glesne, 2006, p. 37) on 
my work, which increased my awareness and attention to my own biases and how they 
impacted my thinking.  
Data Security and Confidentiality 
Interviews were recorded using my personal password-protected recording 
devices. All transcriptions, as well as all writing and labeling of artifacts/files, were done 
using random numbers assigned to each interviewee. The crosswalk file linking 
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participant names, emails, and colleges to assigned numbers and pseudonyms was 
encrypted and stored separate from all other data on my personal desktop computer. I am 
the only person with access to participant personal identifiable information. All study 
data, other than the crosswalk table, is stored on my personal password-protected laptop 
and desktop computers. All printed materials are stored in a locked filing cabinet at my 
home.  
In writing about this study, I have combined information obtained so individuals 
and individual colleges are not explicitly identifiable. A list of twenty common names of 
the 1960s was created to use as pseudonyms. Gender specific pseudonyms were 
randomly assigned to each participant unless the first initial of the pseudonym matched 
the initial of a participant. In those cases that pseudonym was discarded. Pseudonyms 
were assigned to depict participants in a more authentic way than would have been the 
case using numbers as identifiers. In some cases, a participant is the only individual 
teaching corequisite courses at his or her college and does so in such an innovative way 
that others at the college or within the system may be able to recognize the individual or 
college. Because of this, I took great care in crafting narratives that would in no way do 
any harm to any participants or be disparaging to the colleges in anyway. Also, 
quotations used in the study narrative were not associated with specific colleges. 
Additionally, all conversations during interviews have been and will continue to be kept 
in the strictest confidence.  
Protection of Human Rights 
Since my study involved human subjects, I continuously considered my actions 
and influence on participants in light of maintaining respect for the individuals involved. 
To maintain ethical standards for my research, I sought permission to study at my 
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selected sites from KCTCS. Since I identified ten sites, KCTCS System Office directed 
me to seek approval from the System Office rather than each individual college, and my 
study was approved by the KCTCS’ Human Subjects Review Board (Appendix B). Once 
I had KCTCS approval, I applied to the University of Kentucky’s Institutional Review 
Board and was approved in July 2018 (Appendix C). Copies of the two approval letters 
were provided to each prospective participant. A cover letter (Appendix A) detailing my 
study was sent to each participant invited to participate. Although an informed consent 
document was submitted to UK IRB, reviewers noted that the cover letter could serve as 
the consent document so participants consented to participate in this study by responding 
to the email invitation they received. 
Research Ethics 
A driving force in my desire to do qualitative research emanated from my belief 
that, because of my experiences, I would be able to communicate accurately and honestly 
the instructors’ perspectives of the work they did regarding corequisite support at their 
colleges. As a KCTCS faculty member, I learned about the significance of data collected 
regarding developmental mathematics and how those data could and did inform decisions 
made by college leaders and faculty. However, I felt those data were one dimensional and 
failed to communicate the stories associated with the numbers reported. In an effort to 
complete the picture, I chose a qualitative approach for my dissertation as a means of 
constructing a context for faculty work in corequisite support classrooms by which 
faculty could share candid descriptions of their work. 
I examined the ethical considerations of my research project from a community 
college instructor’s point of view and thought about how I would feel if a graduate 
student asked me to explain how I supported underprepared students taking a corequisite 
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course. Personally, I am much more comfortable teaching students than speaking to 
peers, even when I am the more experientially knowledgeable person. To help my 
participants think about sharing their knowledge, I emphasized my graduate student 
status. I wanted to alleviate any misconceptions that I was gathering information for any 
reason other than my own doctoral research, with my ultimate purpose of expanding the 
knowledge based about corequisite courses for others seeking to learn more about it. As I 
acknowledged my role as a student-researcher learning from the experts, I believe my 
participants experienced a level of comfortableness as they taught me about their worlds.  
 My plans to provide confidentiality were discussed with each participant prior to 
beginning the interview. Several participants asked me to clarify my plans for 
confidentiality at the end of the interview. I emphasized before and after the interview 
that no personally identifiable data of instructors would be shared with anyone within 
KCTCS system. Additionally, I carefully explained how the data from all interviews 
would be aggregated and written about, to best of my ability, in such ways that the 
individual participant was not identifiable. I also made it clear to each participant that, 
even though I would not identify participants by name or college, some would be 
identifiable due to their unique approaches to corequisite courses. After this explanation, 
I reminded participants that if they changed their minds about participating or if they 
wanted to strike any remarks from the interview that I would oblige.  
Me as Researcher 
 I have been a KCTCS mathematics instructor since 2009. Beginning as an 
adjunct, I moved into a full-time, tenure-track position and achieved the rank of associate 
professor. During this time, I joined the KCTCS cohort working towards a doctoral 
degree in Educational Policy Studies, Measurement, and Evaluation. Although my 
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college performed a severe retrenchment which eliminated my full-time position, I chose 
to continue in the doctoral program and eventually returned to teach as an adjunct at the 
same college. My doctoral internship was completed at another KCTCS college and my 
previous college was not included in the sample of ten colleges due to the time frame of 
the study. My experiences as a community college faculty member have included 
teaching underprepared students in developmental courses and teaching college-level 
courses with students of varying abilities. As a full-time instructor, I created a paired 
course configuration which compressed two developmental courses into a single 
semester. After the initial pilot semester, I trained and supported other instructors 
teaching this accelerated course configuration.  
 In recognition of my positionality, I had to acknowledge that my passion for 
teaching is central to my career choices, and in many ways, explains my continual pursuit 
of excellence in teaching and completion of a doctoral degree even without financial 
support of my college. While I consider my expertise as an educator to be critical to 
facilitating success of my students, this may not be the case for my participants. This 
realization emphasized the importance of my role as a researcher hearing everything 
participants communicate and not just what agrees with my preconceived ideas as an 
experienced practitioner. In examining my biases and perceptions of community college 
faculty work, I determined my core beliefs: 1) the success of students is influenced by my 
work in the classroom, 2) my expertise as an educator is as critical to student success of 
developmental students as my knowledge of mathematics, and 3) while each student is 
responsible for his or her own learning, I am responsible to engage each student to the 
best of my ability.  
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In developing a researcher persona, I had to first acknowledge my role as the 
primary research instrument. I wrestled with the idea for several semesters, but, once I 
began designing a qualitative study, the role became clearer and more definable for me. 
In the field, the qualitative researcher hears and sees the data being generated and selects 
which data to note as significant and which to ignore. During data analysis, all data are 
processed through the thinking of the researcher. For example, the researcher tags, 
describes, and categorizes the bits of qualitative data by using his or her specific skills in 
interpreting meaning from what was said and understanding any significance of 
behaviors and expressions observed. This interpretation and observation for meaning and 
significance depends on the skill and knowledge the researcher possesses related to both 
the topic of study and the ability to manage qualitative data. With this awareness, it 
became evident to me that I did indeed have the ability and knowledge, albeit in the early 
stages of development, to be the research instrument for my study. 
 As an experienced teacher, I have definite ideas about helping and supporting 
students as they learn mathematics. Because of my personal interest in student motivation 
and supporting struggling learners, I have independently researched topics related to 
corequisite remediation for years. While practicing qualitative research methods, I 
discovered I would need to quiet my analytic thinking during interviews and observations 
so I could hear the data rather than mentally making comparisons to my own beliefs 
about best practices. This type of deliberate reflection regarding my research prompted 
me to keep a research journal where I could examine my feelings and thinking related to 
the study as it progressed. 
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For some time, I have pondered the faculty role in mitigating the negative 
beginnings some students experience when starting community college. Students jump 
through all the required hoops of admissions, orientations, and placement tests only to be 
told they are not college ready. There they sit in developmental mathematics classrooms 
facing, for some, up to three semesters of mathematics just like the mathematics they 
could not do in high school, and, in some cases, taught the same way it was taught in high 
school. In an article I read for my organizational theory class, Cohen and March (1985) 
stated “a bad man with good intentions may be a man experimenting with the possibility 
of becoming good. Somehow it seems more sensible to encourage the experimentation 
than to insult it” (p. 369). Bailey et al. (2010a) pointed out similar thinking about 
community college students, when they reminded readers that: 
[M]any students have little concrete knowledge about college before they start.
During the early months of college, students learn whether they like college and
how much work and effort they will have to exert in order to be successful. They
can evaluate [the amount of work and effort necessary] against the likely benefits
of persisting and perhaps completing college (p. 267).
These readings had a profound effect on me and prompted me to contemplate how the 
work of faculty members impacts these students. These underprepared, not college ready, 
developmental, remedial students, or whatever term is applied to them, have the same 
good intentions of achieving academic credentials as other incoming college students. 
They are experimenting with defining themselves in new ways—ways that may differ 
significantly from familial or past educational identities—yet, they believe they will 
achieve this new identity by attending college. I believe strongly that the work faculty do 




In addition to being a student advocate, I am dedicated to becoming a better 
qualitative researcher. I have a unique perspective to bring to my study, namely a 
background steeped in mathematics education and a passion for facilitating 
underprepared student success. This combination helped me as a researcher in various 
ways. I was able to hear the data coming from conversations with interviewees and then 
construct rich descriptions which communicate to my readers how the instructors in this 
study provided corequisite support. My knowledge and experience with pedagogical 
strategies, student motivation, and adult learning theory aided me in recognizing 
emergent themes during data analysis.  
Chapter Summary 
In this methodology chapter, I have made my thinking, decisions, preparation, and 
actions transparent. These elements attributed to the successful completion of the 
research project. Interviews proved to be congenial conversations about corequisite 
courses with dedicated community college faculty members. The willingness of 
participants to give of their time and share their thoughts exceeded my expectations and 
made the preparatory work well worth the effort. The next chapter illuminates what was 
learned from sitting beside these individual participants who were eager to share with me 
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CHAPTER 4. FINDINGS 
This chapter describes the data collected and analyzed, results of the data analysis, 
and subsequent findings. Elements of this chapter include a discussion of the study, a 
description of how the methodological approach was applied to analyzing the data, the 
aggregated data and results.  
Introduction: The Study and the Researcher 
The purpose of this study has been to gain a better understanding of how 
community college math faculty support students enrolled in both a mathematics content 
course, college-level or developmental, and a required support course, supplemental 
course, or workshop. The students in these courses bypass all or some developmental 
courses they would have taken to prepare for college-level courses. Rather than being 
remediated in prerequisite developmental courses, these underprepared students receive 
academic support targeting a specific content course. The corequisite configuration of 
courses changes the working environment of instructors by broadening the range of 
student abilities within a classroom even more than previously encountered. As more 
community colleges adopt the corequisite model, a clearer picture of how the model 
impacts the work of instructors is critical to providing professional development, 
resources, and training for current and new faculty members. 
The first time I heard that developmental math students could be better served 
using a corequisite model instead of the traditional sequence of developmental 
mathematics, I was a full-time mathematics instructor teaching 15-18 credit hours each 
semester of developmental and college-level mathematics. I knew the difficulty in 
helping students succeed who had been placed in college-level mathematics when they 
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did not have the prerequisite skills necessary for college-level work; I also knew the 
necessary time required for instructors in terms of additional preparation of review 
materials, monitoring student progress, adjusting homework due dates for individual 
students, and finding opportunities to contact individual students to provide 
encouragement. As I sat in a meeting with a system office representative explaining the 
corequisite model and a timeline for adoption at my college, I could not fathom how it 
would be possible to do even more work than I had already been doing. When choosing a 
dissertation topic, I knew I wanted to investigate how other instructors rose to the task of 
teaching corequisite academic support courses.  
In addition to knowing what topic I wanted to study, I also knew I wanted to use a 
qualitative approach for my study. The topic of corequisite courses as an alternative to 
the traditional developmental sequence of courses became a frequent topic in discussions 
at the department, college, state and national levels. Presentations at conferences and 
meetings focused on the increased success rates of students enrolled corequisite courses. 
However, the discussions and presentations lacked information about how the instructors 
taught these courses. Hearing colleagues express anxiety and confusion about how to 
provide this critical academic support, I realized there was a need for qualitative data 
describing what instructors were doing to prepare for and provide corequisite academic 
support. This motivated me to design a qualitative research study to investigate how 
community college mathematics faculty provided corequisite academic support to 
underprepared students enrolled in college-level mathematics, and what insights they 
gained from their experiences with teaching corequisite academic support courses. 
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Description of the Sample 
Twenty individuals responded to one of two email invitations sent by me or email 
requests sent on my behalf by doctoral colleagues introducing me to their math faculty. 
Of these responses, 13 agreed to be interviewed, three declined to participate and two 
responses included contact information of other instructors. Both referrals had actually 
already received email invitations to participate. Two additional respondents were 
adjuncts who expressed willingness to participate but were unable to complete 
interviews. Of these two individuals, one did not get to teach a scheduled corequisite 
support course due to no enrollment and the other could not schedule time for an 
interview due to illness and teaching at two different colleges. Thus, the sample includes 
thirteen instructors who participated in interviews.  
Participants 
The thirteen community college mathematics instructors represent nine campuses 
of six KCTCS colleges. The seven women and six men all have either a master’s degree 
in mathematics or have a master’s degree with at least eighteen graduate credits in 
mathematics. Individual teaching experience at the community college level ranged from 
4-21 years with four instructors having less than 10 years, five having 10-12 years, three
with 17-21 years of experience and one with an unquantified “many years as a teacher of 
adult students”. Four participants have only taught community college students, seven 
were previously certified as teachers and had taught high school or middle school 
mathematics, and the experience of three participants includes teaching at four-year 
institutions. Twelve participants were teaching a corequisite support courses at the time 
of the interview or had taught one in a previous semester. One participant was teaching 
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corequisite support courses for students enrolled in developmental mathematics. Table 
4.1 provides various characteristics of participants. 
Sites 
Using the Carnegie Classifications of Institutions of Higher Education (Carnegie, 
n.d.) based on 2017 enrollments, KCTCS included five small colleges (500-1999
students), nine medium-sized colleges (2000-4999 students), and two large colleges 
(5000-9999 students). The sample for this study included instructors from six colleges: 
one small, four medium, and one large. There was one participant from a small college, 
nine participants from five campuses of four medium-size colleges, and three participants 
from three campuses of the large college.  
Interviews  
All but one instructor who responded to an email invitation was interviewed. Of 
the thirteen participants, nine responded to the email invitations and four were referrals 
from previously interviewed participants. Interviews lasted from 46 minutes to one hour 
and 50 minutes for an average of 70.5 minutes each with a total of 15.3 hours of 
interviewing time recorded. Interviews were conducted between September 2018 and 
March 2019. In November 2018, I presented at a state mathematics conference and 
included a short description of my study in my introduction. After the presentation, one 
attendee agreed to participate and eventually three other instructors from the same college 
agreed to participate. All four had previously been sent an email invitation to participate 
in the study. 
Interviews took place on the college campus chosen by the participant and were 
completed in faculty offices or empty classrooms. One interview was interrupted during 
the first ten minutes by another instructor who wanted to participate but could not meet at 
9
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Table 4.1 Participant Characteristics 
1 Teaching Experience: CC refers to community college; HS refers to high school 
2 Previously taught one semester Mainstreamed Integrated 
ID 
No. 












52 Susan Female A Adjunct/Full-
time  
Cohort 5 None Some 
18 Donna Female B Full-time Mainstreamed & 
Cohort  
4 27 HS1 Teaching Certificate 
29 Richard Male B Full-time Mainstreamed & 
Cohort 
10 7 HS Teaching Certificate 
22 Thomas Male B Full-time Mainstreamed & 
Cohort 
19 13 HS Teaching Certificate 
27 Jeffrey Male B Full-time Mainstreamed & 
Cohort 
12 3 HS Teaching Certificate 
43 Mary2 Female C Full-time Mainstreamed  18 None None 
31 Michael Male D Full-time Mainstreamed 17 8 HS Teaching Certificate 
53 Patricia Female D Full-time Mainstreamed & 
Cohort 
11 None None 
19 William Male D Adjunct Mainstreamed 7 31 HS Teaching Certificate 
16 Kimberly Female E Full-time Cohort Intensive 11 9 HS Teaching Certificate 
49 Mark Male F Full-time Mainstreamed 
Integrated 
11 6 University None 




9 None Adult Education 
Courses 
32 Linda Female F Full-time Mainstreamed 
Integrated 
21 3 None 
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that specific time. After interviewing this new participant, the interrupted interview 
continued. On a second occasion after concluding the scheduled interview for the day, the 
participant went to the office of a colleague and invited the individual to participate. The 
new participant was interviewed immediately.   
Protection of Participants 
The identity of participants has been protected to the extent of my ability to 
maintain confidentiality. My presence at some colleges had been discussed prior to my 
arrival and in the case of an instructor volunteering, he asked if I was the person from UK 
doing the study. Participants at some colleges were aware of others who had participated 
based on their comments during interviews or because they made referrals of prospective 
participants. I have carefully guarded the confidentiality of who participated in this study 
during conversations, presentations, and written accounts taken from this study. 
Qualitative Methodology Applied to Data Analysis 
Qualitative data for this study were created from conversations with peers. The 
informal, flexible atmosphere of the interviews afforded the participants opportunity to 
talk about their work. Analyzing these data necessitated hearing what they were saying 
and not just reading what they said during the interview. My detailed interview protocol 
included themes I expected to find but after identifying these descriptive themes I 
realized there was an additional element to the work these participants described. The 
emotional work of participants was implicit in how they expressed their comments and 
the reasons they provided about their work. To understand how participants felt about 
their work, I used comments from my field notes and transcripts about emphatic voice or 
gesturing such as laughing, whispering, using hands such as pounding on a table or 
tapping on a folder of homework papers. Additionally, I focused attention on the stories 
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participants told (Rubin & Rubin, 2012) recollecting events from their own pasts or from 
experiences with individual students. The qualitative data generated for this study 
expanded the dimensions of faculty work. 
Results of Data Analysis 
Participants provided an overview of corequisite courses which greatly increased 
my understanding of corequisite courses. They described the models used at their 
individual colleges and systemic issues related to these new models. As participants 
shared insights related to implementing new courses, they described reactions of other 
faculty and staff responsible for advising students. They also told me about ways they 
had or had not participated in designing and planning the corequisite model for their 
colleges. Although I had assumed these activities to be distinct tasks, the participants 
described overlapping, ambiguous participation related to designing and planning 
corequisite courses. 
A corequisite configuration of courses links a support course with a mathematics 
content course. Both courses are taken the same semester so any remediation of skills 
necessary for student success in the content course must be provided in the supplemental 
or support course. The six colleges in this study provided a two-credit hour corequisite 
support course for at least one of the following college-level courses: College Algebra, 
Contemporary College Mathematics, or Technical Algebra and Trigonometry. One 
college also offered a two-credit hour corequisite support course for a developmental 
mathematics course. Although some colleges offered a one-credit hour support course for 
technical, applied, or business mathematics, none of the participants in this study taught 
any of these. All colleges in this sample used a college-selected placement test to 
recommend the mathematics course(s) in which students should enroll their first 
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semester. Cutoff scores used to determine course placement and courses offered by 
individual colleges vary by college. There are two main pathways for college 
mathematics in KCTCS. The College Algebra or STEM pathway leads students to 
Calculus and is required for AS degrees and some AAS degrees. The Quantitative 
Reasoning pathway provides the college mathematics needed by students seeking an AA 
degree or other non-STEM two-year degrees. 
Course numbering is not standardized among KCTCS colleges. In fact, changes in 
course numbering occurred during the time frame of this study. The supplemental support 
course MAT 96 designation, used in identifying potential participants, was replaced using 
the content course number with an “S” as a suffix. For example, students enrolling in 
MAT 146: Contemporary College Mathematics and the corresponding corequisite 
support course would enroll in MAT 146 and MAT 146S. One interviewee supported the 
elimination of the numbering system for the supplemental courses; Patricia commented, 
“I kind of like the idea of the ‘S’ [designating the supplemental course] because right 
now we have 96 [the support course] for College Algebra, for math 110 [Applied 
Mathematics], and math 105 [Business Mathematics]. It’s all 96; so it's a nightmare for 
advisors.” This new course of action would identify college-level courses with the 
appropriate support course by designating the workshop or support course with a suffix 
attached to the course number; for example, for a MAT 150: College Algebra course the 
corresponding supplemental course would be the course MAT 150S. 
Variability also exists in the course numbering schema used at various colleges to 
indicate which courses are support courses. For example, the support course which 
supplements College Algebra at the time of participant interviews was numbered as the 
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common MAT 100; however, at some colleges the support course was MAT 96 and in 
some cases MAT 195. Some participants reported that their numbering was changing in 
future semesters so students would be able to earn elective credit. This is especially 
problematic for students who enroll in classes at different KCTCS colleges, and is also a 
source of confusion for faculty and administrators.  
Participants acknowledged the difficulty faced by advisors and faculty assisting 
students with enrollment. “Advisors hate us [the math department],” Susan lamented, 
“because we can’t give them just one pathway. That is fair; we hate it too.” Michael 
described the lack of a consistent course numbering system as a barrier to corequisite 
implementation because the constant changes in math courses impedes implementation of 
the corequisite model. “We're constantly changing math” he said, confusing advisors 
from other disciplines, programs, or divisions. Michael added, “They don't know what's 
what. Their heads are constantly spinning and we're changing again.”  
Faculty members participated in designing the corequisite model to be 
implemented at their individual colleges in a variety ways. Six of the participants were 
not involved in any design work. Michael and Mark both referred to “CPE 
recommendations” as a factor in adopting the corequisite model. Michael also added, 
“Once we decided to make the change then we got together and did it because there was 
no choice.” Linda expressed that the faculty at her college felt “exterior pressure” to 
adopt the model.  
Three participants from one college, interpreted the news of upcoming change 
more proactively and initiated designing a corequisite for their college. Richard 
explained:  
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We had heard that this was a push that was going to happen from System 
[KCTCS]. We thought: ‘Well, if it's going to happen, we might as well go ahead 
and do it now before it's mandatory and work out the kinks. 
Similarly, Jeffrey summarized their typical response as a college to the adoption of any 
new model when he stated: 
We hear from CPE through our curriculum committee that this is coming down in 
a year or two. So we submit a proposal and start working on it so we can be 
ahead. So usually, by the time CPE is telling the [college] presidents that ‘you 
will do this,’ we've already got a plan in place. We've already done it for a 
semester, and we've already got the ball going.  
Further detail was added by Thomas in regard to the college’s implementation of the 
corequisite model:  
CPE promoted it very seriously and thoroughly. Almost all the colleges got a 
corequisite grant. I believe we're all, of the math teachers here, in the early 
adopter stage [referring to Diffusion of Innovation Theory]; we don't want to do 
something that no one has ever tried. We don't want to waste our time. But when 
someone has tried it and there is some research behind it that says this is good, 
then we want to be the first ones to do it.  Because we, if it's best for our students, 
we don't want to wait. You know, we want to do it now. 
While working together as a department was common among faculty interviewed, 
two experienced working alone. Mary explained that she shared ideas she learned about 
teaching corequisite courses with others at her college, but added, “I don’t know if 
anybody has used them, or looked at them, or even cared about the fact that I shared them 
with them.” An instructor at another college recalled her individual effort to create a 
corequisite model for mathematics in light of the college having received a corequisite 
grant from CPE. Building on successful experiences with remedial boot camps, this 
instructor designed a configuration of courses which embedded a three-week remediation 
course at the beginning of a semester. In addition to designing the model, Kimberly 
boasted, “I basically sold it as an opportunity for students. I told the advisors this is going 
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to help our students, [and will] save them time and money. I created the course, the 
concept, and did all the work.”  
Work to plan the corequisite academic support course was done individually, by 
committees of faculty, and at some colleges all math instructors participated. Michael 
listed the general workings of his department, “We share ideas, worksheets, and 
individual approaches to specific topics and discuss what is not working and what 
changes we need to make.” Susan pointed out that, even though the committee 
determined the “learning objectives for the course, how instructors would teach was up to 
the individual.” Richard added that planning is a continual process as “we discuss how 
we can help our students be more successful.” Thomas summarized planning at his 
college with his statement:   
[W]e all tried different methods of doing it [corequisite support]. You know, some
of us gave extra assignments in the corequisite class. Some of us just did
homework, like what I'm doing right now is helping them with the homework
from the regular class. Others will stop at different points and do some lecture
when they think they are weak or cover something before the class if they think
that there's a need. And what was amazing to us is every [expressed emphatically]
method worked.
Instructors drew on their expertise with developmental students, experience with 
previous reforms, and conference attendance to plan how a corequisite model would be 
implemented at each of their colleges. As Jeffrey reported:  
There was no curriculum. There still is no curriculum that has been put forth by 
KCTCS. So, there was no guidance as to what to do in these classes other than: 
‘support them and help them.’ We all care about our students, so we got together 
and worked it out.  
Most participants had attended a state mathematics conference such as the Kentucky 
Mathematical Association of Two-Year Colleges (KYMATYC) and the Kentucky 
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Association for Developmental Education5 (KADE) and some had attended a national 
conference where corequisite remediation was a topic of presentations. Mark articulated 
the idea: 
I've gone to some conferences: KYMATYC and KADE. I saw some talks about 
what they do, but they never talked about the actual mechanics of what you would 
do in the classroom. It’s always how to administratively handle it, and you get the 
graphs of their success rates and they go up and everybody's happy. (laughing) 
This overview of corequisite courses at the six KCTCS colleges laid a solid foundation 
for understanding the emergent themes resulting from data analysis.  
Four themes were identified which contribute to understanding how faculty 
provide corequisite academic support: (1) course configurations vary, (2) faculty support 
students by helping them with mathematics, (3) faculty foster academic behaviors and 
mindsets, and (4) faculty provide emotional support for students. First, the way each 
college structures the corequisite model defines, in many ways, what faculty can do in a 
corequisite support class. Second, all participants were instructors and talked about 
helping students with the math related to the associated content courses. Third, 
participants described teaching students how to behave and think like college students, 
such as developing necessary study skills, learning how to set goals, and managing 
personal time to accommodate coursework. The fourth theme emerged towards the end of 
my analysis and represents various descriptions of instructors connecting with students as 
individuals in ways that encouraged and supported those students. The first three themes 
were anticipated based on the literature and my own experiential knowledge of teaching 
developmental math students. Related to the fourth theme, it was surprising to hear 
5 Changed to Kentucky Organization for Student Success (KOSS) 05/2019 
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participants express ideas relating more to counseling or nurturing students as an 
important element in supporting underprepared community college math students. 
Corequisite Course Configurations 
Each participant described the current model for his or her corequisite courses and 
some instructors included details about previous and future models. Two basic 
configurations were described. Corequisite students were either mainstreamed into 
content courses or they remained together as a cohort of students in both the support 
course and the content course. The details from participant descriptions depicted four 
different corequisite classes faculty were teaching. These four models will be referred to 
as Mainstreamed, Mainstreamed Integrated, Cohort, and Cohort Intensive. Table 4.2 
provides the basic frameworks described by participants. Content course refers to 
college-level courses or developmental courses supplemented by a corequisite support 
course.   
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Mainstreamed Model. The Mainstreamed model was described by six instructors 
from Colleges B, C, and D. Students enroll in two separate classes. Patricia explained that 
“corequisite support courses are used with different courses, but it [a support course] is 
always paired with a specific General Education [course] so…this 96 [support course] 
goes only with this 150 [College Algebra]. We don’t have any mixing of students.” 
Corequisite academic support classes meet before, after, or on different days than the 
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associated college-level course and some support classes meet in computer labs. All 
corequisite students are also enrolled in the same section of the same content course. If 
possible, the same instructor teaches both classes. Students in the college-level courses 
are both corequisite and non-corequisite students, but the corequisite students are all 
enrolled in the same corequisite academic support course. 
Participants referred to students as being “mainstreamed into regular college-
level” courses and “mixed in with the regular population”. College-level courses were 
called “a mixture” of corequisite and non-corequisite students; Mary clarified:   
The number of corequisite students is capped at 15, so it’s supposed to be 15 and 
15 but we don’t have that many, so my class overall has 14 in it. Twelve of them 
are in the workshop and two of them are just 150 [College Algebra] students only.  
 
Although specific enrollment caps were not mentioned by other instructors three of them 
claimed the makeup of their college-level classes was “about half and half.” 
Patricia knew she would be teaching a Cohort model, not Mainstreamed, course 
the next semester and explained that having both corequisite students and non-corequisite 
students in the same class lessened the temptation of “watering down” content because 
the entire class was underprepared. She described the benefits to having corequisite and 
non-corequisite students in the same college-level content course:  
The nice thing about having both students who meet the prerequisites and [those 
who] don’t in your College Algebra [is that] there is zero temptation to change 
your College Algebra course from the college level material. I don't want them to 
have credit for a College Algebra class if it was watered down because they were 
underprepared. If they get credit, by golly, they know they got credit in a college-
level College Algebra course. Up to this point it’s been easy to do that [maintain 
rigor] because I have a mainstreamed College Algebra class and I don't change 
how I teach that class. I feel like that would be a little bit more of a challenge next 




She was adamant about students only receiving college credit for college-level work 
considering her college changing the numbering of the support course to a 100-level 
course so students would begin receiving elective college credit. 
All the mainstreamed corequisite courses met the same day either before or after 
the college-level course and all instructors had taught both. Richard stated, “It's a mix, 
sometimes they’re [meeting] before [the college-level course] and sometimes they're 
after, it just depends on scheduling. I prefer after [the college-level course] really, for my 
preference. I think…it's easier to follow up with questions than it is to prelude them.” 
This thinking was mirrored by Patricia who had two corequisite classes the same 
semester, when she elaborated that: 
You know it almost depends on the group of students. One semester I had one of 
each [both “support before” and “support after” configurations]. There were lots 
of differences between the groups. The one [that met] afterwards was the only 
time that I've ever had it afterwards. I really liked it after the first few weeks of 
class…I had lots of prerequisite things I needed to talk to them about before we 
went into class and so…the afterwards was kind of like an afterthought. After that 
first few weeks [of] meeting after lecture they would go ‘Oh, you were talking 
about this; what did you mean there?’ and it was all fresh and they were just 
excited to get to ask questions about everything. So, in that respect it worked 
really well to be afterwards. My other class that same semester was before. The 
students were a little more underprepared so before seems to work until about the 
last month of class when I was like ‘Oh, I wish it was afterwards’ because we 
really needed that practice after we talked about the material.  
Her experience depicted how the structure of the corequisite courses influences how 
instructors can provide student support. As Jeffrey pointed out, that scheduling “just 
changes how you structure it [support course]. If you meet before, you can prep them 
ahead of time; if you meet after, you're basically reviewing.” Similarly, Donna 
emphasized, “I just treat them different. It's just different. If it's before it's different and if 
it's after, you know, because it's totally different.”  
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In the Mainstreamed model all the instructors teach both the college-level content 
course and the corequisite academic support course if possible. From a scheduling 
perspective, Patricia shared an experience she did not want to experience again:  
We typically try to keep the College Algebra teacher and the corequisite teacher 
the same. We have had a couple classes where, since our corequisite class is a 96 
[support course], you can have a non-General Education qualified adjunct teach 
the 96 [and someone else teach the college-level course]. We tried that one 
semester. It is very difficult to keep it in sync, you know, to keep the 
communication between the teacher teaching College Algebra [and the support 
course instructor], and then maybe the adjunct teaches factoring a little different 
than the [College Algebra] teacher, and so then suddenly you're not really getting 
the level of support that you liked. So, we did that one semester [when] it was 
like: we needed somebody [for the support course after we] added a class at the 
end [just before the semester started] and the instructor couldn't do both because 
he/she had another class right next to it. I don't think we've done it since then. 
 
Thomas explained why having the same person teach both classes benefits students:  
They [students] have much more time to ask the teacher questions. Plus in our 
100s [workshop classes], we have extra help. So when we just give them time to 
do their homework, they have two teachers walking around helping them with it, 
so they have more time on task. My personal belief is that we have always done 
our 100s, [that is] our corequisites, with the regular class with the same teacher…I 
get to know my students much better. I get to know the names quicker. They feel 
comfortable with me; they ask questions; I have time to go through before the 
next class and see how far behind each student is as far as homework. I've never 
been able to do that with just a lecture class—go through every student and know 
every class if they're ready. 
 
As Thomas noted, the extra time teachers have with students in a corequisite support 
course affords them the opportunity to relate to students in ways not possible in the 
content course. Teachers get to know their students better. 
The presence of tutors or teaching assistants in the support course was mentioned 
multiple times in interviews. Donna mentioned, “I have a tutor that's in there with me 
most of the time, unless my classes have been small. But, when you’ve got 25 to 28 
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students in there, it's helpful to have two bodies at least.” Jeffrey justified the additional 
person:  
When you're dealing with the supplemental, because they are skipping classes, 
you do have to be prepared for the students who are just way, way on the bottom 
of the rung. In a class of 20, I'll have two or three who will soak up the vast 
majority of my time. And that is where having a teaching assistant helps out. You 
can basically say, ‘you two or three need to sit together and so and so here is 
going to sit with you’. 
As helpful as the extra person in a support class has been described, the availability of a 
tutor is not guaranteed for all corequisite courses. According to Jeffrey, it “depends on 
budget, depends on time, depends on whatever.” Although he doesn’t demand an extra 
person in every class, he did emphasize that “once you get above 15 [students], you really 
need that teaching assistant, especially in the beginning when they're trying to get their 
feet under them.” 
Mainstreamed Integrated Model. The corequisite academic support course in 
the Mainstreamed Integrated model includes students from multiple content courses, 
taught by different teachers, learning in face-to-face or online environments. The 
corequisite students are mainstreamed into their different content courses. Three 
participants from one college described their current use of this model. They described 
how they implement Mainstreamed Integrated corequisite courses at their college which 
supplements a variety of college-level mathematics courses and one developmental 
mathematics course. An additional participant at a different college talked about a 
previous semester when she taught a Mainstreamed Integrated support course.  
The key element of the configuration in this model is the integration of students 
enrolled in various corequisite support courses into a single class. For example, Karen 
described her Mainstreamed Integrated support course, “They [the corequisite students] 
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are all in the same class at the same time: the 50 [supports developmental], and 96 
[supports college-level mathematics other than College Algebra], and my 100 [supports 
College Algebra]. And they're all in there.” Mark described the necessity of this model 
for his college: 
We have so few students [that] our workshops [corequisite support courses] 
wouldn’t run if we did it that way [meaning Mainstreamed]. So we combine the 
96 [supplement for college-level course] and the 50 [supplement for 
developmental course] into one class…the students just work on worksheets for 
the supplemental work.”  
 
Linda, an instructor at another campus of the same college as Mark, stated, “We are a 
very small campus, so we teach 65 with 50 and then 96 with 126 and then 100 with 150. I 
basically just workshop them to death. I mean I give them worksheets.” Like the 
Mainstreamed model where students meet for the support course before or after the 
content course, Linda described an experience with a support course meeting between 
two different sections of the same developmental content course:  
The time frame: we've got a 65 [that] meets, the 50 is in between, and then 
another 65 meets. I've got 50 [that meets], and it's in between [the other 
instructor’s] class and my class of 65. So, at the beginning of the semester, I had 
[corequisite support] students in both classes.  
 
In that one class, Linda had students from a developmental MAT 65 class meeting before 
the workshop with a different instructor and students from her developmental MAT 65 
class meeting after the workshop.  
 In this model, academic support is provided primarily by the corequisite academic 
support course instructor who may or may not be the instructor of the content course. 
Students may also be in an on-campus support course while the content course is an 
online course.  Given the complexity of providing support to multiple levels of 
supplemental courses for multiple developmental and college-level courses which meet 
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face-to-face or online, tutors and instructor office hours provided additional support 
opportunities for students. Karen described an instance when she had a single MAT 96 
student:  
Since there is only one 96 student, I just could not separate myself that many 
times, so she goes to the tutoring center and works there on her homework. I have 
a tutor in there [the classroom] with me, a math tutor. I have the math tutor work 
with the 50 students and I work with the 100 students. The class meets in a 
classroom, so what we do is they bring their laptop in and they pull up their 
homework. 
 
Mark reported, “I let them work in groups as they see fit and usually they form their own 
little groups and get through together,” while also adding “We have a pretty busy tutoring 
center”. At the smaller campus, Linda added:  
I just have a lot of office hours and students come directly to me for math 
tutoring. Their instructor directs them to me as well as to our peer tutors which we 
have. The peer tutor situation is something that changes from semester to 
semester, and sometimes we have good ones and sometimes we have not so good 
ones and sometimes I can't find anybody. 
 
 Currently, Mary only teaches Mainstreamed corequisite courses, but her past 
experience with the Mainstreamed Integrated model resembled that of the previous 
participants but was far less complicated than the examples above. In Mary’s Integrated 
support course, students were all enrolled in the same content course, College Algebra, 
though they were from different sections taught by different instructors and included 
students from online classes. She recalled:   
When I had a 100 workshop here, I had like 30 some students in it from my class, 
another instructor’s class that was an in-person, and even people that were taking 
the course online. I had at least three or four different instructors’ students in my 
class that I had to work with. We did not have the same course assignments. We 
were not covering the assignments in the same order. I did it in a classroom. I was 
not in a computer lab. So, when you switch to this [the Mainstreamed Model], it 
was actually kind of nice. It was actually a much better situation to be in when I 




Cohort Model. Five participants described a Cohort model. These five, from 
Colleges A, B, and D, all mentioned that other instructors at their colleges were doing 
corequisite courses differently. In a Cohort model, the same group of students are 
together with the same instructor in both the support course and the math content course. 
At some colleges, students meet in one room for the entire extended-block of time 
allotted for the corequisite content course and support course. At other colleges students 
meet in a computer lab for the support group and then move at a specified time to a 
classroom for the college-level course.  
The description of this model by Susan referenced both developmental and 
college-level corequisite courses, as is evident in her statement that: 
…for the most part the corequisite models for at least 65/50 [Basic Algebra and 
the supplement], 146/96 [Contemporary College Mathematics and the 
supplement], and 220/96 [Introduction to Statistics and the supplement] were one 
big block of time separated on the schedule technically as one class and then the 
other, same instructor, all the same students, in the same room for the whole 
block. I ran it [the corequisite classes] kind of strangely where I didn’t worry 
about what part was technically the support; I think almost always it was 
scheduled as the second half of the class. But it didn’t matter because I just looked 
at it as just one big 2.5-hour block where we’re all in here, and we do as much as 
we can in one day, and we’re done.  
 
The interview took place in a classroom and Susan emphasized: 
 
This is actually a pretty typical classroom that I would have, since it is set up with 
active learning stuff where we’ve got: personal whiteboards, whiteboards on the 
walls all around the room, and moveable tables so we can make groups and shift 
around. 
 
Susan mentioned that other corequisite courses at her college are a Mainstreamed model. 
She explained:  
I know that at least some 65/50s that run that way: where everybody is in the 65 
and then you’ve got some are in the 50. And that’s how we used to do when I 
started. My first semester I had one of those, but there were only 2 students in the 
50. And it wasn’t really a corequisite; it was just like a study hall, can we catch 
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these people up? and it wasn’t doing anything. That’s mostly how the 150/100s 
still run, and nobody is terribly happy with those results either.  
 
From these comments, it is evident that this instructor had determined the Cohort model 
to be more effective for supporting her students.  
Where and how the students meet varied by college, facilities available, and 
instructor preferences. Donna used computer labs for the support classes, as noted in her 
explanation that “I teach my 100s [support course] in a computer lab and the 150 
[College Algebra] in a classroom”. Her colleague Jeffrey meets in the same room for 
both classes. He explained, “I…like it…if every single person [in the college-level 
course] is in the supplemental, then you can interweave the two” but he could only do 
that when “every single person was in the supplemental” so he could teach the two 
classes as one single block of time. That way, he said, he was able to “alternate between 
me doing examples and students working.” Jeffrey contrasted this Cohort model with 
teaching the Mainstreamed model in his comment that, “In the summer, what's going to 
hurt me is I got some students that are regular students who as soon as that lecture is 
over, they're gone. So I can't take that whole block of time.” 
The support in the Cohort model is provided by the course instructor except when 
a college hires tutors to help the instructor during the support course. When instructors 
consider the two courses as a single class, the movement between content course and 
support course is fluid. In the case of support classes meeting in computer labs, 
instructors at one college mentioned having tutors help them; Thomas explained:  
[I]n our 100s, we have extra help…when we just give them time to do their 
homework. They [students] have two teachers walking around helping them with 




 It is significant to note that tutors assist the course instructor and do not instruct the 
support courses which is a common practice in four-year institutions. 
Richard contrasted the Cohort model with the Mainstreamed model when he said:  
In some ways, it worked a little bit better when it was all corequisite students in 
the 150 [College Algebra] class, they tended to build up kind of a unity within the 
class because they all knew that they were corequisite. I think they felt more at 
ease with saying things and asking questions, because they knew nobody else 
knew what they were asking about either. 
 
Cohort Intensive Model. The composition of the corequisite academic support 
course in relation to its corresponding content course differentiates the Mainstreamed and 
Cohort models. The Cohort Intensive model is structured as a cohort corequisite course in 
that one group of students are together for both courses. It differs from the Cohort model 
since there is a three-week intensive remediation at the start of the semester. After that, 
students retest to determine which college-level course each will enroll in for the 
remaining thirteen weeks of the semester. Kimberly described this model and noted, 
“Other instructors teach corequisite courses at this college, but not using this specific 
configuration of embedding the MAT 96 [support course] as a three-week boot camp at 
the beginning of the semester.”  
  All students are enrolled in a college-level Technical Algebra and Trigonometry, 
a College Algebra prerequisite, and a corequisite support course. Kimberly elaborated on 
this unique configuration using a “boot camp” approach of remediating prerequisite skills 
before students are exposed to college-level concepts: 
They come to class the very first day they’re in the 96 portion of the combo class, 
and they take a diagnostic test…[which] basically tells them where they are at, at 
that given time. This is what you know; this is what your score is. They have three 
weeks in the lab to bring that [original] score up, and then I have them take the 




Based on the new results students proceed to a compressed, 13-week, Technical Algebra 
and Trigonometry in which they originally enrolled. Depending on improvements in 
placement test scores, students may enroll in College Algebra, College Algebra with 
support, or Contemporary College Mathematics as online students. This instructor further 
explained:  
Even though they're going into my online class for a way to give them a grade 
they are still required to come to class as established. That's the agreement: ‘I will 
let you take this placement test and move up to the next class, but in order to do 
that you have to continue to take this math class the way you have it set up.’ So, 
they have to come the 2 hours and 15 minutes twice a week. I take roll. Students 
are required to continue attending class to work on individual course work but 
with academic support.  
 
This means that for the last 13 weeks of the semester all the same students are still 
together, but the instructor now has students studying mathematics for three different 
content courses.  
This participant did have a tutor most of the time which she added, “allows me [to 
be able to] when they get done with the test, I sit down with them after every single test. I 
go over every problem that they've missed and work it out and show them how it should 
be done.” Kimberly and the tutor provided just-in-time remediation and help as students 
work through their individual content for the courses in which they are enrolled. This is 
also referred to as the emporium model and was the precursor reform for developmental 
mathematics in KCTCS colleges. Richard provided insight into the transition between an 
emporium model and the corequisite model: 
The [emporium] model was kind of already like the corequisite stuff…kind of like 
almost an extension of what we were doing in emporium…because that was all on 
the computer, and we [would] come around and help them individually…So, it's 
almost like we broke out some of the emporium class and just stuck it on the 150 
class. So helping kids in the lab setting in that kind of sense and with that material 
wasn't really anything new. 
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In addition to supporting students academically, there was evidence that Kimberly 
provided organizational and motivational support via a calendar written on the 
whiteboard of the computer lab where the interview took place. The calendar included 
due dates for module tests in all three 13-week classes. She shared an example of using 
the calendar to help a student who was getting behind in work:  
[T]hey don't realize that it isn't as bad as they think it is. They all think it is the 
end of the world. And they don't realize, [using a lighthearted tone] ‘Hey look!’ I 
have to show them a path; I have to show them: ‘Look it’s OK.’ Sometimes, I 
take them over to the calendar [and say], ‘Look, alright I know you’re behind, but 
look, if you can do this [pointed to a due date] if you can do this [pointed to 
another due date].’ One of my sayings is ‘math binge’ because I always tell them: 
‘Look, I know…you can binge a season of some show; well, guess what? If you 
get behind, you're going to have to do some ‘math bingeing’. Yep, you get your 
popcorn popped; you get up, and you stay up till 4 o'clock in the morning if that's 
what you have to do to get this math done. That's what happens if you get 
behind.’ 
This example illustrates that although the model is divided into a three-week support 
course and a 13-week college-level course for each student, the corequisite academic 
support continues throughout the semester.  
  From the descriptions of participants, four corequisite configurations have been 
discussed. The titles of Mainstreamed, Mainstreamed Integrated, Cohort, and Cohort 
Intensive categorize details of each structure. The variety in these four configurations 
exemplifies the broad interpretations of how to structure corequisite courses. The 
participants were generally pleased with the models at their individual colleges and talked 
of changes they planned to make or would make if they had more time. They also 
described how involved they had been individually and collectively in designing and 
planning the corequisite model at their colleges.  
Except for one participant, everyone interviewed expressed positive comments 
about the corequisite model and some specified particular attributes of the model they 
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considered effective. Even the one participant who questioned the effects of the model 
was not negative but was waiting to see how it goes claiming “any method works for 
some students.” Michael confessed, “I do think that the way we're doing it now might be 
better than the way we used to do it, I do.” He attributed this to three characteristics of the 
corequisite model. It shortens the time for students to complete credit-bearing courses, 
noting that for some students “it might be two whole years before I [the student] get[s] to 
my [his or her] credit bearing course.” Secondly, the corequisite pinpoints the actual 
skills necessary for success in the content course. “In the supplement class we work 
specifically on the topics necessary to be successful or to prepare them to be successful in 
the College Algebra course,” Michael stressed. Lastly, the instructor teaching the content 
course determines the content to be covered in the support course, which Michael 
mentioned, “It could be anything, whatever the instructor deems that they’ll be 
encountering in that particular 150 [college algebra] section that the 96 supplements it.”  
Thomas talked about how his thinking has changed since teaching corequisite 
courses regarding limiting the math content to what students actually need. “You don't 
have to go through the sequential steps of learning everything in math that they 
[underprepared students] haven't learned before.” Thomas reflected:   
You’re wasting the students’ time to force them through this funnel that says you 
must know this, this and this. My whole mindset before was, and I believe most 
people's mindset was, we have to remediate everything that they didn't get in high 
school...[for example,] if they don't understand fractions [after sixth 
grade],…what do we think we can do with them in one semester [in community 
college mathematics]? You know, we're kind of crazy to think that we can teach 
them everything they didn't know. So what we need to focus on is [to] take them 
from where they are, and don't waste their time with material that they do 
understand. But do [very emphatically] spend the time for those that are 
underprepared to get them ready for those math topics and only [tapping on table] 
those math topics that are needed for their goal, or their profession, or their 
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college math class. Because we don't have time to remediate students for 
everything they don't know. 
Michael noted the importance of the same teacher in both classes with respect to the 
curriculum of the support course matching the requisite skills for the college-level course. 
Thomas also commented about the significance of having the same instructor for both 
courses but for a different reason. Thomas shared, “So I don't think you can say, ‘How 
you control your corequisite class and teach it is the main thing’. In my mind it is having 
the same teacher that's teaching the regular class, teach that class [support].” He stressed, 
“You have to have teachers that believe in what they're doing. You know, if you have a 
teacher teaching a corequisite class that doesn't really believe corequisites work. Well, 
you know, it's going to probably fail.” He noted the importance of buy-in and suggested, 
“Maybe you shouldn't have anyone teaching corequisite, that doesn't already believe that 
corequisite is effective.” Along these same lines, Mark reminisced:  
One of my old [graduate school] professors, I talked to him recently and this is at 
[a four-year university]. They did emporium for their College Algebra and one 
thing my instructor said, because he oversaw the development of that, he said 
‘We’re very picky about who we put in that classroom.’ So I think it takes the 
right instructor, and I don't think everybody is the right instructor for that setting. 
 
Participants identified aspects of the model they believe facilitate providing 
support to students. Different characteristics were important to different instructors and 
different characteristics were important for different reasons expressed by instructors. 
This illuminates the complexity of supporting students in corequisite courses because 
there is not a single way, the right way, one best way to implement the model.  
As participants responded to “What do you do in your support [workshop, 
supplemental] class?” from the interview protocol the descriptions included tasks 
commonly associated with teaching math such as working examples, answering 
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questions, making assignments, establishing course requirements for grades, recording 
attendance, etc. More significantly, their descriptions went beyond a delineation of tasks 
to reveal how they support underprepared students. Participants shared personal stories 
and experiences which undergird the sense they have made of helping developmental 
students and the lessons they have learned about those students.  
Three emergent themes were identified which describe how and what kinds of 
support instructors provided. All participants helped students with mathematical concepts 
and skills despite the level of the content course the support course was supplementing. 
They also spoke about providing support in how to be a better college student. A third 
theme illustrates the emotional work of college faculty members assisting students with 
managing their feelings and mindsets. 
Help With Mathematical Concepts and Skills 
 Participants provided examples of how they supported their students in learning 
and mastering the mathematical content appropriate for the content course. Since many of 
these students completed no prerequisite developmental courses, any remediation of 
skills and conceptual understanding was provided in the corequisite support course. 
Participants typically prefaced these explanations with “in my class, I…” and described 
those aspects of remediation they considered so vital that they included the topics in the 
support course. Aspects of the mathematical support included, helping when students 
needed help, providing opportunities for students to complete written work as practice 
and as a means of assessment, encouraging peers working together, and giving individual 
students one-on-one help as needed. 
Help When Needed. Several instructors emphasized the importance of students 
getting help when they needed it. Jeffrey claimed, “It’s the teacher being in the room” 
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when a student has a question that makes the difference in helping them with their math 
work. “Really, that’s what helps [students] the most.” He gave an example speaking as a 
student:  
You're working on something, and you're not getting it. If you do not have 
immediate access to support, then you're just going to be like, ‘Well, I'll ask later.’ 
And then that never happens. And then you never get past that. And then five 
days later, when you go back and try to finish that homework, you're in an even 
worse position than you were to begin with. 
 
Similarly, Thomas showed he is so dedicated to the idea of providing help when students 
need it that he makes the effort, no matter what he is doing at home or at school, to 
respond to “Ask My Instructor” emails. These emails are generated by the computer 
program, MyLabs by Pearson that his students use for their content course. The “Ask My 
Instructor” button is an option in the help menu for homework problems. “When I have 
someone ask that question, I try to get right back to them because I know they're working 
on their homework right then and if they get feedback right then they continue working” 
so Thomas added, “they have more time on task.” The idea of providing just-in-time 
remediation is an element of facilitating an emporium course. All but one of the study 
participants had taught emporium model classes prior to corequisite courses, in which, 
this was the typical role assumed in facilitating those courses. 
Written Work, Extra Practice. Twelve of the thirteen participants interviewed 
mentioned written student work of various types. Jeffrey elaborated:  
The numbers show that any help improves grades… I do not think when students 
do online homework [computer generated homework problems], they internalize 
it as well as pencil paper. So while it does help, I feel like the best benefit comes 
from pencil paper.  
Richard also elaborated on the benefits of written work:  
They write it out for you, which oftentimes is where you'll find their mistakes. So 
many times we'll start off with something written. If you want to get to know your 
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students, have them write stuff down. And sometimes the struggle is ‘You write 
so messy, you can't even read your own writing. And that's why you're making 
mistakes, it’s because [of] your penmanship…write more clearly.’ Or, you see 
some people try to go so fast. I don't know when people put speed into math. But 
oftentimes students think that if you're not first done, then you're not the best. 
Michael referred to himself as a “dinosaur” because he requires students to turn in written 
homework, collects and grades each paper then returns the work to students. He further 
explained: 
[The] MyLab [computer program] is good because they [students] can do stuff 
over and over and just keep regenerating problems. I don’t like it because I can’t 
see what they are doing, I mean I can see what they’ve done but I can’t see the 
mistakes they’re making. 
These instructors associated written work as a critical element of learning mathematics, 
so they required students to complete written work and not just put answers into a 
computer program to check for accuracy. 
The mathematics faculty at four colleges developed series of worksheets available 
for instructors to assign to students. The resources correspond to the objectives of various 
content courses and were available to all faculty including adjuncts at the specific 
college. Worksheets were used to supplement student understanding of concepts through 
extra practice, as additional graded work to merit elective credit for support courses, and 
as a means to provide feedback to students when corrected and returned to students. 
Other instructors created their own versions of written work for students. For example, 
Jeffrey provided students with a “notes packet with the examples they can keep and take 
with them of what we did in class and the in-class problems that I kept and graded.” Mary 
gave students specific examples to work in class “so they’re doing pencil to paper and 
getting that practice down.” Susan used students’ written work “to see their actual 
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thinking and I want them to see their actual thinking on paper so they can do it in the real 
classroom setting.”  
Written Work, Assess Understanding. Other instructors required written work 
as a means to assess student comprehension of concepts a type of formative assessment. 
These instructors had students complete worksheets or assigned specific problems to be 
completed during class. While students worked, they observed students. Mary expressed 
it as “you try to watch their faces to see if it looks like they’re getting it.” Donna 
remembered “watch[ing] their faces, and if I see somebody's eyebrows go in, I'll say 
‘Alright, you know, what's wrong? You're giving me the brow’.” Despite the significance 
participants attributed to students performing mathematical work under their watchful 
eyes, Mary cautioned:  
To me the deer in the headlights look is why I figure it would be a little bit better 
to let them [students] work at their desk, instead of on the board. As they work it 
out, I can walk around and see it. And I can be like ‘You got it,’ and if I see 
something wrong I’ll be like ‘Hmmm…let’s go back and look at this.’ That way 
they realize they’re making mistakes but they’re not in front of everybody making 
the mistake. 
Jeffrey required all students to show all steps in completing problems and insisted, 
“They’ve got to know the steps. It's forcing them to be organized, it’s forcing them to lay 
everything out like a blueprint. It’s cognitive organization; it’s spatial organization; it’s 
physical organization.”  
 Students Work in Groups. The majority of participants referred to students 
working together. Linda described her Mainstreamed Integrated workshop classes as 
having a tendency to be “hard” because students “are [on] all different levels and that’s 
why…if possible, get them to work together. Because that way they can all stay active 
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and still, and you can shuttle around between groups.” Susan assigned groups which stay 
together the entire semester in her Cohort classes:  
I start them early, but by the mid-semester, they’ll know their group very well and 
most groups will have no trouble talking to each other. So even if there is 
somebody who is struggling in a group, then the weaker members can still come 
up…and say, ‘Like I’m stuck on this again; can you help me?’ [T]he good part is 
that eventually they will be the pro on something, and then…they get to be the 
one that helps. 
 
Other participants encouraged students to work together without formally assigning 
members to a specific group. For example, Richard reported, “They each have their own 
assignments to do, but they sit close together, and one might sit next to somebody that 
they’re kind of friendly with in that class, and they’ll talk about how to work the 
problems.” While students work together, instructors circulate among students answering 
questions, giving feedback, and offering suggestions.  
Monitoring groups provides feedback to instructors. Mark claimed, “Sometimes, I 
can eavesdrop on this group of students and what they're saying. So. it really helps me 
see their way of looking at the math better.” Richard described listening to group work in 
a college-level class doing a test review assignment. “Hearing them talk to each other, 
asking questions, lets me know where my holes are,” Richard reflected, “because if all 
the groups have basically the same type of questions, then I know that's something that I 
need to fix.”  He admitted, “It takes a long time for somebody that's very math oriented, 
to understand somebody that's not math oriented at all.” Students working in assigned or 
coincidental groupings fosters peer support among students. This provides an extra layer 
of support for students who may not be comfortable going to instructors. Instructors who 
observe group interactions tap into a source of assessing student comprehension and in 
some cases student apprehension. 
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Individual Help. The extra time with students that instructors have in corequisite 
courses provides opportunities to help students individually, as Mark explained in his 
comment:   
With this structure where it can be a little more one on one time during the 
workshops I really got to see more how the students think and I do get to make 
some of those some of those more personal connections. I kind of see where they 
struggle and then sometimes I can actually sit with the student and watch them 
think. 
Richard expounded on the same idea:  
The supplemental allows us to get a little more personal with those students. I'm 
finding out their real weakness. Are you struggling because you don't know what 
a variable is? Are you struggling because you don't have any number sense? Are 
you struggling because you had a bad Algebra 1 teacher and you don't understand 
some of these basic properties? What is it exactly that's holding you back? 
Because I've found some students that can do algebra just fine, but they don't have 
any number sense. They don't know a positive and a minus; they don't know how 
to add fractions; they can't multiply without a calculator. But if you ask them 
about these algebra properties, they know them instantly. And I've seen the 
reverse. I've seen people that know basic math properties but could not grasp the 
thought of a variable. So it allows you to kind of get in with the students a little 
more personal and find out what the hang up is, not that we always cured it, but at 
least sometimes. 
 
At some colleges, the support class instructor is assisted by a tutor. This increases the 
individual attention instructors can provide.  
Participants described two approaches for mathematics instruction. One strategy 
involves instructors demonstrating a specific skill usually during a short lecture where 
problems are worked and explained. Once students have some basic instruction, Patricia 
recounted during the interview that they work “independently or with their neighbors to 
talk together about working those problems, and I’m constantly rotating around the room 
checking everybody’s work and correcting whatever misconceptions that they may 
have.” Commonly referred to as “guided practice,” Donna described using this same 
strategy in her corequisite classes and called it the opposite of “sit and get” a term 
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common to her high school teaching experience. Rather than pouring information out to 
students, teachers provide opportunities for students to be actively involved in doing 
mathematics.  
Jeffrey shared that he had “a lot of experience in tech[nical] classes, welding 
classes, carpentry classes [as a student]…They [vocational instructors] demonstrate the 
skill, then you practice the skill.” He explained how that experience as a vocational 
student impacts his teaching corequisite mathematics, “The technique that they use to 
teach, It's a skills-based presentation. And that's all math is—it’s skills,” Jeffrey stressed 
the connection, “Each day of class, I have a certain [math] skill I'm trying to teach” 
students. Michael compared his teaching to training:  
I believe in doing what we did, doing it again, and doing what we're going to 
do…I just believe it's kind of like I'm training. Because if I am training you on 
how to work a cash register then I'm going to train you on that cash register. And 
then I'm going to train you again on that cash register. And eventually you…go on 
your own on that cash register. I don't believe in just all of a sudden one day 
saying: ‘Here's the cash register; now figure it out.’ So I do kind of try to teach it 
[the supplemental course] as a training.  
 
Instructors use various strategies to help students with the mathematics being 
studied. Demonstrating how to work problems, encouraging peer cooperation in solving 
problems, spending more one-on-one time with students to identify misconceptions, and 
observing student work to provide feedback, participants support their students in a 
variety of ways to learn the mathematics they need.  
Foster Academic Behaviors and Mindsets 
 Participants emphasized repeatedly the need to help corequisite support students 
with non-mathematical topics such as study skills and thinking academically. These 
topics may be included in first-year seminars for most beginning college students, but 
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participants noted the importance of discussing them in the context of learning 
mathematics. 
 Math Study Skills. Eleven participants included the lack of study skills as a 
major factor deterring underprepared student success. Study skills typically include such 
tasks as note taking, time management, organization of materials, and test taking 
strategies. Donna pointed out that students “don't know how to study math” and need to 
be told “now this is what you need to study.” Michael described what he tells students to 
do to get ready for tests:  
I always tell them before tests: ‘Don't use your notes, because you do not get 
notes on a test. That's why you get anxiety, ‘cause if you are a looker-backer 
(laughing), then all of a sudden on a test you don't have those notes so you're 
nervous.’ So I encourage the review without notes and then come back to your 
notes after you figure out what you forgot how to do because that will tell you 
right away what you know and what you don't know. Those are my study skills. 
 
Developing good study strategies is, according to Susan, “The most important thing that” 
students need since the college is “going to throw you to the sharks, essentially, by 
getting rid of developmental education sooner or later;” she reiterated that if a student 
“can figure out how to do well, then eventually, you will do well.” Linda explained, 
“They're not students who have adopted the role of student” so they ‘need to be helped 
with this whole academic thing.” For example, she added, “How do they set their priority 
so that they can succeed in school while still dealing with everything else? Because most 
of our students do have a lot of everything else.”  Echoing previous comments, Mark 
shared:  
I don't think students struggle in math classes because they're bad at math. I think 
part of the reasons why this corequisite education works is because they don't 
know how to be math students. The things that I learned in high school and in 




When asked for examples, he specified “doing homework, how to use a review to get 
ready for a test, and working backward when given an answer.” Even though the KCTCS 
“First Year Experience” courses for new college students includes study skills as a 
learning outcome, interviewees stressed their importance, because when they discuss 
study skills with students they are putting the skills in the context of success in 
mathematics courses. 
Think Academically. In addition to the mechanics of how to study, prepare for 
tests, or take notes, several participants referenced student mindsets. College instructors 
are academic successes, and according to Jeffrey, “if you [the college instructor] got back 
a test, and you got a lower grade than what you wanted, you kind of know the path you 
should be taking.” With respect to underprepared students he added, “A lot of these 
students don’t. They get back a grade they don't know how they got and they don't know 
where to go.”  Linda addressed the same issues:  
I try to help them make good decisions about what to do in the future. Try to help 
them figure out if they need to drop something because I think a lot of times, our 
students get caught up in ‘all or nothing’ thinking. So, they think if they start 
having trouble in a class that they have to drop school together. You know, so try 
to talk them into maybe dropping that one class and understanding that they can 
come back and take it another time and not give up on school all together because 
they've let themselves get overwhelmed. 
 
Mark suggested helping students realize, “The expectation of doing work outside of class. 
We see a lot of students who don't realize that it's full-time; it’s a bigger commitment 
than just showing up.” Along these lines, Jeffrey added:  
The biggest thing about an underprepared student, because it's not that they're less 
smart, or less capable. It's they're the kind of student who are going to get 
frustrated easier and quit. So they're the kind of person who does not have the 




Susan explained, “They need the support of knowing that they can succeed” and that they 
have “got to get there step by step.” She elaborated on how to provide this type of 
support: 
We need to offer them that support by making sure that we are being attentive, 
like bare-bones steps, respond to your emails for goodness sakes.  When they ask 
for help don’t ignore it.  I don’t care how many emails you got from this one 
student saying they are freaking out because they got a question wrong.  Write 
back and write back in a timely fashion, for goodness’ sakes.  Let them ask 
questions in class; let them express their fears in class. 
 
Similarly, Thomas noted:  
Most people will tell you the same thing at the community colleges: 
underprepared students, almost all, have so many life issues going on. This 
unpreparedness is hard to overcome, because they're the ones that miss classes. 
They’re the ones that have issues and children that are sick that they have stay 
home for; they're the ones that are needing extra help to just get their things done. 
So, you really need to look at the whole person and to deal with them individually 
to figure out what's the best way to handle this unprepared student. 
 
To help students move beyond being underprepared, participants suggested providing 
opportunities for early success, learning student names, noticing absences, and providing 
individual attention. 
Provide Emotional Support  
Aside from the expected elements of assisting students with math remediation and 
helping them learn to be college students, Linda brought to light a third element of 
corequisite support in her declaration, “I try to be the emotional and the academic support 
both. I'm try[ing] to make sure that everybody can succeed with what we're working on.” 
She explained: 
Students surprise me. Some of them come in really, really weak. Some of them 
will succeed, and they surprise me, but a lot of them will not succeed. I think a lot 
of them don't have the drive that it's going to take considering where they're 
starting…when you think about where they're starting, they really have to have a 
lot of academic support, but they also have to have a lot of emotional support. 
Some of the time, however much we give them, it's just not enough to get them to 
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where they need to be. I mean, they have to be able to persist and not get so 
frustrated that they can't function. 
 
Emotional Support. This emotional support targets the student feelings of 
frustration, anxiety, and fear of failure. Michael talked about his interaction with students 
before time for the support course to begin:   
We’d just sit there and chat, and I think it just gave a different level of comfort to 
them. We would just shoot the breeze and talk about everything but math, and 
then once class got started; we would get into the math. 
 
He went on to share, “They come into math, and they're all nervous anyway most of them 
because they failed, and they have anxiety. So, I think making them feel at ease 
sometimes is half the battle.” Richard expressed comparable thinking in his explanation 
that students “tended to build up kind of a unity within the class because they all knew 
that they were corequisite. And I think they felt more at ease with saying things, asking 
questions, because they knew nobody else knew either.” Thomas speculated, “Some 
people just need someone on the side that's in their favor for them to get over that hump.” 
He told about one student who “every time she asks a question, she says: ‘I'm just so 
stupid; I'm so stupid.’ You have to get that out of their mind. You know, they think every 
time they make a mistake, [that] they're stupid.” As these representative comments 
indicate, instructors face a wide range of negative emotions impacting students and their 
self-confidence.  
Feeling Safe to Learn. Besides helping students feel more comfortable, other 
participants explained how they create safe learning environments. As an explanation of 
this practice, Karen shared: 
I don't want anybody to be afraid to ask a question and it has to be safe for 
learning. For it to become a learning environment, it has to be safe. First no 
condemnation. No one’s making fun of them. No giggles from other students or 
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from me. I'm not going to put them down for asking a question that some people 
may think is silly. They can't be afraid to ask a question.  
Susan also mentioned encouraging students to ask questions by assuring them, “You can 
ask me questions; you can ask each other questions of course. We’ve got the answers for 
you.” She explained that this creates a “safe environment in that sense…It’s not ‘go to the 
front and show me what you’ve learned.’ That doesn’t help anybody.” Mary described 
her experiences as a student which impact how she supports her students:  
I hated being called on in class…I had one instructor…[who] called on every 
single person in the class every class period.  And you could not say ‘I don’t 
know.’  He kept with you until you managed to come up with an answer, and it 
didn’t matter if it was wrong.  If it was wrong, then he used it: ‘Okay, now let’s 
see why this is,’ and he would prompt you along the way and got you to where 
[you] could get to the right answer. 
In her opinion, guiding students to answers by questioning them was more detrimental 
than beneficial in supporting students. These descriptions indicate that instructors are 
connecting with students beyond teaching mathematics and student success skills. They 
are connecting with their students on emotional and personal levels, as individuals, and 
fostering opportunities for students to build similar connections with their peers. 
 Build Relationships. In the corequisite model, instructors spend extra time with 
students. Mark explained, “With this structure where it can be a little more one on one 
time during the workshops, I really got to see more how the students think, and I do get to 
make some of those more personal connections.” Michael also shared: 
I think when you see them often, and it's a smaller group, you tend to be able to 
build a relationship.  You have the same students and so…after a while it's kind of 
almost like your child or your friend or you could just really be open more than 
with other classes. I do think that [building relationships] helps them.  
 
Donna described getting to know students and added that the corequisites are “very 
individualized…there's so much relationship; there's a lot better relationship between 
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teacher and student in a corequisite than in a regular class.” Richard echoed the idea in 
his thinking that:  
[T]he supplemental allows us to get a little more personal with those students. 
Before, we would say: ‘Well, just go to the math lab,’ or ‘Just come see me 
during my office hours,’ or something like that, you know, now we can really get 
rather personal with them. 
 
Thomas boasted: 
I get paid to teach math. But I believe what I do here is so much more valuable 
than any math that I teach. And that's the side [that matters], that's the caring side. 
You know, students will want to come and talk to someone who cares about them. 
And sometimes they tell you too much. You don't want them to tell you all that 
they tell you. But I believe that helping students through their life issues is so 
much more important than learning the math lesson. 
  
Demonstrate Concern. Although not explicitly expressed during interviews, 
instructors described how they communicate their concern for students’ wellbeing. 
Participants at one college described their college as having a “culture of caring” about 
students. Susan explained she has to have a job where she cares about something, “I want 
to have an impact, I don’t care how small it is, but I want to have a positive impact on 
somebody.” She told about a terrible semester that had her “tearing my hair out all 
semester trying to keep up…with two new classes.” At the end of semester, one student 
brought in a “night wing action figure and slammed it down” on the desk. This was his 
third class with her over a span of five years.”  She spoke as the student emphasizing his 
voice, “This is so you never stop being the kind of teacher that you are…I was stuck on 
that damn computer for years and I wasn’t learning a damn thing. Then I walked into 
your classroom and now I get it!” Susan attributes the success of that student to her 
caring about her students.  
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William described the difficulty he noticed for students in his classes and how 
important it is “to be encouraging” because they face “a lot of obstacles” to completing 
college. As he described his empathy for a young student juggling school and family 
commitments, he added, “They want encouragement; they love it (chuckling).” He 
emphasized, “I can’t be judgmental, and I can’t fake sincerity,” he declared. William’s 
comments exemplify emotional work. He chose to express concern for students, offer 
encouragement, and care about student wellbeing despite the formidable barriers many 
face.  
As participants communicated the ways they supported their students in helping 
with math content, fostering academic behaviors and mindsets, and providing emotional 
support for students, they also provided insight to their identities in the role of corequisite 
support course instructor. Weick (1995) noted that identifies influenced the sensemaking 
of individuals which then affected subsequent actions. Participants described themselves 
as teachers or tutors of content, student success coaches, and caring cheerleaders.  
Instructor Roles  
The work of faculty members to provide corequisite support requires versatile 
instructors willing to and capable of assuming a variety of roles. Participants voiced ways 
to support students with their mathematics, college success, and more academic mindsets. 
The multifaceted work they do in the classrooms focuses on helping students as students, 
while also helping students gain confidence and better self-esteem. At the close of each 
interview, participants were asked to describe their role in teaching corequisite support 
classes. The roles align in similar categories as the three facets of support. 
 Teachers and Tutors. With respect to helping corequisite students with 
mathematics, Mark described his work as “helping, more than teaching.” Mary labeled 
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herself as a facilitator in the support course, saying “I will not ‘teach’ teach. I try to get 
them to work problems out because they’re never going to learn it unless they do it 
themselves.” Karen also considered herself to be a facilitator and added, “I'm there; they 
know they can use me as a tool. I'm a resource to them.” The instructor of corequisite 
courses should be “an answerer of questions” according to Susan, who says, “I’m not 
there to profess to them, and I’m not there to do the work for them. I’m there to help 
them when they need it.” Fusing the roles of instructor and tutor, Michael claimed, “I'm 
more tutor/instructor; I give more individual attention, so I would say I'm kind of a 
combo, a fusion, instructor-tutor fusion.” Participants included such terms as “teacher,” 
“facilitator,” “trainer,” and “tutor” to describe their roles. All these depart significantly 
from the often-criticized lecturer of content totally unaware of students in the classroom. 
 Student Success Coaches. As participants noted in their interviews, some 
behaviors encourage success, and some impede success. Participants named roles that 
they deemed critical to student success, and Michael took the idea a step further: 
Assume they [students] know nothing. I’ll hear people say: ‘Well, you should 
have learned this in middle school.’ That is true, but, by God, some of them are 35 
years old. They don't remember middle school. Of course, they should remember 
this, but they don't, and you can't hold that against them. So, I think you should 
assume they know nothing, and your role is to do all you can, I think, to help them 
be successful. 
 
Similar to Michael, William described his role as a teacher committed to “…trying my 
best, once we get them in the class, to retain them, to keep them there, regardless of how 
they feel about themselves as a math student.” Patricia and Karen both chose motivator as 
an important role and Karen added that she strives to make them feel “like it's OK; you 
can make a mistake on your problem.” Kimberly identified her role as a coach helping 
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them step-by-step because “a lot of them do not know how to see the whole picture the 
big picture. They just get sucked into this hole right where they’re at, and I tell them” 
‘struggling is OK.’ ” Richard noted his role as “you're teaching them: this is the way to 
study; this is what you should be studying; if you haven’t help, this is where you go to get 
help. Just teaching them: this is how to be a successful student.” Jeffrey commented 
about the lack of clarity students have regarding how to be successful as students. He 
suggested, “Nowadays, I feel like you almost have to be their GPS, you’ve got to show 
them, it's almost like you constantly have to be reminding them of the path out, of how to 
get through this [college course].” Interviewees identified their roles as “coach” and 
“helper” in the context of how they supported students by addressing ways of thinking or 
mindsets that may be detrimental to academic success. 
 Caring Cheerleaders. The final category of roles included “cheerleader,” 
“someone who cares,” “friend,” and “parent.” Describing herself as a “friend”, Susan 
stated:  
[I]t’s a bit of a dangerous word, but I want to say ‘friend.’ They’ll talk to me 
about anything, sometimes too much. I’ve had people crying in my office all the 
time and not about school, because I have made it clear that I am someone who is 
actually willing to try and help you if I can. I hear from students that they like 
talking to me because I have time for them…that they don’t get ignored.  
 
Michael explained, “Sometimes you've got to sit down next to them and work with them 
and don't be afraid to make friends with them. Don't be afraid to break that barrier and to 
make them kind of feel comfortable.” Richard said he was teaching math as his primary 
role, but added after some reflection, “A lot of times with these students that are 
struggling, you have to kind of play almost like a counselor role. A lot of them have a lot 
of stuff going on in their personal lives.” As a “cheerleader,” Donna claimed her role is 
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“to help the students with what they need and know that there's somebody there that cares 
about what they need.” She also said at times she was their “math mom.” Kimberly 
talked about encouraging students when she “lifts them up” and helps them see that “they 
are not in the place they think they’re in…a place of hopelessness.” Thomas joked that he 
was not only a cheerleader, but a “CC maybe a C2 (both participant and interviewer 
laughing). A caring cheerleader.”  
These roles define a category of providing support to students that represents the 
emotional work faculty members do. Emotional work involves controlling one’s own 
emotions to project a certain image or feeling. Participants in this study had to have 
squelched the voices in their own heads as they worked with students who were so 
underprepared and plagued with so many negative circumstances that a single semester of 
corequisite support simply would not be enough. Karen suggested new teachers “be 
patient [and] answer the same question 10,000 times with a smile on your face.” Michael 
shared that he tells his students, “Sometimes I may look at you like I'm irritated, but what 
I’m doing is I’m trying to figure out another way to teach this. So don't think I'm mad at 
you. It's just sometimes I'm thinking.” Instructors communicated concern for students and 
their circumstances by listening and offering help. They used facial expressions to show 
positive feelings towards and confidence in students’ abilities. This aspect of corequisite 
work is beyond the scope of academics and student success skills. The participants who 
identified with roles in this category exemplified a personal dedication that goes beyond a 
job description. 
Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, findings are presented which answer the research questions of the 
study. Face-to-face interviews with 13 community college corequisite mathematics 
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instructors yielded in-depth descriptions of how each provides corequisite academic 
support. Comments of interviewees also resulted in valuable insights into helping 
underprepared students from the perspective of practitioners. The qualitative data 
generated during this study represents years of experience described by instructors 
teaching at different colleges using a variety of corequisite models. 
A corequisite configuration of courses includes a content course that requires 
concurrent enrollment is a corequisite support course. The required support course allow 
students to bypass additional lower level or developmental courses. The content course 
may be a college-level course, but as determined from conversations with instructors, 
may also be a developmental course. The key element of the corequisite courses 
described by participants is that the corequisite support course supplements the content 
course as a means of fostering student success in the specific content course.  
Four configurations of courses were identified as corequisite courses: 
Mainstreamed, Mainstreamed Integrated, Cohort, and Cohort Intensive. In the two 
Mainstreamed models corequisite students enroll in content courses which include both 
corequisite and non-corequisite students. The differentiation between the two 
Mainstreamed models lies in which content courses students pursue. In the Mainstreamed 
model, students in a single support course all enroll in the same section of a single 
content course usually with the same instructor. Students in a Mainstreamed Integrated 
model are mainstreamed into different content courses. These students may have different 
instructors for the two classes and may even attend an on-campus support course 
supplementing an online content course. The Cohort models maintain the same students 
in both classes. Since all the corequisite support students are the only students in the 
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content course, instructors sometimes treat the back-to-back Cohort content course and 
supplemental course as simply one course using a single, extended block of time, course. 
The Cohort Intensive model embeds the support course at the start of the semester as a 
remediation boot camp. Retaking a placement test after the specified time of remediation 
has elapsed, students enroll in different college-level content courses. So, although the 
students are all physically together as a cohort, the content that students will study for the 
remainder of the semester will most likely be different. 
Participants described their limited or lack of involvement with designing and 
planning the corequisite models at their individual colleges. All individuals interviewed 
were teaching at least one corequisite support course at the time of their interview and 
described multiple dimensions of their work to provide corequisite academic support. 
Three categories of support were recognizable; however, each category relates to the 
other two. In the context of corequisite support, no single aspect of support is 
independent of the other two. 
Since corequisite students are skipping one or more courses, the additional 
support course is a critical element. From participants explanations of what they did in 
their classes and the roles they assumed in those classes, three dimensions of support 
were described. Faculty members helped their students with the mathematics they needed 
to successfully complete the content course. They also guided students towards academic 
behaviors and thinking attributable to successful college students. The extra time that 
instructors had with their students afforded them opportunities to support their students 
emotionally while building more personal relationships with them. The roles interviewees 
selected as descriptive of the work they do in the corequisite support course reflected the 
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dimensions of support they described. While participants identified as teachers and tutors, 
they also expressed ideas related more to counseling or nurturing students as an important 
element in supporting underprepared community college math students. 
This chapter illustrates the complexity of faculty work in supporting corequisite 
students. Their words speak to the essentialness of understanding how faculty provide 
support and what they have learned from that experience. In the next chapter, results will 
be discussed in terms of the initial research questions and extant literature, limitations of 




























CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION 
This chapter presents a synopsis of this entire study examining how faculty 
provide support for underprepared mathematics students in corequisite courses. In the 
summary of the study section, I restate the significance of the study, its methodology and 
research questions, and the conceptual framework used. The discussion of findings 
highlights the various corequisite structures at the participants’ colleges and the 
multifaceted work of participants to support corequisite students mathematically, 
cognitively, and emotionally. Limitations of the study are explained, but their existence 
does not lessen the rich understanding of faculty work this study presents. Implications of 
the study offer practical suggestions about using literature appropriately and fostering 
among practitioners the use of research and research literature. Finally, Chapter 5 
concludes with my plans to disseminate findings from this study and what I consider to 
be the takeaways from this dissertation. 
Summary of the Study 
 Aimed at improving developmental education for underprepared students, many 
community colleges in the United States have opted to eliminate or condense the 
traditional sequence of prerequisite developmental courses. Corequisite models have 
gained popularity as alternatives since they allow students to enroll directly into college-
level courses. A caveat to a corequisite configuration is that students must also enroll in 
an additional corequisite support course to receive remediation necessary to successfully 
complete the college-level content course. This change, replacing prerequisite 
remediation with corequisite remediation, impacts the work of faculty since, in addition 
to teaching college-level content courses, instructors also typically provide the required 
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support critical for underprepared students enrolled in the concurrent college-level 
content courses. 
 Scholars (Bailey et al., 2010a; Edgecombe, 2011; Hern, 2012) have examined the 
ineffectiveness of the traditional multi-course sequences of prerequisite developmental 
courses; they reported accelerated strategies afforded more underprepared students 
opportunities earlier in their programs of study to enroll in college-level courses. These 
authors attributed the problems with prerequisite developmental courses to the structure 
of those courses. The multi-course sequences provided too many exit points where 
students could, and did, choose not to enroll in the next course in the sequence. Since 
corequisite courses eliminated the numerous exit points, more students completed 
college-level courses as demonstrated by Adams et al. (2009). For students not ready for 
college-level work, the mandatory support course of this configuration represented an 
essential component. Descriptions of corequisite courses consistently included an 
additional support course as an element of corequisite models, yet specifics about how 
instructors provided appropriate support was generally referred to with little or no 
explanation given (Edgecombe, 2011; Kosiewicz et al., 2016). To address this gap in the 
research literature, this study was designed to explore deeply how community college 
mathematics faculty supported corequisite students and what lessons they learned from 
teaching those students. 
A qualitative methodology was selected for this study so data could be generated 
from conversations with practitioners who had experience teaching corequisite courses. 
Ten Kentucky community colleges were identified as possible sites, using the selection 
criterion that each college must have offered at least one section of a particular 
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corequisite mathematics support course. Sixty-eight instructors were invited to 
participate, and 13 individuals from six different colleges were interviewed. Eleven of the 
participants were full-time faculty and two were adjuncts. This ratio of 84.6% full-time to 
15.4% adjunct is not representative of this division of labor across American community 
colleges. For Fall 2018, approximately one-third of community college faculty were full-
time and two-thirds adjunct (National Center for Education Statistics, 2019). While this 
national trend reflects a heavy leaning on part-time faculty, KCTCS data for Fall 2021 
reveals less of a reliance on adjunct faculty than the national statistics from recent years. 
System-wide PeopleSoft data for September 2021 provided by the Office of Research and 
Policy Analysis reported 52% of the 2,932 faculty employed at the sixteen colleges were 
full-time and 48% were adjunct (A. Pinson, personal communication, November 19, 
2021).   
Conversational, flexible interviewing techniques or “responsive interviewing” 
(Rubin & Rubin, 2012) were used to provide participants an opportunity to go beyond 
just answering questions to explaining how they made sense of teaching new course 
configurations. Interviews were transcribed and a summary of key points written. 
Interview summaries were sent to each participant for member checking. Maxwell (2013) 
recommends this action as the best way to rule out the possibility of misinterpretation of 
what participants have said during interviews. While data were coded and studied, I 
continually compared newly acquired insights with those previously understood. During 
the entire study, I sought to answer two research questions:  
1. What work do community college mathematics faculty do to provide corequisite 
support to underprepared students enrolled in college-level mathematics?  
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2. What insights have faculty members gained from individual experiences with 
corequisite courses?  
 As detailed in Chapter 2, the conceptual framework of this study relied heavily on 
Weick’s (1995) theory of organizational sensemaking as a lens to examine how faculty 
provided support to underprepared students. The characteristics of sensemaking became 
facets of how participants made sense of teaching the new corequisite courses being 
added at their colleges. Sensemaking characteristics especially significant to this study 
include plausibility, retroactive, social, extracted cues, and identity (Weick, 1995). This 
examination provided new insights into teaching corequisite courses I had not previously 
considered based on my own experiential knowledge as a practitioner. At the onset of this 
research, I was cognizant that, to a large extent, much of the work done as a community 
college instructor depended more on efficient plausibility than rational decision making. I 
wanted participants to look back and describe retroactively what they had done with 
students, not what they had planned to do. While I realized that teaching community 
college required an ongoing reflectiveness from semester to semester, I had not 
considered the significance of it being a social activity. Consistently shining a 
sensemaking light on data from this study, I was able to illuminate cues extracted by 
participants which prompted them to make sense of their situations in various ways so 
they could take action. Furthermore, the actions they chose to take were individually 
modified to fit the identity each participant adopted as appropriate for him or her in the 
context of supporting underprepared students in corequisite courses. 
Discussion of Findings 
When drawing conclusions from the data analyzed for this study, I took into 
consideration literature previously reviewed and sought to grasp an understanding as a 
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researcher of the sense made by participants involved with teaching corequisite courses. 
This meant going beyond the words spoken to decipher the meaning of what was being 
said. Four major themes were identified: corequisite course configurations vary, faculty 
support students academically by helping them with the mathematics, faculty support 
students cognitively by fostering academic behaviors and mindsets, and faculty support 
students emotionally. These four themes blend together to construct a mosaic of the work 
faculty do to provide corequisite support in mathematics within a variety of corequisite 
models and the insights they have gained from their experiences working with 
underprepared students.  
Corequisite Model Course Configurations 
The first theme related to how instructors provided corequisite support reflects the 
variations in course configurations considered “corequisite courses” and the variability of 
naming schema applied to those configurations. In research articles by Kosiewicz et al. 
(2016), Rutschow and Schneider (2011), and Edgecombe (2011), course structures are 
labeled in ways that helped differentiate the variety of structures, although a comparison 
of these studies reveals a significant overlap of terminology. From the analysis of data 
generated in this study, I named the structures in a way that would clarify details 
associated with each. From participant descriptions, I categorized and named four distinct 
course configurations which were all considered under the umbrella phrase “corequisite 
courses.”  
To name these four configurations, I chose to focus on the students in the 
corequisite courses and the paths they followed to their respective content courses. These 
four configurations were designated as: Mainstreamed, Mainstreamed Integrated, Cohort, 
and Cohort Intensive. Regardless of the configuration, corequisite students took one of 
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two comparable paths from the corequisite support course to a college-level or 
developmental mathematics course. Either they were all mainstreamed directly into the 
associated content course or they moved as a cohort, en masse into the associated content 
course. In the Mainstreamed model, corequisite support students joined the same content 
course with other non-corequisite students, for example all the students in a corequisite 
support course were all enrolled in College Algebra with non-corequisite peers, usually 
having the instructor for the content course as the support course. The Mainstreamed 
Integrated model featured corequisite support students mainstreamed into different 
content courses with non-corequisite peers often taught by different instructors. Students 
in the Cohort model stayed together as the same group in both the corequisite support 
courses and the content courses. Cohort Intensive students also stayed together as a 
group, but during the last 13 weeks of the semester, they studied different mathematics 
content based on placement test results at the end of the initial three-week remediation 
boot camp. Participants referred to their corequisite support courses by a variety of 
names, yet all described corequisite model.  
Comparison of descriptions across the nine campuses of six colleges in this study 
illustrated the assortment of meanings (Weick, 1995) made by participants regarding 
corequisite courses. As participants made sense of what they needed to do, how they 
could do that in the context of their colleges, and what they could do in terms of what 
they had already done with developmental students, the participants created course 
configurations that would work for them. The work of faculty to support underprepared 
students in corequisite courses was constrained by several factors. Some colleges 
provided extra tutors during the corequisite support course to assist the instructors, which 
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depended on budgets. The size of the college was important in determining the model. At 
smaller colleges, the Cohort Intensive model was necessary or their classes “wouldn’t 
run” because they “have so few students.” At larger colleges, corequisite students were 
mainstreamed, but some of the support courses were taught in computer labs while others 
were not, thus the availability of computer labs changed the work of faculty. Several of 
the instructors who taught the Cohort models referred to the model allowing them to treat 
the two courses as one extended block of time; this afforded them the opportunity to 
“interweave the two” courses. Highly intriguing from the analysis of data generated was 
the realization that the experiences faculty members had--as students themselves, with 
developmental students in the past, and utilizing various instructional strategies—all 
played important roles in participants mapping out the provision of corequisite courses, 
individually or collectively with colleagues. 
Faculty Help Students with Mathematics 
In the corequisite support courses, instructors helped students with the 
mathematics from the associated content course. This meant mathematical support 
included various tasks such as answering questions, working examples, providing 
opportunities for peer work, and assisting with technology issues related to computers 
and calculators. At some colleges, instructors were assisted by tutors during the 
corequisite support course, so students had at least one knowledgeable person nearby 
when they had questions. Every participant had an extra class with corequisite students, 
so all participants were involved with helping students with mathematics for a course 
they may or may not have been teaching. In computer labs, instructors walked around the 
room and helped students as they worked on homework. Instructors gave students 
feedback on written work targeting remedial skills necessary for college-level work or 
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additional practice on troublesome concepts discussed in the content course. Participants 
also described providing individual help to struggling students, such as going over missed 
test problems.  
 To do the work described above to provide mathematical support, instructors had 
to be familiar with the content of their courses and, in some cases, the content from 
courses taught by other instructors. This required a different knowledge of mathematics 
than delivering a preplanned lecture on a familiar topic. Instructors had to be open to 
problem solving on the spot with students who were having difficulty. This required a 
willingness to initiate a level of instructor-student engagement which was more casual 
and flexible. One participant gave an example of assessing students’ academic 
weaknesses to determine what specific help was needed. “Are you struggling because 
you don't know what a variable is…you don't have any number sense…you had a bad 
Algebra 1 teacher…don't understand some of these basic properties? What is it exactly 
that's holding you back?” Evaluating student work along similar lines of questioning, 
allowed instructors to personalize the support they provided. Instructors commented that 
their corequisite students felt more comfortable with them since they noticed students 
were willing to ask questions which carried over into the content course. Instructors 
claimed the extra time with students allowed them to relate to students in ways not 
possible in the content course. While all instructors helped their students as best they 
could in college classes, the corequisite support instructors from this study invested extra 
time to connect with students in a much broader sense than solely within the context of 
content course mathematics.  
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Faculty Foster Academic Behaviors and Mindsets  
One participant pointed out that all college instructors have been successful 
college students, but corequisite students do not know how to be good students. The 
instructors in this study explained how they deliberately addressed behaviors and 
mindsets conducive to college success. Several instructors admitted that their students did 
not know how to study math or how to navigate college work, such as what to do if they 
got a bad grade on a math test or quiz. In fact, some instructors communicated that 
students did not understand how attending college differed from high school in the 
context of expectations for out-of-class work and study time demands. To combat this 
lack of knowledge, instructors reported discussing such topics as, study skills, time 
management, determining what to study, and how to prepare for tests in the context of 
being a successful mathematics student. One instructor claimed she was her students’ 
“math mom,” and that she stalked them in their computer homework to check their 
progress, commenting that students “need to be helped with this whole academic thing.”  
 To provide this type of support, instructors related to students more as mentors 
than mathematics instructors. They shared their experiences as successful college 
students to help corequisite students endeavoring to become successful college students 
build vision for their academic careers. One participant expressed his frustrations towards 
people he had heard tell students they should have learned something in middle school. 
He was adamant that “Of course, they should remember this, but they don't, and you can't 
hold that against them.” To do this type of work, faculty accepted all students as they 
were when they walked in the classroom door and then filled in the gaps of what they 
needed. They developed abilities to teach academic behaviors and mindsets by reflecting 
on their years as college students, contemplating why students did not succeed in college, 
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and determining ways to help students over barriers. This dimension of faculty work 
necessitated a very different skill set than the expertise gained from acquiring a graduate 
degree in mathematics. 
Faculty Provide Emotional Support 
 One participating instructor pointed out that underprepared students have 
complicated lives. Because of their life circumstances, they are often the students who 
miss class when children are ill or they need extra help to get work done. The instructor 
added that, “You really need to look at the whole person and to deal with them 
individually to figure out what's the best way to handle this unprepared student.” An 
instructor at another college talked about spending time with his students before class so 
they could simply chat. He did this to help alleviate the nervousness many students feel 
because they have failed previously in math classes. Other instructors described the 
negative emotions and attitudes students exhibit, that may or may not be directly related 
to anything college work, such as one student crying in a faculty member’s office 
because of life issues and another student prefacing every question asked in class with 
“I’m just so stupid.”  
 This emotional support work was done by faculty as they demonstrated genuine 
care and concern for individual students. Instructors encouraged students because they 
knew students had a lot of obstacles to face and spent more one-on-one time with them 
making more personal connections. Other instructors expressed the importance of helping 
students gain confidence and improve their self-esteem.  One person emphasized patience 
with students. She described it as having to “answer the same question 10,000 times with 
a smile on your face.” Similarly, another instructor was so aware of how his facial 
expressions could impact his students that he told them, if he looks irritated, it is not 
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because he is mad at them. He is merely thinking about an alternative way to teach 
something. These tasks required faculty to do emotional work. They controlled their own 
thinking, feelings, and actions, so they could portray the best countenance and attitude for 
their students. 
 The four themes discussed above indicate the complex work of faculty to provide 
corequisite support for students in a variety of course configurations all considered 
corequisite courses. These different configurations impacted how faculty could support 
students. Faculty supported students academically, cognitively, and emotionally. While 
all three are interconnected, each required different types of work and addressed different 
student needs. As corequisite support instructors helped students with mathematics, they 
helped them with academic work based on their own academic knowledge of 
mathematics. By fostering academic behaviors and mindsets, instructors helped students 
become better college students. This cognitive support resulted from instructors thinking 
about how to help students, what kinds of help they needed, and what had helped them 
when they had been students. Providing emotional support included encouraging 
students, listening to their problems, and communicating care and concern for individual 
students. Cultivating concern for students exemplifies the emotional work aspect of 
teaching underprepared students.  
Making Sense and Taking Action 
Instructors in this study looked back at the work they had done and explained how 
they transitioned from the realization of an imminent change to how mathematics courses 
at their colleges were structured to teaching new course configurations called corequisite 
courses. Elements of Weick’s (1995) theory of sensemaking in organizations provided an 
effective framework for examining how instructors made sense of the changing situation 
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they faced. They could not ignore cues within their environment indicative of impending 
change, especially as the cues became more frequent and emanated from influential 
sources. This meant they had to determine a course of action that would work for them 
and their students.   
Corequisite courses garnered increased attention at state and national mathematics 
conferences, and as one instructor noted, there were “talks about what they did 
[structuring courses]…how to administratively handle it [corequisite remediation], 
and…graphs of their success rates.” Cues also emanated from influential sources which 
attracted the attention of some instructors. One instructor explained that most of the 
KCTCS colleges received grants from CPE to develop corequisite courses. He added, 
“CPE promoted [corequisite courses] very seriously and thoroughly.” Several participants 
explained that there was no guidance on how to structure the corequisite courses or how 
to support effectively and efficiently corequisite students from either KCTCS or CPE; yet 
each participating college found ways to support their students. Even though state and 
national conferences were a means by which instructors and administrators discussed and 
learned about the effectiveness of corequisite remediation, there was little practical 
knowledge being shared. The behind-the-scenes look into what was actually happening 
behind the doors of the classrooms was lacking in presentations attended by the 
participants; therefore, this study has great potential impact on the future practices in 
classrooms engaged in the corequisite remediation of students. 
As instructors made sense of what was happening, they reflected on what worked 
previously and what had not. All but one of the participants had been involved with the 
previous systemic reform to developmental mathematics in Kentucky community 
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colleges with a course configuration called an emporium model. At one college, the 
emporium model was considered by a participant to be “kind of already like the 
corequisite stuff” so the switch to corequisite remediation was “like almost an extension” 
of the previous reform. Another instructor found her experience with the emporium 
model to be “transformative,” in that she became a more connected, caring, invested 
person with her students. Positive experiences, such as these, prompted instructors to 
implement corequisite remediation in ways similar to the emporium model.  
All colleges did not experience positive results with previous reforms. One 
instructor recalled that the emporium model was not effective for them, in fact it was so 
disastrous that it “got the math department in a lot of foul odor for a while, you know, 
with the administration because, they're like, you're not having enough students succeed.” 
Her colleague claimed, they were the “poster child of what not do for the emporium 
model.” At another college, an instructor related the ineffectiveness of the emporium 
model to the identities of instructors when she explained that they had to “let go of 
traditional notions of being a teacher and not get caught up in being a lab assistant.” 
While the experiences were negative at these colleges, they were still part of the 
environment which influenced the action instructors took to provide corequisite support.  
Since the core element of work for all participants was teaching, they were asked 
to describe both their educational backgrounds and the types and years of teaching 
experience. Nine of the thirteen had completed some education courses and seven 
completed all coursework for secondary education certification/licensure. This group also 
had extensive teaching experience. The instructors interviewed in this study used a 
variety of instructional strategies and employed skills and abilities they learned as 
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students and as teachers. The full-time faculty also had the benefits of contact with peers 
on a regular basis.  
The findings from this study illustrate the complexity of adopting the corequisite 
model as an alternative to the prerequisite sequence of developmental courses. There is 
no “one-way” to provide corequisite courses that works for all colleges and all students. 
Faculty work to support corequisite students is multifaceted and influenced by a variety 
of factors. The support that faculty provide is more than just helping with math problems; 
it extends to fostering academic attitudes and mindsets, and often necessitates that an 
instructor express concern for students’ emotional wellbeing. Faculty wear a lot of hats 
and to do that, the participants in this study engaged in sensemaking to establish a 
feasible path for them and their students to navigate.  
Limitations of the Study 
 This study was limited to participants who volunteered to discuss their work of 
providing support to underprepared students in corequisite courses. Although they were 
not questioned about the effectiveness of their corequisite courses, all participants 
described courses which, with only some minor modifications, would continue in future 
semesters. There were prospective participants at colleges where corequisite courses had 
been taught for one or two previous semesters but were no longer offered. None of these 
prospective participants responded to email invitations so the study does not reflect why 
corequisite courses were implemented and later eliminated. How faculty provided 
support in courses which, for some reason, were discontinued would have broadened the 
range of understanding the multilayered aspects of faculty work.  
 The findings of this study were based on a small number of participants. Thirteen 
participants completed interviews. While this allowed for personal in-depth interviews, 
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the findings are not, and were not intended to be, generalizable to all community college 
instructors teaching corequisite courses. While these findings do contribute to the 
knowledgebase regarding faculty work related to supporting underprepared students in a 
variety of ways in corequisite courses, they do so in a somewhat limited way.  
As detailed in Chapter 3: Methodology, the selection criterion for identifying 
prospective sites and inviting faculty participants to this study was that a college offered a 
specific corequisite support course designated as MAT 96 in KCTCS’s course database. 
In the invitation to participate, I told prospective participants that they had been selected 
because they had taught a MAT 96 course. It is possible that invited participants were 
teaching a corequisite support course, but that their college designated it as something 
besides MAT 96. Although my shortsightedness may have resulted in a lower response 
rate, the lack of more participants does not deter from the significance of this study’s 
findings as they contribute to a richer understanding of faculty work.  
Since there are not standard course designations among all the KCTCS colleges in 
this study, inviting participants based on the work they did rather than the specific 
courses they taught may have enlarged the range of participants. While a course like 
KCTCS’ MAT 96 could be used to identify prospective sites, the invitation could have 
been worded to indicate that all faculty supporting underprepared students in corequisite 
courses were selected to participate. Also, since teaching at a community college requires 
a huge time commitment, there would likely have better response rates if participants 
were remunerated for the time spent in an interview. This would be critically important 
for adjunct faculty to participate, since they are paid per course or per enrolled student 




 As corequisite remediation becomes the norm for underprepared college students, 
more research will be needed. While this study provided an in-depth view of how faculty 
members supported their students after making sense of the new situation in which they 
were thrust, a study using mixed methods would generate a different perspective on this 
complex and multifaceted topic. In addition to a qualitative study using interviews, a 
future study might include a survey asking faculty members to describe the work they did 
to support students. The survey questions could be created to determine various 
dimensions of work, that is, intellectual work such as tutoring math, cognitive work like 
fostering academic behaviors and mindsets, and emotional work of supporting and 
expressing concern for individual students. With the interviews and survey responses, a 
researcher could determine the types of corequisite support provided and the various 
dimensions of work performed. Based on findings from the proposed qualitative portion 
of a future study, a quantitative component could be added to examine statistical data 
related to student success rates. A mixed methods study, such as the one described, would 
provide rich qualitative insight into the faculty perspective, as well as allow researchers 
to examine quantitative data related to the effectiveness of various course configurations 
and dimensions of faculty work. 
Implications of the Study 
 A significant implication from this study lies in the need for researchers, college 
leaders and administrators, and practitioners to clarify terminology in its context as they 
review extant literature, give presentations, participate in roundtable discussions and read 
reports. Although the term “corequisite” is typically used to identify the pairing of a 
college-level course with a required support course, it is also used in a variety of other 
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ways and refers to different configurations of courses. Evidenced in this study, some 
corequisite courses paired a developmental course with a support course and called it a 
“corequisite course.” It is also important that readers look at the details of an account 
published in a journal article or presented at conferences before adopting what worked at 
one college as an appropriate reform for their colleges. For example, Adams et al. (2009) 
described an effective means of providing corequisite remediation in English courses, yet 
that support course was limited to only eight students. The level and type of support 
provided for eight students would be very different from what a mathematics instructor 
could provide for a class of 20 or more corequisite students. It is critically important that 
committees researching potential reforms carefully compare contexts of reforms. There is 
no one right way to provide corequisite courses that works for all students and all 
colleges in all content disciplines.  
As the developmental education landscape changes, the work of community 
college faculty must also change. The readiness of students entering community colleges 
varies based on many factors, so community college faculty need to be equipped with a 
diverse assortment of strategies and mindsets to meet the needs of those students. Since 
the core element of work for all participants was teaching, they were asked to describe 
both their educational backgrounds and the types and years of teaching experience. Nine 
of the thirteen had completed some education courses and seven completed all 
coursework for secondary education certification/licensure. This group also had extensive 
teaching experience. As community colleges embrace corequisite remediation, teaching 
underprepared students must evolve with the different course configurations. This 
evolution requires colleges to invest in the development of their faculty, especially 
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adjunct faculty, who may not have the benefit of education courses, previous teaching 
experience, or regular contact with community college colleagues.  
This study provided a glimpse into the work of instructors who supported 
underprepared students in four corequisite course configuration. For researchers and 
practitioners, findings from this study contribute added dimensions of faculty work 
related to supporting underprepared students in corequisite courses. This will be 
especially helpful for readers seeking to develop or improve ways to support faculty, such 
as professional development opportunities that would contribute to faculty effectiveness. 
These opportunities might address the needs of underprepared students beyond 
deficiencies in understanding specific content skills and concepts. For example, 
opportunities highlighting ways to support students in developing academic behaviors 
and mindsets and how faculty can give emotional support as professional educators. 
To better support faculty to meet the challenges of providing the range of support 
found in this study, college leaders might consider policies related to hiring and 
promoting faculty. Currently, most KCTCS colleges require a Master’s degree or 18 
graduate credits in the discipline a faculty member teaches. While this requirement 
indicates completion of discipline-specific study and mastery, it provides no indication 
that an instructor is capable or willing to perform work related to corequisite courses. 
This is particularly important in community colleges where the support course is typically 
taught by the content course instructor. While hiring procedures typically require a 
candidate to “teach” a discipline-specific topic to the hiring committee as part of the 
interview process that may only indicate an instructor’s ability to lecture on familiar 
content. Both the literature reviewed for, and the findings of this study highlighted the 
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significance of assisting students in developing academic mindsets and engaging students 
in such a way they feel connected to the college. The skills and techniques for providing 
more comprehensive support for underprepared students could be determined by hiring 
committees evaluating prospective instructors in multiple dimensions. In addition to 
teaching a sample lesson, prospective faculty could be given an opportunity to explain 
ways they have or would assist students in developing the behaviors and mindsets 
appropriate for college success. Also, applicants could be given scenarios depicting 
students experiencing distress or anxiety and be asked to outline how they would help 
that student.  
 In some cases, community college faculty lack motivation to pursue intellectual 
growth, especially when there is no requirement for professional development, such as 
being in a promotion window or seeking to achieve tenure. Conference presentations 
were the main source of information for most participants in this study. If faculty 
engaged in research themselves or consulted research literature for ideas, they would 
continue to grow intellectually and could contribute to literature appropriate for 
practitioners written by practitioners. Community college leaders could significantly 
increase faculty interest in scholarship by prioritizing continued scholarship beyond the 
initial Master’s degree. Scholarship could be tailored to interests of individual instructors 
and might include research related to specific disciplines, action research projects in 
individual classrooms and departments to improve teaching and or student success, and 
subsequent presentation, oral and written, of research results.  
Dissemination of the Findings 
 Findings from this study will be shared with all participants once the dissertation 
is completed. Several asked that I send them a copy. In 2022, I will be submitting a 
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proposal to present research at the American Association of Two-Year Colleges national 
conference. After completing the literature review for this study, I realized there is a need 
for literature targeting the informational needs of practitioners. I plan to write and seek 
publication of an article based on the findings of this study that will explain pragmatically 
how community college faculty members supported their underprepared students. 
Additionally, I want to look at the data generated for this study that was not applicable to 
corequisite support to see how participants talked about what went wrong with the 
emporium model reform at their colleges. I believe that reform impacted faculty work 
and plan on designing another study focused on casualties of reforms.  
Conclusion 
 Within this study, the idea of underprepared students has been used to designate 
community college students enrolled in a college yet determined by that college as not 
ready to attempt college-level work. Various terms with different meanings were used in 
literature referring to these students such as remedial, developmental, and not-college 
ready and many factors contributed to this determination. Participants also used various 
terms referring to their students, but it was clear that even though the terms were different 
the students were the same. Students were described as needing help with academic 
content, but also as individuals who needed guidance in navigating college and support 
for emotional challenges. While a few participants stated in a matter-of-fact way that 
students were leaving high school underprepared for college, all described what they 
chose to do in their classrooms to remedy the situation indicating their commitment to 
providing whatever support corequisite students required for success in the course. 
There will always be students who enter college without the necessary skills or 
mindsets to succeed. As corequisite remediation replaces traditional developmental 
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education, underprepared students will enroll directly into college-level courses with little 
or no prerequisite remediation. To level the academic playing field, faculty must provide 
support necessary for these students to complete college-level courses. The support 
element is essential, yet there has been very little research reporting how the support was 
provided. This left practitioners with little guidance when they began implementing 
corequisite models. The instructors interviewed for this study took the necessary action to 
provide corequisite courses at their colleges. At each college, instructors individually or 
collectively made sense of what they had to do and determined the best way to reach their 
destinations. As they planned how to teach corequisite courses, they considered resources 
available to them, their experiences with other models, experience with developmental 
students, and the roles they would assume as providers of student support. In the findings 
of this study, the course configurations and the strategies used to support corequisite 
students varied at different colleges. All participants shared a common commitment to 
help students in whatever ways the students needed; they helped with math homework, 
taught students how to study, and listened to students with personal problems. As one 
participant described helping corequisite students with all of their diverse needs, “I’m 











APPENDIX A. INVITATION TO PARTICIPATE 
Hello (Participant’s Name), 
 
I am inviting you to take part in a study I am conducting as part of my doctoral degree in 
the Department of Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation at the University of 
Kentucky. The purpose of the study is to explore the work faculty did in implementing 
corequisite mathematics courses. Specifically, I seek to better understand the work you 
did to design, plan, and/or provide corequisite academic support. You were selected to 
participate in this study because you taught a MAT 96 course. I believe you may be able 
to provide valuable insight on this topic.   
 
Although you may not get personal benefit from taking part in this research study, your 
responses may help me understand more about the thinking, decision-making, actions, 
and experiences related to this change in developmental mathematics.  A fuller 
understanding of faculty work in this context may ultimately provide insight into new 
ways of supporting faculty who are facing work necessary for curricular changes. Some 
volunteers may experience satisfaction from knowing they have contributed to research 
that may possibly benefit others in the future. 
 
As a participant in this study, you will be asked to: (1) complete a four-question faculty 
questionnaire, (2) share course syllabi/documents related to your work with corequisite 
academic support, and (3) discuss your work in an individual face-to-face interview 
lasting a total of approximately 45-90 minutes. The total time required should be less 
than two hours.    
 
I seek to accurately communicate your descriptions of the work you did and what you 
learned from your experiences with corequisite math courses. Once I have transcribed the 
interview recording, reviewed my interview notes, and analyzed any documents you 
provided, I will give you an opportunity to provide feedback on my summary of the key 
points related to our conversation. Response to this follow-up email will be optional.  
 
I hope to complete interviews with 10-20 faculty members from 10 KCTCS colleges. 
Your expertise would be a valuable contribution to this study. The choice to participate is 
voluntary. You would be able to skip questions or leave the study at any time. There are 
no known risks to participating in this study. 
 
Your interview will be kept confidential to the extent allowed by law. When writing 
about this study, you will not be identified, and nothing you say will be linked to your 
individual college.  
 
If you have questions about the study, please feel free to ask; my contact information is 
given below.  If you have complaints, suggestions, or questions about your rights as a 
research volunteer, contact the staff in the University of Kentucky Office of Research 




Thank you in advance for your assistance with this important project. To ensure you are 






Department of Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation, University of Kentucky 
PHONE:  502-314-5537 




















APPENDIX D. INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
Faculty Interview Protocol 
Interview #_____________    Date__________________ 
I am doing this interview to learn more about the work you did in designing, planning, 
and/or providing corequisite academic support to students enrolled in a paired support 
course and credit-bearing math course and what you learned from these experiences. 
There are no right or wrong answers to these questions. I’m interested in your ideas and 
perspectives. Our conversations will be kept confidential. 
Ask Listen for/Prompt 
Tell me about your 
corequisite math courses. 
 
Goal: Build an 
understanding of the 
individual instructor’s 
courses   
 Describe the corequisite students 
o Characteristics  
o 55/65/85 level developmental 
o What kinds of support do you think they 
need? 
 How are students determined by the college to be 
underprepared? 
o ACT, placement test, High School GPA, etc. 
 How are corequisite courses structured?  
o Same instructor? Number of Credits? 
Before/after content course? 
Classroom/Computer lab?  
 Details of Coreq course (MAT 96 or _________). 
o Learning objectives 
o What happens during class 
o How is the Coreq course different from your 
other classes? 
o How is it similar? 





 Assigned, volunteered? Why?  
 What did you do to learn about teaching corequisite 
courses?  
o Did your college provide training? 
Independent research? Previous experience? 
Examples 
o Did you collaborate with others, inside or 




o How? What types of information were 
discussed/shared (e.g. teaching strategies, 
course structure/scheduling, expectations, 
student needs)? 
Let’s talk about the work 
you did in designing 
Coreqs. 
Goal: Construct 
descriptions of work done 
related to designing (if 
applicable) Coreq 
(e.g.MAT 96) 
 What work did you do? With others? Inside/outside 
college?  Extent of design to you, others, college? 
 What were the goals? Were guidelines or definitions 
of Coreq provided? By whom? 
 What resources were provided? Used? Would have 
been helpful? 
 How much time did this take? How were you 
compensated? 
Let’s talk about the work 
you did in planning 
Coreqs. 
Goal: Construct 
descriptions of work done 
related to planning (if 
applicable) Coreq 
(e.g.MAT 96) 
 What work did you do? With others? Inside/outside 
college?  Extent of design, you, others, college? 
 What were the goals? Were guidelines or definitions 
of Coreq provided? By whom? 
 What resources were provided? Used? Would have 
been helpful? 
 How much time did this take? How were you 
compensated? 
Now let’s focus on 
providing Coreqs in the 
paired support course 
(e.g. MAT 96). 
Goal: Construct 
descriptions of work done 
related to providing (if 
applicable) Coreq 
(e.g.MAT 96) 
 How would you define your role in the Coreq course? 
Did you need to redefine your role?  
 What work did you do? With others? Inside/outside 
college?  Extent of design, you, others, college? 
 What were the goals? Were guidelines or definitions 
of Coreq provided? By whom? 
 What instructional strategies did you use in the Coreq 
course? Familiar or new to you? New to the college? 
 What work was done to produce instructional 
materials? By whom? New or recycled? Source? 
 What resources were provided? Used? Would have 
been helpful? 
 Did you change your college-level course in any way 
to accommodate underprepared students? If yes, how? 
 
Think about a skill or concept you would consider a prerequisite for your college-
level mathematics course. (e.g. factoring polynomials for solving quadratics by 
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factoring in MAT 150) What would be an example of a skill or concept from your 
content course which is taught in developmental 
math?______________________________________ 
Goal: Examine one skill in the two contexts  
How was (insert skill or 
concept identified) 
taught in developmental 
mathematics? 
 Instructional strategies used? Activities?  
 How much time was spent on concept? 
 Multiple presentations? Used in applications? 
Was (insert skill or 
concept identified) 
taught in college-level 
course? How? 
Was it addressed in 
Coreq course? How? 
 Instructional strategies used? Activities?  
 How much time was spent on concept? 
 Multiple presentations? Used in applications? 
 Strategies/activities used in Coreq course? 
 Different/same? Why or why not? 
What lessons have you 
learned from this 
experience? 
 
Goal: Catalog lessons this 
instructor learned from the 
experience in various 
contexts 
 Did it change how you teach? Why? How?  
o Impact the instructional strategies you use? 
o Are the other strategies you want to try in the 
future? 
 What barriers or hinderances have you experience?  
o What did you do about it? 
o What was the outcome? Now? 
 What have you learned from teaching corequisite 
courses? 
o Yourself as a teacher? 
o Underprepared students? 
o Implementing change? 
 What advice would you give a teacher just assigned to 
teach corequisite math courses? 
Demographic Check 
Goal: Gather any 
demographic information 
not previously mentioned 
in interview 
 How many semesters have you taught MAT 96? 
 What involvement did you have in designing and/or 
planning the MAT 96 course you teach? 
 Any specialized training for 
underprepared/developmental teaching? 






Probes to be used for clarification, continuation, and elaboration as needed: 
 Will you tell me more about that? 
 Can you give me an example? 
 How would you have done that differently? 
 I am not completely clear on that; can you tell me again? 
 Then what did you do? 
 Is there any other way you could have done that? 
 What was your reason for that choice? 
 Would you do that the same way again? 
 Is there anything else you would like to add to your description? 




















APPENDIX E. EXAMPLE INTERVIEW SUMMARY 
Participant #43 Interview Summary   Pseudonym:Mary 
Demographics 
Employment Full Time, Tenured 




KCTCS Courses Taught 55/65/85, 110, 150, 206, 206; Workshops 50, 100, 96, 
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Corequisite Math Course Description 
 195 Workshop paired with  
o MAT 150 for students 1-2 points below MAT 150/100 placement score 
and students completing 65;  
o other courses, including MAT 110 for students completing MAT 55 
o MAT 146 for AA degree students  
 Workshop students mainstreamed into regular college level courses 
 Enrollment caps: 15/15 workshop/non-workshop students 
 Same instructor teaches both workshop and college-level course; some semesters 
a tutor attends class and/or assists instructor 
 Workshop meets before or after college-level course 
 All math instructors teach corequisite courses as needed 
 Workshop course policies determined by individual instructor—no common 
syllabus, grading policies, etc. 
 Homework assignments for college-level course delivered via computer program. 
All students complete same homework, workshop course work determined by 
individual instructor 
Faculty Work   
Designing implementation of corequisite model—faculty not involved, informed of 
decisions made by college leadership, which workshops to offer with which courses, 
when to offer courses, number of credit hours to count in faculty workload 
 
Planning implementation of model—each math faculty planned workshop individually 
 Develop lessons to target those concepts and skills that I know from experience as 
an instructor will cause problems for students 
 Develop worksheets, paper/pencil sample tests, online sample tests for workshop 
students 
Providing corequisite academic support. What I do in the workshop--  
 Work specific online homework problems, answer questions students bring in 
about homework problems 
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 Preview upcoming topics, provide examples, give students problems for to work 
themselves while I step back and let them, encouraging them to work 
collaboratively 
 Assess students’ comprehension of concepts by watching faces and observing 
them as they work,  
o i.e. are they referring to their notes, asking me or another student 
questions, 
o after looking at their work, go over problems together and provide answers 
noting which students are marking out their work and which ones are 
smiling because they got it right 
 Walk around and provide feedback to individual students so they know they’re 
making mistakes but they’re not in front of everybody making the mistake which 
avoids the “deer in the headlights look” indicating anxiety, commenting 
appropriately, e.g. “you got it” and “hmmm…let’s go back and look at this” 
 Build confidence by giving them practice during class, allow multiple attempts on 
sample tests to build skills, review terminology and basic prerequisite concepts 
they have not seen, e.g. basic graphs  
 Show videos/discuss topics related to math study skills and math anxiety  
 Change how I teach based on the group of students in that specific class, i.e. going 
over some concepts slower or more often until everything seems to click  
 Be mindful that I need to step back because these are not math people. So I step 
back and kind of read their facial expressions because they maybe aren’t going to 
be the ones that raise their hand and tell me that I don’t understand, but people 
can’t control their faces. 
 
Lessons Learned 
About Corequisite Structure/Students 
 Better if all workshop students have same college-level course instructor. Once 
taught 100 workshop with 30 students from 3 or 4 different instructors including 
online students, although the same course learning outcomes, order of concepts 
covered varied  
 I try to bring my same frame of mind from the workshop into the mainstreamed 
content course. I want to keep the same rhythm for both workshop and non-
workshop students so no one feels like an outsider  
 I have drawn from my own experiences as a math student to develop classroom 
strategies helpful to underprepared students (e.g. not putting them on the spot or 
making them work at the board)  
 
My Roles 
 I don’t feel like I have had to redefine my role to teach corequisite courses 
because I always try to provide support for students in all my classes  
 I tell them I’ve been doing this for 18 years, without counting the time I was a 
student doing these problems, so I can stand up here and work these problems and 
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make it look easy, but they have to work the problems out. “In the workshop I 
will not teach, teach.” 
 “I think I’m more of a facilitator because they’re never going to learn it unless 
they do it themselves. It’s like anything else that they do. If you do it yourself, 
you’re going to learn it. But if I constantly show you, all you get good at is 
watching me do problems and I can do that all day.” 
 
Mentoring a New Corequisite Teacher 
 I think that they do need to realize this is not just a class where students can just 
come in and do homework. It’s got to be more than just doing a little bit more 
practice. It’s the perfect time to do some study skills because that’s one of those 
areas where students are underprepared and probably one of their faults is that 
they don’t know how to study math.  
 Talk about things like test anxiety and especially math anxiety  
 I think if you can get the student in that workshop to feel confident in themselves 
and in their abilities, I think they’ll do better when they get in the actual course.  
 For example, you can tell a difference in them, if they’re happy in the workshop, 
and you can tell them something like “you did good” or “that’s right” then that 
little light bulb goes off and it clicks. Then when they go into the content class, 
they’re a little bit more confident. I think when they’re confident; they’re going to 
do better. When they realize yeah “I can do this.” 
 Just like when you look at your own kids, when they’re doing something and 
struggling with it and then they realize they have it figured out; they can do that 
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